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Abstract

Lab-on-a-chip microfluidic systems hold substantial promise for a wide range of diagnostic

and therapeutic applications. By shrinking down conventional laboratory processes and replicat-

ing their functions on-chip, the size, cost, required time, and amount of reagent and sample needed

can be drastically reduced. However, because these devices operate at length scales orders of mag-

nitude smaller than conventional fluid processes different physical phenomena become dominant,

meaning new forces and techniques must be developed to perform them. Acoustic forces have the

potential to be useful at small length scales, though, their use has for the most part been limited

by the relatively small force magnitudes and low frequencies at which they have been generated,

thereby limiting the promise of rapid acoustic manipulation on microfluidic scales. However, a

developing technology relying on the application of surface acoustic waves (SAW) has shown the

potential to overcome these limitations, especially due to the high frequencies (10–2000 MHz)

and correspondingly small length scales (2–300 µm), on the order of the bacteria and eukaryotic

cells, that are characteristic of this method. In this thesis, SAW is used in a range of applications

that emphasize these advantages, specifically with respect to the large and localized forces that

can be generated on interfaces, both between two immiscible phases and on particles within a

single fluid phase. In the studies presented here, SAW is used to (1) actuate a fluid-air interface

for the production of water-in-air droplets with tunable diameters in the range of ∼0.5–50 µm for

the purpose of targeted nebulization therapy, (2) actuate a water-oil interface for the tunable pro-

duction of picoliter-sized water-in-oil droplets with simultaneous particle pre-concentration and

encapsulation for application in digital microfluidic systems, (3) perform controlled concentration

and release of particles using a novel microfabricated channel structure and (4) deterministically

xiii



sort particles over a large size range, demonstrated between 0.3–7 µm with potential application in

cell sorting systems where high sorting efficiency or sorting based on only small size differences

is required. Finally the case is made that acoustic fields, especially those produced by SAW, are

optimal for many, if not most, applications where manipulation of microfluidic species is required.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Microfluidics is the scientific field devoted to the study and application of physics at the micro-

scale. In this chapter both microfluidic concepts and surface acoustic waves (SAW), a relatively

new method for the microfluidic manipulation of cells and particles, are briefly introduced. This

is followed by an outline, where the layout for the remainder of this thesis is presented.

1.1 Microfluidics

Broadly considered, microfluidics is the study of fluid physics on the scale of micrometers to

millimeters or in fluid volumes of femtoliters to microliters [1, 2]. One reason for working with

fluids at this scale is to take advantage of the scaling laws that open up new opportunities for fluid

handling. Fluid mixing, for example, can be more easily controlled due to the inherently laminar

flow qualities at small length scales and fluid velocities. Commercial and practical advantages also

stem from the small size of microfluidic systems, which therefore require less material, smaller

amounts of reagent and shorter times required to use these devices than for conventional labora-

tory processes. Since the field’s inception approximately two and half decades ago [3], a wide

variety of microfluidic techniques and processes have been developed that expand the range of

applications that are possible on these platforms; microfluidic pumps, valves and sensors have all

been developed for uses as diverse as flow cytometry, fuel cells and DNA sequencing and analysis,

supporting a growing industry of hundreds comprising companies [4]. Though there are a wide

variety of applications that employ microfluidic principles, including chemical threat detection

[5], inkjet printing technology [6, 7] and display technology [8], it is possible that microfluidics

has the potential to make the largest impact in clinical diagnostics and treatment, reducing the

1
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time and expense required for an increasing array of clinical tests in an otherwise burgeoning

healthcare system. The range of fluid logic and sensing functions that have been developed on

the micro scale has made possible what has been termed the lab-on-a-chip (LOC), a concept that,

incorporating the ability to integrate a wide variety of processes and functions on a small scale,

has the goal of producing small, portable and complete systems for biomedical diagnosis, detec-

tion and therapy. The potential advantages this platform affords are profound; by shifting these

functions from a purely clinical setting to the point of care while drastically reducing their cost,

detection and treatment of illnesses can happen over smaller time scales, especially in resource

and infrastructure poor locations [9]. The manipulation of microfluidic species, including cells,

particles, and biomolecules is an integral function in microfluidic systems [10]. Filtering, sort-

ing and concentration of these species are necessary steps for sample pre-treatment and detection.

However, many of the methods used to perform these processes in the laboratory setting do not

necessarily transfer to the micro-scale; conventional centrifugation, for example (with the force

produced F ∼ rω2, where r is the rotational radius and ω is the angular velocity) becomes less

useful as its size and rotational speed become smaller. In order to perform these processes on

the micro-scale, methods for on-chip manipulation have been developed that exploit physics at

the micro scale, making using of electrical [11], optical [12], magnetic [13], hydrodynamic [14]

and acoustic forces [15, 16]. In fact, in many cases functions are made possible by use of these

forces that would not be possible on the macro-scale, especially where individual manipulation of

biomolecules or cells is desired [17, 18, 19].

Perhaps the least explored method for microfluidic manipulation and actuation are acoustic

forces; the number of extant publications on acoustic microfluidics is less than that for any other

applicable method (see Fig. 1.1), a loss to the wider field due to the variety of abilities and force

scalings that are made possible using acoustic fields, where practical forces on all but the small-

est biomolecules can be realized an with bulk fluid motion also made possible through acoustic

streaming [10]. This relative dearth of publications may be in part due to the short period in which

research in acoustic methods has been ongoing, with some of the first research in the field pub-

lished only at the turn of the century [20, 21]. Perhaps more limiting for the initial growth of the

field, however, was the lack of suitable acoustic actuation technologies that could easily be inte-

grated with microfluidic systems. Many initial methodologies relied on essentially affixing a bulk

piezoelectric to a separate microfluidic device [22, 23], making it often difficult, if not impossible,
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Figure 1.1: The number of publications on acoustic microfluidics is less than that for other mi-
crofluidic actuation methods. The number of publications was estimated by the number of search
results in Google Scholar (www.scholar.google.com), using the search term ’optical microflu-
idics’, ’magnetic microfluidics’, etc. Here, surface acoustic wave (SAW) publications are a subset
of acoustic microfluidic ones.

to localize acoustic fields in the section of a microfluidic chip where they are desired, limiting these

methods mostly to instances where integration with other components is not required. However,

with the introduction of surface acoustic waves (SAW) as a method for microfluidic manipulation

on-chip less than a decade ago [24], it is now possible to selectively pattern and localize acoustic

forces, and due to it’s simple planar construction is broadly compatible with microfluidic devices

in general [25]. In the next chapter the background and applications of SAW in the context of

microfluidic systems are discussed.

1.2 Thesis outline

The purpose of the research in this thesis is to develop manipulation methods in microfluidic

systems using SAW and to develop understanding of the physical principles that underlie these

methods. The thesis is laid out as follows: a thorough literature review of SAW in microfluidic

systems in Chapter 2, an overview of the fabrication methods used in Chapter 3, whereafter the

research is then presented in four separate publications, comprising Chapters 4-7. Finally conclud-

ing remarks are made in Chapter 8. These Chapters are described in more detail in the following

subheadings.
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1.2.1 Chapter 2

In Chapter 2 a thorough literature review is performed, where the basic principles and scaling

laws that are inherent to microfluidic systems are discussed in the context of a lab-on-a-chip,

a developing concept wherein a small disposable and cost-efficient chip is used to perform any

number of diagnostic, analysis or therapeutic functions. This is followed by a discussion of the

different technologies used to manipulate fluids and cells and particles within them. SAW is

then presented as a developing technology that is capable of improving the performance of on-

chip manipulation. The principles that make acoustic actuation possible – acoustic streaming and

acoustic pressure – are also discussed. Further, an introduction to atomization, concentration and

sorting using SAW, the subjects of research in later chapters, is made.

1.2.2 Chapter 3

Microfabrication procedures are integral to the production of both microfluidic channels and the

SAW devices that are used to manipulate particles and cells within these channels. In this chapter

the steps required are described for the reliable production of micro-scale features on both lithium

niobate, the piezoelectric material on which as SAW is produced and propagates, and in PDMS,

the material used to construct the enclosed channels, chambers and other features through which

fluid flows.

1.2.3 Chapter 4

In Chapter 4 a systematic exploration of the physics the determine droplet size during SAW atom-

ization is performed. SAW atomization is a developing technique for the production of atomized

droplets for the purpose of pulmonary therapy, where different droplet sizes can be used to target

different lung regions. Previously there was little understanding of either the droplet size distri-

butions that are produced during high frequency excitation or the principles and scaling laws that

determine what these droplet sizes are. Here, we formulate a theory of the distribution of droplet

diameters and test it successfully against experimental results.
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1.2.4 Chapter 5

Chapter 5 builds off the principles from Chapter 4, here producing droplets in a water-oil system as

opposed to water-air. A water-in-oil droplet is a powerful microfluidic tool that allows for the com-

partmentalization of reactions; in doing so microfluidics becomes digital, potentially performing

many different reactions simultaneously, though this would require methods for production and

handling of individual droplets. Here we use SAW for the on-demand production of microfluidic

droplets, and further demonstrate the capability to simultaneously pre-concentrate and encapsulate

particles, here serving as an analogue for cells, within these droplets.

1.2.5 Chapter 6

As the sophistication of lab-on-a-chip systems increases gating functions such as controlled con-

centration and release becomes increasingly important. In Chapter 6 we expand on the ability to

pre-concentrate and release particles on-demand, doing so here in a continuous flow, single phase

system. This is done at extremely low powers – on the order of milliwatts – and is made possi-

ble by the use of an easily fabricated, quasi-3D membrane structure against which particles are

pushed and trapped. Because the force used to trap these particles scales with their dimensions,

this system is also demonstrated as a particle sorter, with larger particles trapped and smaller ones

continuing in the direction of the flow.

1.2.6 Chapter 7

Chapter 7 presents a method for the sorting of particles with arbitrarily small differences in proper-

ties, including size. Particle and cell sorting is a required function in a wide range of pre-treatment

and on-chip analysis applications. The sensitivity and practicality of existing methods, however,

falls short of requirements for many purposes. Here we demonstrate particle sorting with diameter

differences of only 6%, which is a far smaller size difference than that realized previously using

SAW. The acoustic field is modeled and the experimental results confirmed against this model.

Additionally, it is shown to be possible to perform sorting using electrical forces on particles as

well by altering some device parameters, with an electric field in the vicinity of the transducers

also being produced.
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1.2.7 Chapter 8

In the final chapter a summary of the contributions to the field of SAW microfluidics by the re-

search presented in this thesis is made. Finally, conclusions with regard to the future of the this

field and microfluidics and possible future work will be made.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter the background and concepts relevant to surface acoustic wave (SAW) actuated

microfluidic systems are explored. Here, we find that though the concept of a lab-on-a-chip (LOC)

is potentially profoundly useful, there still remain issues regarding its abilities to replicate lab

processes with similar fidelity and efficiency. To date, these issues have prevented its widespread

implementation and use, especially in portable applications. Here the microfluidic concepts that

underpin the LOC concept are explored and SAW is discussed in its potential to address some of

these issues.

2.1 The lab-on-a-chip paradigm

The concept of a lab-on-a-chip (LOC) is a powerful one. The essential goal for a LOC device is to

replicate, in full, the abilities and power of a complete diagnostic laboratory with integrated com-

ponents far smaller than their full-scale counterparts. Many advantages are conferred by reducing

the scale of a diagnostic system. By shrinking the components, the value of many important pa-

rameters are similarly reduced, meaning less time to perform chemical reactions, less time on the

part of an operator, less reagents, fewer materials and components, and as a result of this, reduced

cost. Properly implemented, this concept has the potential to change clinical diagnostics; by mak-

ing a simple device that can perform rapid screening or diagnosis cheaply, frequency of doctor

visits, and especially cost and delays between testing and diagnostics as with a conventional lab,

could be significantly reduced. These advantages have been recognized especially for their appli-

cation in resource-poor developing countries, where the funds and training needed for diagnostic

7
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Figure 2.1: An example of the LOC concept, here showing a device capable of performing multiple
steps required in genetic analysis. Here, several different components, including heaters, sensors,
electrophoretic arrays and addressable valves can be integrated into a single, compact system to
reduce the cost and time of genetic analysis. Reproduced with permission from [38]. Copyright
2005, Royal Society of Chemistry.

.

laboratories may be non-existent [26]. While LOC development has focussed mostly on diagnos-

tic applications, it is important to note that the concept can also be extended to other applications

as well, such as high throughput screening for drug discovery [27, 28, 29, 30], environmental

monitoring [31, 32, 33], and therapeutic roles [34, 35, 36, 37], where the advantages of low-cost,

speed or portability are also desired. A picture of a representative LOC integrating many different

functions is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Despite the advantages conferred by the LOC, these devices have for the most part yet to achieve

widespread use or impact. The reason for this may lie in the relatively short time since LOC

concept development in the 1990s, with many applications of LOC systems still in the research

stage. However, there are also still challenges that have only partially been addressed to date,

especially with regard to the portability, flexibility and production of these platforms. While the

chip itself may be quite small, external pumps and analysis equipment are often still required, with

typical LOCs only able to perform specific, limited processes that may be restricted to specific

reactions or particular input species, requiring bespoke devices for specific applications. For the

LOC to become a truly successful platform, these issues related to portability and integration

of components should be addressed, though there is fundamentally no barrier to this occurring,

requiring further development in the methods used to perform on-chip manipulation to more fully

replicate the abilities and flexibility afforded by conventional lab processes. In this chapter, the

microfluidic concepts that underpin the LOC paradigm are discussed, with attention later given to
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Figure 2.2: Microfluidic techniques, such as the passive one shown here, are required in order to
analyze micron-scale species such as cells. Here, cells are trapped in an array of polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) mcirco-structured features, designed so that each trap contains a maximum of
one cell. Reproduced with permission from [39]. Copyright 2006, ACS publications.

.

an on-chip actuation method that has the potential to address many issues preventing widespread

implementation of the LOC.

2.2 Microfluidic concepts

Because of its dimensions, LOC platforms rely primarily on techniques and concepts developed

in the field of microfluidics, a broad topic of study whose central tenant is the manipulation or

processing of small amounts of fluid, with characteristic dimensions on the order of millimeters to

nanometers and volumes on the order of microliters to femtoliters [44]. Because of the advantages

conferred by using small fluid volumes and from operating on length scales on the order of cells

and large biomolecules, this is an increasingly active field [45, 46]. Because of this reduced scale,

far from merely replicating abilities on a macroscopic scale, it is possible to utilize effects and

forces that may be impractical to use otherwise [47]. Near-field targeted electrical [48] and optical

[49, 17] methods, for example, have the ability to manipulate and analyze individual cells and

biomolecules on-demand, as shown in Fig. 2.2, in contrast to more indiscriminate conventional

bulk cell-culturing and processing. The different physics between the micro and macro scales

must be taken into account when designing a microfluidic system. A significant portion of early

effort in the microfluidic field has been to replicate conventional laboratory processes, such as

centrifugation [50] or DNA sequencing [51], though often methods applicable on the macro-scale

are not as effective or are overly complex to implement when scaled down; a replication of results
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Figure 2.3: (A,B) Passive micromixers use fluid-folding techniques to reduce the thickness of ad-
joining reagent layers so that diffusion acts over smaller distances. (C) Active mechanical methods
perform mixing by raising local Reynolds numbers over small lengths. (A) Reproduced with per-
mission from [40, 41]. Copyright 2001, 2011, Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Reproduced with
permission from [42]. Copyright 2006, National Academy of Sciences. (C) Reproduced with
permission from [43]. Copyright 2004 Royal Society of Chemistry.

but not necessarily methods is thus desired. In the case of centrifugation for the purpose of cell

sorting, for example, with the force generated proportional to the square of the velocity, F ∼ v2,

it becomes difficult to generate the required fluid speed in a small space, which would necessitate

unrealistic velocity gradients and require time spans that are incompatible with rapid diagnostic

devices. To circumvent this, a variety of passive and active techniques (to be discussed in later

sections) have been developed that make use of other forces [52]. The need to develop new meth-

ods is driven by the different length scales L of microfluidic devices, where different forces are

dominant for different L. Dimensionless numbers that determine the dominance of different forces

that are influenced by L, include:

• the Reynolds number Re = ρUL/µ relating inertial to viscous forces, where ρ , U and µ are

the fluid density, characteristic velocity and viscosity,

• the Weber number We = ρU2L/γ relating inertial in interfacial forces, where γ is the fluid

surface tension,

• the Péclet number UL/D relating the impact of convection and diffusion where D is the

diffusion constant, and

• the Capillary number µU/γ relating viscous and interfacial forces, which is not strictly a

function of L, though microfluidic systems by virtue of their size often have a characteristi-

cally small U value.
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In microfluidics the result of a characteristically small L is that, compared to macroscopic length

scales, viscosity, interfacial forces and diffusion tend to dominate fluid flow characteristics in mi-

crofluidic systems [10]. One of the most significant impacts of low Reynolds and Péclet numbers

is the minimal fluidic mixing that naturally occurs, with Reynolds numbers typically on the order

of O(1) or less preventing chaotic advection through turbulence. However, while this may be an

advantage for many applications, passively keeping different species and reagents on-chip spa-

tially separated with only diffusion gradients determining reagent dispersal, it is often desirable

to have control over the mixing location and time. For this to be accomplished hydrodynamically

on small length scales, methods have developed that fold, twist or warp the flow to increase the

surface area between layers of different fluid species, as shown in Fig. 2.3, allowing diffusion to

completely mix the fluid.

Similarly, the dominance of interfacial forces, especially surface tension, results in low capillary

and Weber numbers that present both challenges and opportunities for manipulation in microflu-

idic devices. Liquid dispensing and handling become more problematic at the micro-scale; for

example, it is essentially impossible to discretely ’pour’ nanoliter volumes, with water and most

other fluids spontaneously forming discrete droplets in air that are orders of magnitude larger. On

the microfluidic scale, this difficulty has been overcome using a variety of methods, using a locally

applied field to reliably dispense picoliter and femtoliter droplets [53, 54, 27, 55]. However, the

dominance of surface tension also permits other activities such as the discrete handling of small

fluid volumes or self-filling of microfluidic chambers through capillary action, shown in Fig. 2.4.

By encasing finite fluid volumes within a segmented flow several advantages are realized when

utilized in a microfluidic system, many of which are elaborated in the following section.

2.2.1 Droplet based microfluidics

Because of the relative dominance of surface tension, it is possible to segment fluid into a num-

ber of droplets of a defined volume. In the case of fluid flow in a closed channel, droplet based

microfluidics is a subset of microfluidics whereby flow is segmented by the mixture of two im-

miscible fluids so that individual droplets of one fluid phase is entirely surrounded by another, for

example water in oil. There are several advantages are conferred in the use of these droplets. By

reducing the reagent volume yet further, smaller amounts of highly valuable reagents such as con-

centrated DNA or protein samples are required, while undesired concentration gradients that may
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Figure 2.4: The relative dominance of interfacial forces such as surface tension allow for fluid
handling and manipulation methods that are not feasible on a macro-scale. (A) Individual droplets,
whose shape is maintained by surface tension, can be manipulated in an electrowetting array,
including transport and mixing. (B) Similarly, interfacial forces allow the self-filling/pumping
properties of micro-structured channels, with capillary wicking driving fluid flow. (A) Reproduced
with permission from [56]. Copyright 2008, Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Reproduced with
permission from [57]. Copyright 2008, John Wiley and Sons

.

be present in a continuous-flow microfluidic system are avoided due to to an oil-water diffusion

barrier. Additionally, again because of the dominance of surface tension at small length scales, the

mixing between picoliter volumes is almost instantaneous with spontaneous merging of droplets

in contact with one another occurring rapidly. But perhaps the most significant advantage, and one

that is only relatively recently been explored, is the potential to make use of the compartmentalized

and discretized flow on a microfluidic chip much as electrical signals are used in microelectron-

ics, making possible what has been termed ’digital microfluidics’ [56, 58]. In doing so, processes

that might normally require large amounts of reagent and machinery, such as those involved in

high-throughput screening (HTS) where the reaction between thousands of different compounds

are analyzed, could be replicated on a microfluidic lab-on-a-chip, resulting in order of magnitude

time and cost savings that are inherent to this platform. In the following paragraphs the techniques

and principles fundamental to droplet-based microfluidics are discussed.

Fig. 2.5(A,B) demonstrates the fundamental principle for droplet creation in a microfluidic system,

here showing (A) a T-junction and (B) flow focussing structure. In both, a continuous (oil) phase is

mixed with a disperse (water) phase, resulting in spontaneous and controllable droplet formation,

with the higher surface tension liquid (water) forming droplets in the lower surface tension (oil)

one [59, 60, 61]. The droplet formation mechanism in these systems is determined by the capillary

number of the continuous phase Ca = µuc/L, where uc is the flow rate of the continuous phase.
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Figure 2.5: A microfluidic water-in-oil droplet is produced primarily using a microfabricated (a)
T-junction or (b) flow-focussing geometry. (c) Individual droplets for discrete number of cells
is an ideal system for a miniature bioreactor, simplifying analysis and cell handling. (d) The
droplet breakup mechanism, which in part determines final droplet dimensions, can be described
as the (1) squeezing, (2) dripping or (3) jetting regime, a function of the value of Cac. (e) Dis-
cretized fluid units form the basis for digital microfluidics, with hydrodynamic logic possible,
here demonstrating (A) three AND gates in a ring oscillator and (C) a fluidic ladder for droplet
timing synchronization. (a-c) Reproduced with permission from [59]. Copyright 2010, IOP Pub-
lishing. (d) Reproduced with permission from [62]. Copyright 2007, Cambridge University Press.
(e) Reproduced with permission from [65]. Copyright 2007, The American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

These mechanisms can be broadly defined as fitting into one of three regimes: squeezing dripping,

or jetting, depending on the value of Ca. For low Ca values, droplet formation falls into the

squeezing regime, where surface tension is dominant [62]. In the context of a T-juction, in this

regime a incoming disperse phase enters and fills the entire width of the channel, with the pressure

drop on either side of the nascent droplet resulting in the breakup of the thinning neck region at the

orifice boundary, as shown in Fig. 2.5d(1). For 0.015 .Cac . 0.035 droplet size drops off sharply

in the dripping regime, with the disperse phase failing to fill the width of the channel prior to

breakup (Fig. 2.5d(2)). For yet higher values of Cac, droplet breakup occurs with the formation of

an unstable viscous thread which undergoes capillary breakup [63, 64], though droplet production

in microfluidic lab-on-a-chip devices most often occurs in the squeezing, or sometimes dripping

regime, where the droplet dimensions can be more rigorously controlled.

For the implementation of a device that confers the same relative abilities as a digital electronic

device, the ability to address and control the path of individual droplets is required. Digital logic,

with microfluidic AND, NAND OR and XOR gates (basic logic operators) has been demonstrated
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in microfluidic devices through the use of clever geometries [66, 65, 67, 68, 69], though are lim-

ited in either their compatible fluids, range of allowable throughput, and actual addressability of

individual droplets. Without active control, the range of functions allowable on such a platform

are limited, with suitable applications restricted to those in which the same activity is required to

be repeatedly performed. With this in mind, several methods have been developed to individu-

ally control droplet trajectories and pathways based on feedback-control mechanisms, including

pneumatic valves [69, 70, 71, 72], optical methods [73, 74], electrokinetic forces [75, 76, 77]

and acoustic forces [78, 79, 80, 81]. For full versatility in controlling the timing and location of

droplet kinetics, pressure gradients used to drive droplet formation should also be actively con-

trolled. To this end, active methods have been used for on-demand microfluidic droplet generation

[80, 82, 83, 84, 85], though most require external, rather than on-chip generation of pressure

gradients, with limited ability to combine these gradients with other useful on-chip abilities, a

shortcoming that is addressed in Chapter 5, where SAW is used to generate microfluidic water-in-

oil droplets on-chip. These and other microfluidic actuation methods are discussed and compared

in the following section.

2.2.2 Actuation methods

The on-demand, tunable manipulation of fluid flow, droplets, cells and particles requires active

control on-chip, with several techniques developed that make use of different forces that are rele-

vant on the micro-scale, including magnetic, optical, electrical and high frequency acoustic forces.

These forces are applicable to microfluidic systems because they are near-field, with force magni-

tude dropping off over larger length scales due to attenuation or inherent field properties. Because

they are non-contact, these forces can also potentially be generated external to the actual microflu-

idic channels. Active control on microfluidic platforms has been demonstrated for a wide variety

of processes that are applicable to microfluidic species, including sorting and size discrimination

[86, 87, 88, 75, 79, 89, 36], single-cell and biomolecule manipulation [16, 90, 47, 91, 17], concen-

tration [92, 93, 94, 95], mixing [94, 96, 43, 72] and cell treatment including transfection [37, 97],

lysis [98, 99] and cell patterning and culturing [100, 101, 102, 103, 104]. While there are a wide

variety of techniques used to perform these procedures, and an equally wide range of applications

that they could conceivably be applied to, there are applications for which each technique is well
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suited. It is important to choose the technique employed for the required device qualities, includ-

ing throughput, magnitude of force, ability to localize this force, flexibility and tunability, ability

to integrate with other microfluidic components in addition to economic considerations such as

cost of materials, manufacturing time and assembly ease. Some common microfluidic techniques

and their comparative advantages and disadvantages are given in Table 2.1, with examples of

each shown in Fig. 2.6. Active methods are contrasted with hydrodynamic ones in that hydrody-

namic manipulation techniques, while potentially performing sophisticated individual processes,

are limited in their flexibility and tunability, unless of course active control in terms of flow rate

modulation or on-chip gating is applied.

Table 2.1: Microfluidic actuation methods
Tech-
nique

Force Scaling Advantages Disadvantages Exam-
ples

magnetic magne-
tophoretic
force

F ∼ R3,
∆χ

Simple, inex-
pensive, passive
use of magnets
possible

weak force, through-
put/specifity trade-
off, limited appli-
cation (magnetic
species/fluid required)

[105,
106, 107,
108, 109]

optical optical tweez-
ers

F ∼ R3,6,
∆ε

high spatial res-
olution, high
speed and re-
sponsiveness,
high specificity,

low throughput, cell
damage and photo-
bleaching, compli-
cated and sensitive
setup required

[87, 73,
110, 88]

acoustic acoustic pres-
sure

F ∼ R3,6,
φ(ρ,β )

high throughput,
large forces

integration difficul-
ties with devices,
large wavelengths
will mean small effect
on cells

[111, 79,
112, 25,
81, 16]

electrical dielec-
trophoretic
force

F ∼ R3,
∆ε

high throughput high voltages re-
quired, relatively
small force, local
heating,

[113, 90,
114, 115,
116]

passive hydrodynamic
force

F ∼ R, ρ high throughput,
simple

low specificity, only
simple or single activ-
ities possible

[117,
118, 119,
86]

Active techniques differ more fundamentally, however, in the types of force and force scalings

that are applied, which can limit what microfluidic species the technique can be reasonably ap-

plied to. Electrical and optical manipulation methods, for example, can apply differential force

based on size or electrical permittivity differences ∆ε [123, 124] or (closely related) differences

in magnetic susceptibility ∆χ [125]. Also, though most fluids exhibit observable paramagnetism

at high enough field strengths, magnetic forces are limited to cases where magnetic particles or
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Figure 2.6: A variety of actuation methods and forces are used in lab-on-a-chip systems for ma-
nipulating microfluidic species. Different actuation methods can be used to perform a range of
activities, including (a) magnetically controlled mixing, (b) optical separation, (c) acoustic sort-
ing, (d) electrical cell membrane fusion and hydrodynamic sorting using either (e) deterministic
rolling or (f) inertial separation. (a) Reproduced from [120]. Copyright 2007, IEEE. (b) Repro-
duced with permission from [87]. Copyright 2003, Nature Publishing Group. (c) Reproduced
with permission from [121]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier. (d) Reproduced with permission from
[48]. Copyright 2012, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) Reproduced with permission from
[86], Copyright 2012, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (f) Reproduced with permission from
[122], Copyright 2009, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

fluids are involved, so that the requisite field can be generated by a passive magnet or small elec-

tromagnet. Where this is not the case, other forces such as electrical ones can be applied, which

can be more readily pattered and localized on-chip without as much danger of far-field effects; the

dielectrophoretic (DEP) force drops off rapidly outside of the immediate vicinity of an electrode

[126].

However, in cases where the permittivity of the medium and the particle or cell are similar, or there

is little difference in the electrical properties between two species for which separation is required,

yet other techniques are required. Acoustic forces fulfill this role well, being similarly non-contact

and offering the same force scaling with particle dimensions as optical methods (where the travel-

ing optical/acoustic wave force scales with R3 and a standing wave with R6), while being the only

active control method that differentiates on mechanical properties rather than electrical ones. This

is relevant for certain applications such as the sorting of infected malarial cells from noninfected

ones, where there is only a fractional difference in electrical permittivity [127], but a ten-fold

difference in mechanical stiffness [128].
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Similar to electrical forces, acoustic forces have also proven to be very versatile when applied on

chip, having been used for activities as varied as mixing [94, 25], concentration [15, 129], atomiza-

tion [35, 34], pumping [130, 131], droplet production [132, 83] and on-chip microcentrifugation

[133]. The limiting factor in applying these forces to microfluidic systems has been their (1) abil-

ity to arbitrarily localize forces and (2) ease of integration within a microfluidic device. In some of

the first iterations of these acoustic microfluidic devices a bulk piezoelectric transducer was affixed

to a stiff substrate such as silicon which contains the fluid chambers [134]. However, while func-

tional as an individual unit, unforseen and undesired effects on other processes may occur when

integrating this as a module into a complete lab-on-a-chip. To address these and other issues, a

relatively new method for on-chip acoustic manipulation has garnered increasing attention, called

surface acoustic waves (SAW).

2.3 Surface acoustic waves (SAW)

It is a property of a piezoelectric material that, when an electrical potential is applied, a mechani-

cal expansion or contraction is produced. This principle and its converse, where a mechanical dis-

placement produces a charge separation, has been known since the latter part of the 19th century

[135]. While the effect has been known for some time, it was not until it was applied to the gener-

ation of acoustic fields, where a piezoelectric is actuated at a given electrical frequency to generate

an oscillating acoustic field, that these materials found widespread use. Today the diverse appli-

cations of piezoelectrically generated acoustic fields include underwater depth sounding, medical

imaging, non-destructive testing and, of course, microfluidic devices. A SAW is a special type of

acoustic wave that, rather than resulting from the bulk vibration of a material, travels exclusively

in the vicinity of its surface. SAW devices were initially developed for the telecommunication

industry, where they continue to serve as bandpass filters for RF devices [136]. SAW has only

recently found application in lab-on-a-chip microfluidic devices, where SAW has substantial ad-

vantages over other methods for generating acoustic fields. Some of these are listed in the fol-

lowing points: (1) The mechanical displacement is concentrated at the material interface – often

the piezoelectric substrate and water – resulting in efficient energy transfer into the fluid. (2) The

acoustic wavelength of typical SAW devices for microfluidic applications range from the size of

larger microfluidic channels (∼300 µm) [111] to that of the smallest cells (∼1 µm), a result of
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Figure 2.7: Acoustic fields generated by SAW have found use for a diverse range of microfluidic
applications, including (A) concentration, (B) pumping, (C) sessile droplet transport, and (D) oil-
water droplet sorting. (A) Reproduced with permission from [111], Copyright 2008, The Royal
Society of Chemistry. (B) Reproduced with permission from [141]. Copyright 2008, AIP Publish-
ing LLC. (C) Reproduced with permission from [142]. Copyright 2006, SAGE Publications. (D)
Reproduced with permission from [78], Copyright 2009, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 2.8: A SAW device is comprised of a piezoelectric substrate on which a series of interdigital
transducers (IDTs) are arrayed. When excited at its resonant frequency, these IDTs produce a wave
that will travel directionally along the substrate surface.

the large frequency (10 MHz–10GHz) at which these devices are actuated [137]. (3) These de-

vices are planar, composed of a series of metal interdigital transducers (IDTs) patterned on a flat

piezoelectric substrate, and therefore easily integrated with similarly planar microfluidic platforms

through direct channel bonding [138] or channel etching in the substrate itself [139]. Addition-

ally, a superstrate can be used, with a viscous layer coupling energy from the the piezoelectric to

a separate microfluidic device on top, obviating the need to integrate channels directly on top of

the piezoelectric material [140]. These and other advantages have seen this technology used for a

diverse range of applications, some of which are depicted in Fig. 2.7.

2.3.1 Principles

A representative SAW device is depicted in Fig. 2.8. To generate a SAW, a series of interdigital

transducers (IDTs) are arrayed on a piezoelectric substrate. When an AC signal is applied across

the pair of electrodes at the resonant frequency of the IDTs such that the surface displacement
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emanating from each finger-pair is reinforced by the subsequent one, a SAW that will continue

to propagate across the substrate orthogonal to long-axis of the IDTs. The frequency, f , of this

resonant condition is given by

f =
cs

λSAW
, (2.1)

where cs is the SAW phase velocity of the piezoelectric material and λSAW is the resonant wave-

length of the IDTs. In the most straightforward IDT configuration, each strip of metal in an IDT is

1/4λSAW wide. Other IDT configurations are possible, however; split-finger [143] and single phase

unidirectional IDTs [144, 145] have the advantages, respectively, of a more uniform bandpass re-

gion (defining the range of resonant frequencies) and unidirectional propagation. Additionally, any

IDT configuration can be patterned to shape the resulting field or its frequency range as desired,

including focussed patterns [146], which confer a concentrated region of surface displacement,

chirped [91] and slanted finger patterns [147], both of which yielld a large range of resonant fre-

qunecies by virtue of their varying IDT finger dimensions. These configurations and patterns are

shown in Fig. 2.9. The most common piezoelectric material used for SAW microfluidics is lithium

niobate (LiNbO3), optimal for this application because of its high spontaneous polarization and

electromechanical coupling coefficient [148, 149] and low inherent acoustic attenuation [150].

When a SAW traveling along a piezoelectric substrate encounters a body of fluid on top of it,

energy will radiate from the substrate into the fluid in the form of an acoustic wave at the Rayleigh

angle θR, defined as the angle of propagation into the fluid from a direction normal to the substrate

surface [35], given by

θR = sin−1
(

c f

cs

)
, (2.2)

where cl is the sound speed in the fluid. In 128◦ YX-cut lithium niobate, cs ≈ 3960 m/s [151],

c f ≈ 1480 at room temperature, resulting in θR ≈ 22◦. In the case of a pure standing wave,

however, energy radiates vertically into the fluid. The existence of a traveling or standing wave

in a system is a function of the system design. As shown in Fig. 2.10, a traveling SAW is the

result of a single set of IDTs whereas a standing wave is produced through the superposition of

two incident travelling waves. Typical microfluidic systems using SAW can be further broken

up into open (Fig. 2.10c) or closed (Fig. 2.10d) formats, with the design chosen depending on
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Figure 2.9: An advantage of SAW is that there are several different IDT configurations and patterns
that can be used to achieve the desired frequency or field shape characteristics. (a) Normal IDTs,
(b) split-finger IDTs and (c) single-phase unidirectional IDTS are some of the more common IDT
configurations, which can be further modified into (d) slanted finger, (e) chirped and (f) focussed
IDTs patterns.

the intended application. In an open-microfluidic electrowetting array, for example, SAW can

be used for droplet translation [152] and applied to closed microfluidic systems for applications

that require constant throughput [101] or those that contain two fluid phases for droplet-based

microfluidics [79]. Regardless of the configuration, all SAW microfluidic devices make use of an

acoustic wave that propagates through a body of fluid. These devices make use of one or both of

the following effects: (1) when this fluid interacts with an interface, including those of immersed

particles, a time-averaged pressure is produced on that interface or particle and (2) the attenuation

of the displacement amplitude as the acoustic wave propagates creates a momentum flux that, in a

fluid, results in acoustic streaming [153]. These two effects are discussed more thoroughly in the

next two subsections.
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Figure 2.10: SAW microfluidic systems make use of both (a) traveling and (b) standing wave
setups, the latter showing a part of the region where a standing SAW exists. Either traveling or
standing waves can then be applied to either (c) open, or droplet-based systems, or (d) closed
channel-based systems whose boundaries are defined by channels bonded onto the substrate, both
of which are shown here in a standing wave setup. The use of either traveling waves or standing
waves in an open or closed microfluidic system depends on the intended application.

2.3.2 Acoustic pressure

Acoustic pressue is the mechanism fundamental to the operation of many microfluidic systems

using SAW, such as on a water-air interface where fluid drops can be translated on a level surface

[94]. Similarly, pressure on a water-oil interface is required for the manipulation of droplets in

closed systems [79]. In this section the theory of acoustic radiation pressure is presented. There are

two central definitions of acoustic radiation pressure, which are applied depending on the nature

of the system concerned. Rayleigh radiation pressure refers to the time-averaged pressure induced

by acoustic waves which are incident on an interface in a confined chamber, while Langevin radi-

ation pressure is the time-averaged pressure on a wall in an unconfined chamber [154], depicted

in Fig. 2.11. The effect of the confined chamber in the case of Rayleigh radiation pressure is to

introduce an additional hydrostatic pressure term proportional to the square of the displacement

amplitude [155]. The difference in pressures recorded at each absorber in Fig. 2.11 is due to the

different reference pressures; in an unconfined chamber this is the pressure of the fluid directly

behind the absorber, while in a confined chamber this is the pressure of the unperturbed fluid at
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Figure 2.11: Configurations of for the production of (a) Langevin and (b) Rayleigh radiation
pressures. In both cases a transducer (T ) produces waves (W ) which are incident on the absorber
(A).

rest.

The Langevin radiation pressure can be found by adapting the methodology from Rooney & Ny-

borg [156]. If F is the force acting on a body bounded by an arbitrary surface S enclosing a body

with density ρ and fluid velocity v, then F can be defined by eularian mass conservation:

F =
∂ρv
∂ t
−
∫

S
ρv(v ·n) dS (2.3)

Where ∂ρv/∂ t is the rate of change in momentum, and the integral over S represents the transport

of momentum across S. Assuming F and v are collimated along the x-axis as shown in Fig. 2.11,

and letting i be the unit vector in the x-direction, then

v = vi, (2.4)

F =
∂ρv
∂ t
−
∫

S
ρv2(n · i) dS. (2.5)

Integrating this across the surface S, we have

F =
∂ρv
∂ t

+
(
ρv2)s. (2.6)

Because we wish to find the steady-state pressure incident upon the interface, the time average of

the equation components is taken. Because the time dependent term of Eq. 2.6 at steady state is

equal to zero, this equation can be written as:
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F/s = Pl = 〈ρv2〉 (2.7)

Where F/s is simply the force per area, Pl is the Langevin radiation pressure and 〈〉 denotes a time

averaged quantity [156]. As 〈ρv2〉 is equivalent to the total acoustic energy in a unit volume [153],

Langevin’s result, Pl = E holds true. For the case of a sinusoidally oscillating driving force, Pl can

be further be decomposed and represented as

Pl = 〈ρv2〉= 1
T

∫ T

0
ρv2 dt =

1
2

ρω
2
ξ

2
0 , (2.8)

where ω is the frequency of oscillation and ξ0 is the displacement amplitude of the oscillator.

Given that the velocity of the oscillator can be written as v0 =ωξ0, the Langevin radiation pressure

can then be written as Pl =
1
2 ρv2

0 .

The Rayleigh radiation pressure is similar to Langevin’s result, though adds a hydrostatic pressure

term resulting from the nonlinear propagation of an ultrasonic acoustic wave through a media,

whose nonlinearity parameter, B/A comes from the first two terms in the taylor series expansion

of the equation for the instantaneous change in pressure [157], given by the Taylor series expansion

p− p0 = A
(

ρ−ρ0

ρ0

)
+B/2

(
ρ−ρ0

ρ0

)2

+ · · · , (2.9)

where B and A represent the nonlinear modulus and A the adiabatic bulk modulus [158]. Here,

larger values of B/A represent fluids which are more strongly nonlinear, and will thus have a larger

hydrostatic static pressure component..

From Rooney [156], the Rayleigh radiation pressure under the influence of sinusoidal oscillation

is:

Pr =

[
1+

B
2A

]
〈ρv2〉=

[
1
2
+

B
4A

]
ρv2

0 (2.10)

Where Pr is the Rayleigh radiation pressure. Given that B/A for water is 5.0, the Rayleigh pressure

in water is given by Pr =
7
4 ρv2

0.

While these relationships hold for the interaction between a traveling wave and a planar surface

much larger than the acoustic wavelength, different relationships hold where the object acted on
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is on the order of the size of the acoustic wavelength or smaller. For a traveling acoustic wave

interacting with a particle for R� λ , the acoustic force was deduced by King [159] as

Ftw = 64ρ

(
ω

c

)4
R6v2

0
1+ 2

9(1− (ρ/ρp)
2)

(2+ρ/ρp)2 (2.11)

In the case of a standing wave field, characterized by zero phase velocity, however, motion is

restricted to within one half of the acoustic wavelength where the particles collect at the acoustic

pressure nodes or antinodes, depending on whether the acoustic contrast factor φ > 0 or φ > 0,

with the standing wave acoustic force Fsw on the particle given by

Fsw =−
(

πP2
0 Vpβ f

2λ

)(
5ρp−2ρ f

2ρp +ρ f
− βp

β f

)
sin(2kx), (2.12)

where p0 is the pressure amplitude, Vp the particle volume, λ the wavelength, ρ f and ρp the

density of the fluid and particles, µ the viscosity and βp and β f are the compressibility of the

particle and medium. The sin term reflects the periodicity of the pressure field, repeating every

k/2 in the x direction, where k = ω/λ is the wavenumber. The force scaling between a traveling

and standing acoustic wave differs primarily with respect to the particle dimensions, with R6 in

Eq. 2.11 and R3 in eq. 2.12. The applicability of these forces in microfluidic systems is discussed

later in Section 2.4.3. However, direct acoustic pressure on particles and interfaces is not the only

acoustic phenomena that can be exploited; the nonlinear propagation of a compressional wave

through a fluid medium will also result in motion of of the fluid itself, called acoustic streaming,

which is described in the following section.

2.3.3 Acoustic streaming

The propagation of an acoustic wave through a physical medium produces a second-order non-

linear body force, namely a force acting much like gravity through the bulk of the fluid, in the

direction of wave propagation resulting in local fluid flow. This flow is called acoustic streaming,

or quartz wind when the fluid through which the acoustic wave propagates is air [10]. The ability

for acoustic waves propagating through a fluid medium to induce momentum flux was first ob-

served by Lord Rayleigh when examining a standing wave field between two plates [160]. Fluid

flow driven by acoustic streaming has since been utilized for microfluidic mixing, centrifugation

and pumping [137]. Recirculation in a droplet driven by acoustic streaming is depicted in Fig.
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Figure 2.12: A SAW incident on a fluid body will undergo amplitude attenuation, transferring
acoustic energy to the fluid with the resulting wavefronts propagating at the Rayleigh angle θR.
Attenuation of the acoustic beam in the fluid itself gives rise to a momentum flux, with this mo-
mentum transfer resulting in a bulk fluid motion known as acoustic streaming. Reproduced with
permission from [25]. Copyright 2009, AIP Publishing LLC.

2.12. The principle advantage of acoustic streaming in microscale systems over other methods

are the lack of moving parts. Pumping, for example, has traditionally been accomplished pneu-

matically with bulk fluid pumps, though the drive toward small-scale devices has driven research

into methods compatible with microscale fabrication, leading to the development of electrohy-

drodynamic [161] and acoustic [162, 163] microfluidic pumping methods. Of these methods,

acoustically derived flows can be driven to higher velocities while requiring significantly lower

voltages and without the need for a charge carrier in the fluid [25]. Acoustic pumping has been

accomplished with thickness mode vibration [164, 165, 166], flexural plate waves [163, 167] and

surface acoustic waves (SAW) [168, 142]. Though these methods differ in their fabrication, fre-

quency range and suitable applications, their fundamental mechanism of action in generating fluid

flow via an acoustically generated body force is the same.

An understanding of acoustic streaming is important when making use of acoustic fields in mi-

crofluidic systems, where acoustic streaming will always be present in some form, even if it is not

desired. To enhance this understanding, this streaming mechanism is described in the following

sections.

Acoustic streaming is the result of the nonlinear propagation of sound waves through an elastic

medium, whereby the advancing compressed phase of the wave travels faster than the dilated part,

resulting in a net force in the direction of wave propagation. The streaming force can be derived

from newtonian mechanics, where the sum of all forces F acting on a control volume V is equal
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to the change in momentum: Newton’s second law [169]. If we define a control volume without

respect to an external reference frame, it makes sense to formulate this law in terms of the material

derivative, which is the change in a quantity γ that a given sampling point traveling through a field

in which γ varies is determined. The general material derivative is

Dγ

Dt
=

∂γ

∂ t
+u ·∇(γ). (2.13)

Applying the material derivative Newton’s second law, we have

D
Dt

∫

V
ρudV =

∫

V
FdV. (2.14)

When we eliminate the integrand and fully expanding the left hand side this equation equation,

∂ (ρu)
∂ t

+u ·∇(ρu) = F, (2.15)

which when expanded takes the form

u
∂ρ

∂ t
+ρ

∂u
∂ t

+ρ(u ·∇)u+u∇ ·ρu = F. (2.16)

Because the body force producing acoustic streaming is a time-averaged phenomena, it makes

sense to take the time-average of equation (2.16) to find the force, arriving at the same result as

others [170, 171, 172]. Here the time average is denoted by 〈〉 and with the body force being

F = 〈ρ(u ·∇)u+u∇ ·ρu〉. (2.17)

Note here that the time-average of F results in dropping of all ∂

∂ t terms. This result is equivalent to

that derived from Lighthill [153], who derived the body force alternatively in terms of the Reynolds

stress σ , with

σ = ρuiu j, (2.18)

where the body force is given by the spatial gradient of the Reynolds stress, or momentum flux, in

the x1, x2 and x3 direction, represented in Einstein notation as

Fj =−
∂ρuiu j

∂xi
. (2.19)
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This alternative definition is equivalent to equation (2.16) in that the body force is defined as

the change in momentum flux, and can be expanded to yield the same result as equation (2.17).

Equation (2.17) can be further simplified by making use of the continuity equation, which (at

steady state) sets

∇ ·ρu = 0. (2.20)

Applying this equation to the previously derived definition of the body force yields the following

relationship, used by others [173, 10, 174]

F = 〈ρ(u ·∇)u〉. (2.21)

The streaming force resulting from a decaying substrate wave vibration as in SAW can be found

by including a measure of the attenuation of the particle velocity in the fluid with a corresponding

attenuation of the SAW on the water-loaded piezoelectric substrate. This velocity, in the x-z plane,

is given by [171]:

ux = ξ0ωe(jωt)e(−jkLx)exp(−αkLz)

uz =−jαξ0ωe(jωt)e(−jkLx)exp(−αkLz) (2.22)

where ξ0 is the maximal surface displacement, the SAW number kL = kr+ jki is a constant with the

imaginary ki component representing the attenuation of a leaky SAW when loaded with later [175]

(as opposed to a Rayleigh type SAW without water loading with an attenuation coefficient of only

kr) and

α =

√
1+
(

cs

cl

)2

(2.23)

The streaming force |F| can then be calculated using |F| =
√

F2
x +F2

z from the pythagorean the-

orem. Applying (2.22) to equation (2.17), the body force is found to be:

F =−ρ0(1+α
2
1 )

3/2
ξ

2
0 ω

2kie(2kix+2α1kiz) (2.24)

Here, the body force at any point (x,z) is determined by the coupling at the solid-fluid interface

α1 = jα and the attenuation of the traveling surface wave under water loading ki. Because of these
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Figure 2.13: Atomization is the process through which capillary instabilities resulting from acous-
tic actuation result in droplet break-off from a larger liquid bulk. Shown here for a (a) a fluid atop
a (b) bulk-mode vibrating transducer and a (b-f) SAW device. (b,c) In a SAW atomization system
(e,f) droplets of different characteristic dimensions are produced. (a) Reproduced with permission
from [177]. Copyright 2002, Springer. (b-f) Reproduced with permission from [35]. Copyright
2009, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

attenuation factors, the force in a given body of fluid of length scales greater than ∼ 10λ will not

be of uniform magnitude throughout the path of the acoustic beam. It is this asymmetry which is

utilized in some acoustic streaming applications such as microcentrifugation [176], separation and

mixing [94] using SAW.

2.4 Relevant applications of SAW

These phenomena, acoustic pressure and acoustic streaming, are the mechanisms by which SAW

is able to manipulate particles, cells and fluid interfaces in microfluidic systems. Some relevant

applications demonstrating the manner in which these forces can be applied to microfluidic lab-

on-a-chip and therapeutic systems, as well as existing gaps in the field that are addressed by the

work in this thesis, are detailed in the following subsections.

2.4.1 Atomization

Atomization is the process by which a bulk fluid is converted to a distribution of water-in-air

droplets. The ability to atomize fluids is important in for several high value applications, such

as nebulization therapy, where a therapeutic agent is solubilized in a liquid whereafter the atom-

ized droplets are inhaled for purposes such as drug delivery [35], and mass spectrometry [179].
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Figure 2.14: Images of droplet breakup. (a) Subthreshold capillary wave amplitude results in a
vibrating surface, with no or few droplets produced. (b) Atomization occurs when the capillary
stabilization forces are overcome in the presence of sufficient external forcing in the process of
liquid thread formation and subsequent droplet pinch-off. Image reproduced with permission from
[178]. Copyright 2007, AIP Publishing LLC.
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There are currenly several atomization methods, including flow focussing [180], electrospraying

[181] and ultrasonic actuation (including SAW) [182, 183]. Of these methods, actively controlled

ultrasonic ones hold substantial promise for applications such as nebulization therapy, with the

ability to accurately control timing, dosage and, with proper characterization and physical under-

standing, the size of the droplets produced. Two ultrasonic atomization concepts are shown in

Fig. 2.13, making use of bulk acoustic waves (a,b) and SAW (c-f). Among acoustic actuation

methods, SAW has the particular advantage of surface concentrated displacement resulting in effi-

cient energy transfer into the fluid placed on top, as opposed to a bulk ultrasonic transducer which

will invariably leak otherwise useful energy into its mountings and surrounds. This efficiency is

particularly important for portable, point of care nebulization therapies [35].

In ultrasonic atomization, whether driven by SAW or a bulk transducer, droplet breakup occurs

through a process of viscous-shear driven capillary wave excitation [35]. That is, the substrate

wave vibrations are coupled into a fluid on top of it, driving capillary waves on the fluid surface,

where the spectral density (the representative magnitude of different frequencies) of these waves

is dictated by dissipative influences of wave turbulence [184]. When the the amplitude of these

capillary waves is sufficiently high, a droplet is formed through the generation of a capillary in-

stability in a liquid thread, with subsequent droplet pinch off creating one or more droplets; this

process is visualized in Fig. 2.14. The threshold capillary wave amplitude for droplet formation is

determined by the magnitude of the different physical parameters, given by [185, 186]

ac ∼ 2
µ

ρ

(
ρ

πγ fc

)1/3

, (2.25)

where fc is the capillary frequency. Of particular importance is the droplet size resulting from this

breakup process, which determines which lung regions (trachea, bronchiole of alveoli) are targeted

by nebulization therapy, with smaller droplets depositing in deeper lung regions. This wavelength

has been previously determined from the Kelvin equations for capillary waves, given by [187]

λ =

(
2πγ

ρ f 2
e

)1/3

(2.26)

where fe is the frequency of substrate excitation. Previous work with low frequency excitation

suggested that this excitation frequency corresponds to the capillary frequency by the simple rela-

tionship fc = fe/2. For SAW, however, there is little reason to believe either the Kelvin equation
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or this relationship hold, especially given the spectrally dispersive nature of wave propagation

through nonlinear media at high frequencies [184] or the thin film nature of SAW atomization

[34]. An analysis determining the capillary frequency would be best served in this case by ana-

lyzing the physical parameters which give rise to a characteristic capillary wavelength. In a thin

film where the capillary stress in the vertical direction dominates over the horizontal one, as is

the case in thin-film SAW atomization, this wavelength can be deduced from a viscous-capillary

stress balance, with [188]

γH
L2 ∼

µU
H

(2.27)

where L and H are the relevant length and height length scales and U ≡ λ f . Rearranging gives

the characteristic capillary wavelength

λ ∼ γH2

µ f L2 . (2.28)

where the capillary wavelength is sensibly determined by the physical parameters underlying wave

propagation. However, it is not clear in the literature what the relationship between λ and the

resulting droplet size is. In Chapter 4, Eq. 2.28 is used as the basis for elucidating the parameters

and relationships pertinent to estimating droplet size during SAW atomization. Understanding of

the breakup mechanisms and parameters is relevant not only for the purpose of SAW atomization,

but also for the formation of droplets for inkjet printing [25], biological sample preparation [189],

and the formation of microfluidic droplets in two-phase lab-on-a-chip systems [27].

2.4.2 Concentration

Concentration in microfluidic systems is a highly important function for diagnostic applications,

vastly increasing sensitivity and decreasing both reaction time and amount of reagent and sample

required [190], all vital functions for a well-implemented lab-on-a-chip system. For example, the

concentration of red blood cells from plasma is required for a variety of blood diagnostic proce-

dures [191, 192]. While this step can be performed in a laboratory setting in a centrifugal system,

working on the microscale presents challenges when attempting to perform similar processes,

especially with regard to the difficulties in integrating micro-scale moving parts capable on gener-

ating sufficient force. SAW is well suited to the task of particle concentration, being non-contact
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Figure 2.15: SAW particle concentration can be accomplished via several independent mecha-
nisms. (A) Viscosity-induced shear stress results in particle migration to the center of a droplet
actuated by asymmetrical acoustic streaming. (B) A standing wave acoustic force created by a set
of opposing IDTs results in patterning of particles at the acoustic nodes in both a (a,c) 1D and (b,d)
2D field. (C) In a novel method, a small (mm-scale) disc is placed on a SAW device via a viscous
coupling layer, and is induced to spin by asymmetric application of SAW. Concentration in this
case is mediated by centrifugal forces. (A) Reproduced with permission from [94]. Copyright
2008, AIP Publishing LLC. (B) Reproduced with permission from [101]. Copyright 2009, The
Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) Reproduced with permission from [194]. Copyright 2012, Wiley
Online Library.

and not requiring moving parts. Three different mechanisms have been demonstrated for the pur-

pose of particle concentration using acoustic forces. The most utilized methodology, especially

for constant-throughput systems, relies on the application of a standing wave in a closed channel,

where particles and cells are drawn to acoustic nodes and antinodes, as determined by the sign of

their acoustic contrast factor [111, 16], where the acoustic force generated in the direction of this

node or antinode was given in Eq. 2.12. Concentration is also possible in rotational systems driven

by SAW. By generating acoustic streaming asymmetrically in a body of fluid to create rotational

flow, particle migration to the vortex center occurs due to local shear stresses on particles [94, 193].

Alternatively, Glass et. al developed a novel method to incorporate a centrifugal mechanism for

SAW particle concentration [194]. By placing a millimeter scale structure containing open chan-

nels on top of a SAW device, with energy transfer occurring via a liquid coupling layer, it was

possible to spin this structure when a SAW is applied asymmetrically. With particles placed inside

the rotating channels, particle concentration occurs via the centrifugal force due to the high rota-

tional speeds (1000’s of rpm) made possible [133]. Though this system is not strictly micro scale

and may have only limited application, it is nonetheless an impressive display of how substrate

displacements on the order of nanometers can be translated to continuous velocities measured in

m/s.
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However, despite the advantages SAW confers with regard to simple and effective on-chip con-

centration, there are currently gaps in the literature with regard to the ability to concentrate these

particles using other mechanisms and in different systems that would enhance the versatility of

SAW-based concentration. Traveling waves, for example, are especially suited to the task of con-

centration due to their long-range action; while a standing wave is only able to concentrate within

half of an acoustic wavelength, a traveling wave can conceivably act over the entire length of a

chamber and therefore concentrate a far greater amount of material. Similarly, applying these

forces to concentrate particles in two-phase, oil and water systems, or creating suitable geometries

for not only concentration, but also controlled on-demand particle and cell release, could make

many new SAW-based digital microfluidic applications possible. In Chapters 5 and 6 these con-

cepts are explored, where traveling SAW is used for particle concentration in both a two-phase

system and for the controlled concentration, sorting and release of particles.

2.4.3 Sorting

The ability to sort between different particle and cell populations is a necessary function in many

biomedical applications, with diverse examples including drug discovery [28], blood analysis

[195, 15], cancer screening [196] and on-chip evolutionary assays [197, 198]. Here, different

sorting methods are used based on their suitability for different tasks. Taking cancer screening as

an example, high specificity in sorting is required, with circulating tumor cells (CTCs) – only a

few microns larger and slightly stiffer than similar cells in the blood – requiring a method that is

able to efficiently discriminate using only small differences in cell properties. On chip, sorting is

accomplished using any of the methods discussed in Section 2.2.2, with sorting occurring either

continuously, where different particle or cell types are acted upon differentially by a constantly

applied force pervading the media in which they are suspended, or on an individual basis, where

optical [197, 199], electrical [200] or acoustic detection [201] can be used to analyze microflu-

idic vesicles independently, whereafter a pulse of one of these external forces are applied. Which

sorting paradigm is used depends on what properties are selected for, as well as the throughput

and sensitivity specifications for an application. SAW has been used as an external acoustic force

in both cases, where an acoustic field is either applied continuously or sporadically to selectively

sort two populations [79, 202]. SAW has particular advantages for sorting in microfluidic sys-

tems, given the specificity with which the field can be localized and shaped, it’s ability to be easily
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Figure 2.16: Particle separation and sorting using SAW is based on the differential force that is
applied to different microfluidic species as determined by their different size or acoustic contrast.
Separation of different particle sizes, for example, has been demonstrated using (A) standing wave
SAW, with the acoustic force F ∼ R3 or (B) traveling waves, with F ∼ R6. (C) These forces can
also be used for more generalized sorting, with particles, cells or fluid streams directed towards a
desired outlet when a SAW is applied. (A) Reproduced with permission from [202]. Copyright
2009, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Reproduced with permission from [203]. Copyright
2013, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) Reproduced with permission from [79]. Copyright
2010, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

integrated into planar microfluidic systems and perhaps most pertinently the ability to tune this

sorting with its modifiable pressure amplitude and duration of application, from milliseconds up.

SAW actuated sorting has been demonstrated using both standing wave and traveling wave forces:

which force is dominant in a system is a function of the orientation, dimensions and layout of the

IDTs and channels making up the device. In a standing wave, particles or cells migrate in half

a SAW wavelength toward the nodes or antinodes of an acoustic pressure field depending on the

sign of their acoustic contrast value, φ , with the force applied scaling with the size of the particle,

F ∼ R3, as described in Eq. 2.12. Exposed to a traveling wave, sorting is a function of the lateral

displacement in a given time period, with particles moving in the direction of SAW with larger

particles exposed to a greater acoustic force with F ∼ R6, as described in Eq. 2.11. Examples of

standing wave and traveling wave sorting are shown in Fig. 2.16.

On the face of it, traveling waves might seem the more sensible option for sorting, given the

greater contrast in force between given particle sizes and the greater displacements that can be

produced, not being limited to one-half of a SAW wavelength; in the standing wave SAW separa-

tion system demonstrated by Shi et. al [202] particles were more than 300% different in diameter.
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However, it should be noted that the traveling wave force is typically weaker for micron-scale

particles [204], and as a result it can be difficult to create a system where spurious standing waves

arising from internal reflection do not instead dominate particle motion. Similarly, the fact that the

majority of the acoustic force is directed vertically, rather than the horizontal direction in which

sorting takes palce, and the vortices created by acoustic streaming can reduce both device and

separation efficiency. Destgeer et. al [203] circumvented the first of these limitations by using a

high-frequency device with thin channel walls to reduce energy available for reflection. However,

sorting efficiency here was even less impressive, with a 400% difference in particle diameter. For

high-sensitivity applications such as the sorting and detection of CTCs, the existing literature on

SAW sorting is simply insufficient, a disappointment given the supposed advantages of SAW for

microfluidic applications. To address this shortcoming, it is shown to be possible to use SAW for

deterministic sorting in Chapter 7, with sorting between particle diameters with less than a 6%

difference demonstrated.
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Chapter 3

Microfabrication

Microfabrication procedures are integral to the production of both microfluidic channels and the

SAW devices that are used to manipulate particles and cells within these channels. In this chapter

the steps required are described for the reliable production of micro scale features on both lithium

niobate, the piezoelectric material used in part to produce SAW, and in PDMS, the material used

to construct the enclosed channels, chambers and other features.

3.1 Overview

Fundamental to the production of microfluidic lab-on-a-chip systems are the microfabrication pro-

cedures that make this possible. Here, steps that have been refined and widely used in the micro-

electronics industry are used to make micron-scale features that, in the case of a saw microfluidic

device, are used to both generate a SAW and contain the fluid in which the SAW acts. These

features are typically patterned using photolithography, a process that had its beginnings in the

printing industry for the reproduction of text and images. To produce micro-scale features for a

SAW device UV light is selectively exposed to regions of a thin layer of photoresist, a polymer

material that at a molecular scale will either cross-link, creating a more stable structure, or de-

grade into smaller molecular weight fragments. Developing in an appropriate solvent will remove

the more weakly bound regions; by exposing only limited regions of the photoresist patterns can

be made almost arbitrarily small, creating down to sub-micron features. Further processes using

these features can be used to create electrodes, pattern other materials and fabricate a wide variety

of etched structures. The following sections describe the specific procedures required to produce

both the SAW device and the microfluidic channels which are bonded to this device.
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Figure 3.1: A properly implemented and practical SAW device is composed not only of the IDTs
that are used to generate a SAW, but also the electrode pads that are used to apply the AC signal,
markers for the purpose of aligning PDMS chambers and channels on the device and readable
text that describes the device type and/or SAW wavelength (labeled in inset). An example device,
comprised of six separate devices, is shown here.

3.2 SAW device fabrication

To create a SAW device, the structures comprising the IDTs, contact pads, text description and

alignment markers are patterned on a piezoelectric substrate. These different structures are shown

in Fig. 3.1. The material choice for these patterns is limited to ones which are good electrical

conductors: Gold (Au) and aluminium (Al) are suitable metals, where a thin metal adhesion layer

(5–10 nm) comprised of either chromium (Cr) or titanium (Ti) between the conductor and lithium

niobate is used to prevent electrode lift-off. The thickness of the conducting metal layer is depen-

dent on design considerations: a thicker metal layer (up to 1 µm) is more suitable for high-power

applications, with lower electrical resistance than a thin metal layer, which will result in a small

resonant-frequency shift resulting from metal mass loading.

In the work contained in this thesis, the process begins with a pristine, 0.5 mm thick 128◦

Y-cut X-propagating lithium niobate wafer, chosen because of the large electromechanical cou-

pling coefficient in this crystal orientation [205]. This wafer is then spin-coated with a layer of

photoresist, then heat treated to remove remaining photoresist solvents. To pattern features on

this photoresist, a photomask is used to selectively block certain regions of exposure to UV light.

These patterns are realized during development, in which regions that have been exposed to light

(in the case of a positive resist) or not exposed to light (for a negative resist) are dissolved in an

appropriate developer. These developers and suitable UV exposures are listed in Table 3.1.
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Metal features can be created created through what is known as the lift-off process. Here,

after metals are deposited in a layer of constant thickness across a wafer onto which a photoresist

has been patterned, the application of a solvent will dissolve any photoresist on which metals

are deposited, thereby ’lifting off’ any metals that were not directly deposited on the substrate

(see steps 5,6 in Fig. 3.2). The metals deposited using high-vacuum e-beam evaporation where

an electron beam is used to heat a sample of metal, which evaporates in a manner analogous to

the evaporation of water; when sufficiently heated, individual atoms at the surface gain sufficient

energy to overcome bonds within the metal. These atoms radiate in straight paths in all directions

until, possible to the large mean free path afforded in a high vaccuum, until they encounter a

surface onto which they deposit, including any wafers. By varying both the metal temperature and

the exposure time, the thickness of the deposited metal can be defined.

Following metal deposition and lift off, the final step in the process of creating a fully func-

tional SAW device is dicing, where cuts are made along pre-defined lines using a high speed

(30,000 rpm), small width (∼ 30 µm) cutting tool.

3.3 Chamber fabrication

Chambers are created in a parallel process similar to that used to create the SAW device. Here,

photolithography is used to create a mould containing micron-scale features on a silicon wafer.

The features that are created on the silicon surface are the inverse of those that end up being pat-

terned in the final chamber, with the patterned wafer serving as a mould on which a liquid PDMS

is poured and then cured. There are two distinct pathways to create the patterns of required depth,

depending on the photoresist used. If a thick phtoresist such as SU-8 is used, which can be lay-

ered in thicknesses of up to 100’s of microns, the patterned photoresist is immediately usable as a

PDMS mould. However, it may be more desirable to etch directly into the silicon to produce these

features, especially if a specific chamber height or a more robust and reusable mould is required.

Here, the photoresist pattern is used as a mask for selective deep reactive ion etching (DRIE),

where the repeated application of etchant (SF6) and passivation (C4F8) plasma steps results in

isotropic, near vertical etching into exposed areas of the silicon substrate [206]. For larger etch

depths (>20 µm) it may be appropriate to use a metal Cr mask, patterned using the same liftoff

process as in Fig. 3.2 as a photoresist mask, which would otherwise eventually be removed in a

deep etch. Both of these pathways are shown in Fig. 3.3. The maximum chamber height is limited
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Table 3.1: Microfabrication processes

Facility/process Materials Function Process variables

Spin-coater Delta-80 (SUSS Mi-
croTech, Garching, Ger-
many)

create a thin layer of pho-
toresist on a substrate

3000 rpm for 30 seconds,
heat treat at 100◦ for 90 s

Mask aligner EVG 6200, photomask
(NFC masks, Minneapo-
lis, MN, USA)

align the photomask with
the wafer in the correct
crystollographic orienta-
tion and expose

AZnlof2070: 65-75
mJ/cm2, AZ 1512: 75
mJ/cm2, AZ 4562: 150
mJ/cm2, SU-8 2050: 225
mJ/cm2

Developer AZ 400K, AZ 726 MIF
(Clariant, Weisbaden,
Germany)

remove ex-
posed/unexposed regions
of photoresist

AZnlof2070: AZ 726
MIF, AZ 1512: AZ 726
MIF, AZ 4562: AZ 400K

Metal deposition e-beam evaporator (intl-
vac nanochrome 1, Nia-
gra Falls, NY, USA)

deposit metals in a thin
(<1 m) layer to create
electrodes or a mask for
silicon etching

Pressure <7e-6 Torr, Cr:
<0.6 Å/s @ 3%, Al <2
Å/s @ 23%, Au <2 Å/s
@ 13%

DRIE PLASMALAB100
ICP380 (Oxford Instru-
ments, Wiesbaden, Ger-
many)

etch vertically into sili-
con in all regions except
those covered by a metal
or photoresist mask

Forward power = 20W,
ICP power 900W, 8 sec-
onds SF6, 6 seconds
C4F8

Lift-off Acetone, Sonicator
(Hilsonic G52, Wirral,
UK)

remove any photoresist
and metals on top of that
photoresist, leaving pat-
terned metals on the sub-
strate

sonication until complete
lift-off

Wafer dicer Dicing saw (Disco
DAD321, Tokyo, Japan)

section the wafer into
individual SAW devices

cutting speed: 3 mm/s @
30000 rpm

Bonding Plasma cleaner (Har-
rick Plasma PDC-32G-2,
Ithaca, NY, USA)

Activate surfaces for
bonding

22 s for PDMS, 5 min for
LN at 18W and 0.1 mbar
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Figure 3.2: Fabrication procedures in the lift-off process to produce patterned metals on a piezo-
electric substrate: the SAW device. (1-2) A LiNbO3 wafer spin-coated in photoresist is (3) selec-
tively exposed to UV light @ 387 nm, which after (4) development results in patterned features.
Subsequent (5) metal deposition and (6) lift-off results in patterned metals on LiNbO3. Dicing the
wafer results in finished devices ready for bonding.

by the size of the features on the PDMS mould. In practice, maximum chamber heights are on

the order of ∼ 500 µm, a result of the available SU-8 photoresists and, in the case of DRIE, the

thickness of typical silicon wafers and the relatively slow etch rate (it would take several hours to

etch 500 µm of silicon).

3.4 Device assembly

The SAW device and PDMS chamber are joined through the bonding process to create fully en-

closed chambers and channels in which fluid can flow and be acted on by acoustic fields generated

by SAW. This process is shown in shown in Fig. 3.4. The fundamental technique underlying this

process is the surface activation of both the PDMS and lithium niobate by exposure to an oxygen

plasma, resulting in −OH surface terminations [207, 208, 209]. Bringing these surfaces into con-

tact with one another results in a chemical reaction, producing H2O and leaving a single layer of
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Figure 3.3: Fabrication options to produce a PDMS chamber. (1-2) A silicon wafer spin-coated
in photoresist is (3) selectively exposed to UV light @ 387 nm, which after (4a,4b) development
results in patterned features. These features, if at the right height, can (5b) be directly used to
produce a finished PDMS chamber. Alternatively, the photoresist (or a metal on silicon patterned
by lift-off) can (5a) be used as a mask for deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), resulting in a silicon
mould for PDMS.

oxygen atoms covalently bonded to each of the two surfaces [210]. The parameters used for this

exposure are listed also in Table 3.1.

3.5 Experimental setup

It is important to control the device temperature for the sake of mitigating spurious effects on fluid

properties in a microfluidic SAW device, where both density and viscosity of a fluid can change

with varying temperature. Additionally, it is especially vital to control fluid temperature when cells

or other biological specimens are being analyzed in order to prevent cell death or abnormal cell

responses. For these reasons a method to control temperature on the device is required, an excellent

candidate being the thermoelectric peltier cooler, a heat pump which can actively cool/heat either

side of a series of doped semiconductor junctions with the application of a DC electric potential.

To demonstrate the potential for such a system to maintain device temperature as measured at
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Figure 3.4: A PDMS chamber and SAW device can be bonded together to create fully enclosed
fluid chambers in which SAW can be used to manipulate particles and cells. Here, (1) patterned
PDMS and a SAW device are (2) exposed to an oxygen plasma. These surface-activated compo-
nents are then (3) aligned and brought into contact with one another, resulting in (4) a finished
device.

the site of a microfluidic channel acted on by SAW, Fig. 3.5 shows the measured SAW device

temperature with the application of SAW (on the same device presented later in Chapter 5 using

a thermal imaging camera [FLIR i7, Meer, Belgium]) when mounted on a glass slide or peltier

cooler. Due to its higher thermal conductivity, even a passively used peltier device will maintain

substantially lower temperatures. With sufficient voltage, it is possible to select the steady state

temperature at which the device will operate provided a consistent SAW power is used, or at least

to limit short term thermal fluctuations.

To drive the SAW devices used in this thesis, a suitable and flexible platform is also required

that can accommodate and test a wide range of different SAW devices, which may have different

spacings between electrode contact pads, different numbers of IDT pairs and different distances

between opposing pairs of IDTs. Further requirements include a stable platform whose dimen-

sions are compatible with operation on a microscope, necessary to visualize micro scale compo-

nents and to observe device operation, and the integration of the aforementioned active cooling

system to maintain stable fluid temperatures to mitigate heat-related effects. In constructing such

a platform, these last two requirements have the potential to be especially difficult to reconcile

with the limitation in total platform height, where the heated side of a peltier thermoelectric cooler

requires heat dissipation and also therefore its own heatsink and air cooling system. With access

to a high-quality 3D printer (Objet Eden 260V, Stratasys Ltd, Eden Prairie, MN) it was possible to

construct a bespoke platform that integrated these components whilst fitting within the allowable

size envelope of ≈ 2 cm. Here, a SAW device rests directly on the thermoelectric cooler, which is
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Figure 3.5: A thermally conducting heat pump such as a thermoelectric cooler can be used to
choose the steady state device temperature and limit long-term temperature changes. Here, the
device is measured at the site of the microfluidic channel subject to SAW (black box in inset)
mounted on either a either a thermally non-conductive glass slide or a peltier cooler [PC] (at 0 V,
1 V or 2 V). SAW power is 0.4 W.

itself bonded onto a heat sink with an integrated fan unit. This platform system is shown in Figs.

3.6(a,b).

Additionally, whereas it may have been possible to solder devices individually, this would

reduce the ease and rapidity with which devices can be exchanged and would require a separate

mechanism to keep the device in contact with the actively cooled platform. With this in mind,

spring loaded electrical probes were utilized which serve the simultaneous functions of contacting

the electrode pads and holding the device against the platform. Because the 3D printed probe

mount is detachable from the platform, these mounts can also be interchanged to suit different

electrode pad spacings, yielding a flexible system which is suitable for use with essentially any

SAW device, provided an appropriate probe mount is used. Some different probe mounts that can

be used in concert with the device platform are shown in Fig. 3.6(a,b).
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Figure 3.6: (a) The device platform (shown here with representative SAW device) integrates a
thermoelectric heat pump that moves heat generated by the SAW device to (b) a combined heat-
sink/fan on the underside of the platform. (c) This platform allows for flexible removal of different-
sized probe mounts. (d) The thermoelectric device itself is a 40 mm square unit bonded with
thermally conductive paste to the heat sink. By applying different electric polarizations the active
side can be heated as well as cooled, if this is required.
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Chapter 4

SAW atomization droplet size

In Chapter 4 a systematic exploration of the physics the determine droplet size during SAW atom-

ization is performed. SAW atomization is a developing technique for the production of atomized

droplets for the purpose of pulmonary therapy, where different droplet sizes can be used to target

different lung regions. Previously there was little understanding of either the droplet sizes that

are produced during extremely high frequency excitation or the principles and scaling laws that

determine what these droplet sizes are. Here, we formulate a theory of the distribution of droplet

diameters and test it successfully against experimental results.

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 the concept of atomization was introduced, wherein high-frequency SAW can be used

to create an aerosol with application for nebulization therapy. It is known that the lung region tar-

geted by such a therapy is dependent on the droplet size; smaller droplets will progress into deeper

lung structures than will larger ones. If then droplet size is known and can be reliably tuned, then

the trachea, bronchioles or alveoli can be selected as the site for drug absorbtion, a useful ability in

nebulization therapy. For example, in the relief of asthma symptoms it is desirable for a relaxant

or steroid to target the upper lung regions [211]. At issue is the control over droplet size that is

produced from common nebulization methods, with metered dose inhalers for asthma treatment,

for example, producing a wide range of aerosol droplet diameters [212, 213]. In making this diam-

eter range more monodisperse and tunable, more drug can be reliably and efficiently delivered to

the required lung regions. To this end, SAW has seen development for use in nebulization therapy,

with initial results suggesting that a relatively monodisperse droplet size distribution is produced
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[35]. However, if this method is to find widespread use for nebulization therapy with ability to

target different lung regions, a thorough physical understanding of the parameters determining

droplet size is required. Furthermore, though there are some extant analytical models prescribing

the droplet distribution produced during acoustic actuation, there is no reason to believe that these

models will necessarily apply to high-frequency SAW, especially if the physical dimensions and

mechanisms are different. In order to develop this understanding, an experimental and theoretical

analysis of SAW atomization was performed. It was observed in preliminary SAW atomization

experiments for this work that droplets arise from a hitherto undescribed thin film, itself produced

from high-frequency excitation. Knowing this, a droplet size model was then developed that incor-

porated a viscous-capillary force balance, which itself is a function of the relative length scales of

the thin film, numerically modeled using a lubrication approximation of the Navier Stokes equa-

tion. This model was then used to simulate the scaled film length, a function of an acoustic Weber

number, and found to match the experimentally measured film length. Because the acoustic Weber

number determines film dimensions, which themselves influence droplet size, this model was also

used to determine the droplet size scaling, again a good fit for the experimentally measured droplet

size. It was found here that, in contrast to models estimating droplet size in bulk-wave acoustic

excitation where D∼ f−2/3, that D∼ f−1.

4.2 Publication

The following publication was reproduced from [34] with permission from The American Physical

Society.
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Generating aerosol droplets via the atomization of thin aqueous films with high frequency surface acoustic
waves (SAWs) offers several advantages over existing nebulization methods, particularly for pulmonary drug
delivery, offering droplet sizes in the 1–5-μm range ideal for effective pulmonary therapy. Nevertheless, the
physics underlying SAW atomization is not well understood, especially in the context of thin liquid film formation
and spreading and how this affects the aerosol production. Here, we demonstrate that the film geometry, governed
primarily by the applied power and frequency of the SAW, indeed plays a crucial role in the atomization process
and, in particular, the size of the atomized droplets. In contrast to the continuous spreading of low surface energy
liquids atop similar platforms, high surface energy liquids such as water, in the present case, are found to undergo
transient spreading due to the SAW to form a quasisteady film whose height is determined by self-selection
of the energy minimum state associated with the acoustic resonance in the film and whose length arises from
a competition between acoustic streaming and capillary effects. This is elucidated from a fundamental model
for the thin film spreading behavior under SAW excitation, from which we show good agreement between the
experimentally measured and theoretically predicted droplet dimension, both of which consistently indicate a
linear relationship between the droplet diameter and the mechanical power coupled into the liquid by the SAW (the
latter captured by an acoustic Weber number to the two thirds power, and the reciprocal of the SAW frequency).

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.86.056312 PACS number(s): 47.35.Rs, 47.55.nd, 47.61.−k

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface acoustic waves (SAWs), beyond their versatile
potential for rapid and controllable microfluidic actuation
[1,2], have the powerful ability for easily atomizing liquids
to generate micron dimension aerosol droplets [3–6]—a
capability that is important in numerous processes from spray
painting, inhalation therapy, and mass spectrometry to inkjet,
agricultural, and more recently bioprinting. SAW atomization,
in both standing [7] and traveling [8] wave configurations, has
considerable advantages over other conventional nebulizers,
and, in particular, ultrasonic atomization, in that it uses
significantly less power, does not require orifices (e.g., nozzles)
or meshes, is suited to producing aerosols within the size
range of 1–5 μm for optimal inhalation therapy [9], and can
be operated using a simple chip-scale platform comprising a
piezoelectric substrate patterned with interdigital transducers
(IDT) by means of standard photolithographic techniques
[10] or coupled to a superstrate [11,12]. In addition, it has
been shown that SAW atomization can be used to rapidly
synthesize single and even multilayered composite polymer
nanoparticles [13–15] or to rapidly produce polymer array
patterns on substrates without necessitating physical or chem-
ical templating [16]. Further, the typically high frequencies
and low powers required for atomization do not result in
shear- or cavitation-induced molecular damage, especially
large biomolecules such as DNA, peptides, or proteins [17],
which is particularly crucial for applications in pulmonary
drug delivery [9,18] or mass spectrometry [19–21].

*

Despite the progress in demonstrating the potential of SAW
atomization for these applications, there is a remarkable lack of
physical and theoretical insight into the mechanisms underpin-
ning atomization and, in particular, the relationship between
the SAW frequency and power with the dimension of the
resultant atomized droplets; the SAW frequency, in particular,
has long been touted as a means for controlling the droplet
size, crucial to any aerosolization process. Early attempts
to study ultrasonic [22,23] and SAW [13,24] atomization
simply proposed correlations between the aerosol dimension
and the applied frequency. Subsequent work, in contrast,
attempted to unravel the physics governing the atomization
process by employing scaling theory to reveal the dominant
role of capillary and viscous stresses in the destabilization of
the air-liquid interface leading towards its breakup to form
atomized droplets, and provided experimental measurements
of the free surface vibration to dispel the prevailing view that
the SAW frequency plays a dominant role in governing the
atomized droplet dimension; instead, these studies hinted at the
influence of the geometry of the source liquid (either a sessile
drop or a thin film) spreading atop the atomization platform
under SAW excitation, from which the atomized drops are
ejected [5,25]. It was suggested that thin film geometries led
to smaller droplets and higher atomization rates compared
with that obtained using sessile drops as the source liquid
geometry [5,17], although this was based on scaling arguments
and preliminary experimental observations.

Here, we study the mechanism by which various system
parameters (in particular, the applied frequency and power)
govern the spreading of SAW-induced thin liquid films atop
atomization platforms [17], and how the characteristics of
the thin film, as a consequence, influence the size of the

056312-11539-3755/2012/86(5)/056312(9) ©2012 American Physical Society
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atomized droplets. Water films are assumed here, not merely
for simplicity, but because water is a common drug excipient
and carrier for biological agents in aerosol applications. In
particular, we elucidate the specific mechanism controlling
the thickness of the spreading film, highlighting the behavior
of these high surface energy water films in distinct contrast to
the behavior of low surface energy silicone oil films [26]: the
discrepancy between the continuous spreading of silicone oil
films and the transient spreading of water films leading to their
quasisteady behavior is directly related to the characteristic
difference observed in the resultant film heights.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we briefly discuss the current physical understanding of the
mechanics underpinning SAW atomization. This is followed
by a description of the experimental procedure carried out to
investigate SAW atomization in Sec. III. We then formulate
a theory to model the spreading of the water film in Sec. IV,
from which we obtain predictions for the quasisteady film
shape. These predictions then facilitate a comparison with
the experimental data in Sec. V. Finally, we summarize our
findings in Sec. VI.

II. SAW ATOMIZATION

Unlike bulk ultrasonic transducers, the SAW energy is
isolated along the surface of the piezoelectric substrate that
constitutes the atomization platform, exponentially decaying
within a few wavelengths into the substrate depth. When
the SAW comes into contact with the leading edge of the
liquid, however, it is diffracted into the liquid phase at the
Rayleigh angle θR = sin (cl/cs) subtended to the vertical
axis, where cl is the sound velocity in the liquid and cs is
the SAW velocity on the substrate [2,27]. The SAW thus
comprises an efficient energy transfer mechanism from the
solid substrate to the liquid, and generates sound waves in the
liquid that give rise to an acoustic radiation pressure [28] as
well as a streaming flow that is a consequence of a collection
of mechanisms [1], including Eckart streaming [29,30] and
Schlichting streaming [31,32]. The acoustic radiation pressure
is a consequence of the steady, time-averaged stress imparted
on the drop-film interface due to the mismatch in the acoustic
impedance across the interface upon the impact and subsequent
reflection of the sound waves. Eckart flow is a steady vortical
flow in the liquid bulk arising from the energy dissipated during
viscous attenuation of axially polarized sound waves over
length scales much larger than the sound wavelength in the
liquid, whereas Schlichting streaming describes flow within a
submicron-thick viscous boundary layer immediately adjacent
to the substrate surface along which the SAW traverses [32].
Despite its confinement, the latter is, nevertheless, not only
capable of altering the contact angle between the liquid body
and solid substrate, but also displacing the three-phase contact
line [33,34]. As such, the acoustic radiation pressure and both
the Eckart and Schlichting streaming mechanisms are likely
to govern the geometry and wetting properties of the parent
liquid on the atomizing platform.

The influence of these properties on the atomization
process, in particular, and hence on the size and production
rate of the aerosol droplets has been previously implied
[5]. Atomization ensues above a threshold power [5,35]

beyond which capillary forces are no longer able to stabilize
the interface from perturbations imposed by the substrate
acceleration and the consequent streaming in the parent liquid.
The dimension of the ejected droplets D, formed during the
pinch-off and breakup of the destabilized wave crests, then
corresponds to the most dangerous wavelength associated
with the instability, which can be estimated from a dominant
capillary-viscous stress balance [5]

D ∼ λ ∼ γH 2

μf L2
. (1)

γ is the gas-liquid surface tension, μ the liquid shear viscosity,
and f the SAW frequency, whereas H and L are the
characteristic height and length scales of the parent liquid film
or drop, respectively. We shall show later that the shape of the
parent liquid film or drop (i.e., H and L) is dependent on the
SAW frequency and amplitude. Of particular note in Eq. (1) is
the D ∼ 1/f relationship, distinct from the 1/f 2/3 scaling
in correlations based on the subharmonic capillary wave
excitation that have previously been reported, originally for
ultrasonic transducers [22], but often prescribed wholesale for
SAW atomization with little regard for the markedly different
physics between the systems [24]. It is also questionable
whether the small amplitude perturbation assumption implicit
in the derivation of these linearized models holds, especially
when the breakup of the interface to produce aerosol droplets
during the atomization process is typically associated with
large amplitude interfacial deformation. Below, we provide
empirical evidence to support this inverse frequency scaling, as
yet unverified. In addition, we note the influence of the aspect
ratio H/L (i.e., the geometry of the parent liquid drop or film)
on the ejected droplet size in Eq. (1): H/L ∼ 1 for a sessile
drop whereas H � L for a thin film. We show that H is related
to the wavelength of the sound waves generated in the liquid
due to the leaky SAW, and develop a numerical simulation for
the spreading of the quasisteady film to predict L as a function
of the various system parameters; in particular, L is found to
evolve with the mechanical power emitted by the SAW that is
then transferred to the liquid. These H and L values are then
used in Eq. (1) to predict the droplet sizes, which compares
favorably with the trends observed in the experimental data
acquired over the range of applied frequencies tested (13–124
MHz).

III. EXPERIMENT

We employed 13–132 MHz Rayleigh SAW devices com-
prising 7-nm chrome/175-nm gold interdigital transducers
(IDTs) patterned using standard photolithography on a 0.5-mm
thick 128o Y -cut, X-propagating single crystal lithium niobate
(LN) piezoelectric substrate [10], as depicted in Fig. 1. We
examined the following frequencies: 13.2, 18.9, 22.0, 26.4,
33.0, 44.0, 66.1, 99.1, 123.9, and 132.1 MHz using IDTs
with 25, 33, 33, 33, 31, 29, 25, 20, 50, and 20 finger
pairs, respectively. The SAW was generated by applying a
sinusoidal electric voltage to the IDT using a signal generator
(SML01; Rohde & Schwarz, North Ryde, NSW, Australia)
and amplifier (10W1000C; Amplifier Research, Souderton,
PA). The voltage across the SAW device, measured using
an oscilloscope (Wavejet 332/334; LeCroy, Chestnut Ridge,
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the SAW atomization device comprising a lithium niobate (LN) substrate on which
interdigital transducer (IDT) electrodes were patterned. The liquid to be atomized was supplied from a reservoir (not shown) through a paper
wick. As illustrated by the expanded-view image, the SAW drew out a meniscus from the paper, comprising a thin advancing film and a
bulk region, both of which are characterized by different length scales, capillary frequencies, and resultant droplet sizes. The majority of the
atomized droplets, however, originated from the thin film region with characteristic height and length scales denoted by H and L, respectively,
both of which are small compared to the width of the film, which, in turn, is set by the width of the paper wick.

NY), then determines the SAW surface-normal displace-
ment velocity, subsequently measured using a laser Doppler
vibrometer (LDV, UHF–120; Polytec GmBH, Waldbronn,
Germany); this was also used to verify the existence of
a traveling SAW. Under SAW excitation, the liquid to be
atomized (deionized water; Milli-Q 18.2 M�.cm, Millipore,
Billerica, MA), initially housed in an external reservoir, was
delivered to the SAW device for atomization using a capillary
wick consisting of polyester-cellulose clean room paper (C1;
LymTech, Chicopee, MA) with a width similar to that of the
IDT aperture, and that was placed in contact with the edge of
the device [17], as illustrated in Fig. 1. The SAW device itself
was placed on a Peltier cooler (CP85438; CUI Inc., Tualatin,
OR) to mitigate spurious effects from evaporation, a step not
previously taken in other SAW atomization experiments. The
film spreading dynamics were observed using a high-speed
camera (iSpeed, Olympus, Yokohama, Japan) at 1500–10 000
fps, whereas droplet sizes were measured via laser diffraction
(Spraytec, Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK); three separate
measurements over a 15 s duration were taken for each SAW
frequency.

Contact between the edge of the wetted paper wick and
the hydrophilic LN substrate surface led to the formation of a
meniscus between the two substrates, as sketched in Fig. 2(a).
Under the influence of SAW beyond a sufficient power level,
the meniscus was observed to spread in a direction opposite
to that of the SAW propagation, forming a liquid bulk with
characteristic height and length scales that are several times
the sound wavelength in water λl [Fig. 2(b)]. The pullout
of water from the wetted paper is known to result from the
interaction between the flow in a thin viscous boundary layer
that forms in the meniscus immediately above the LN substrate
and the free air-water interface [26,32,34]. Further spreading
of the water body atop the LN substrate then results in two

characteristic fluctuating regions [Fig. 2(c)]: a bulk region
adjacent to the paper that retains a similar characteristic length
and thickness as before, and a thin front-running film region
with a characteristic length roughly corresponding to two SAW
wavelengths (i.e., L ≡ 2λSAW) and a thickness that appears to
scale with λl . Next, we discuss the mechanism and parameters
that govern the characteristic height H and length L of this
thin front-running film region, whose interface subsequently
breaks up to produce the atomized droplets [Fig. 2(d)].

IV. THEORY

A. Film height

We treat the interaction between the SAW-induced sound
wave in the liquid, emitted from the LN surface (y = 0) at
an angle θR ≈ 22◦ to the vertical y axis (see Fig. 1), and the
free air-water interface (y = h) as a simplified model in which
the sound wave is emitted from a simple piston, offset from
the horizontal axis y = 0 by θR towards a horizontal fully
reflecting surface at y = h. To leading order in θR , the piston
can be assumed horizontal (y = 0), emitting sound waves
along the vertical y axis with a wavelength equal to the vertical
component of the original sound wavelength λv = λl cos θR .
Under these conditions, the time-averaged energy density in
the liquid between the piston and the free surface of the film
follows [28]

〈E〉 ≈ ρξ 2
0 ω2(β + 1)

4β cos2 (2πh/λv) sin2 (2πh/λv)
, (2)

where ρ, ξ0 and ω = 2πf are the liquid density, SAW
vertical displacement amplitude, and SAW angular frequency,
respectively, as seen in Fig. 3(a). The heights h/λv = n/4
(n = 1,2,3, . . .) correspond to acoustic resonance modes with
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) At rest and prior to SAW actuation, a liquid meniscus formed between the wetted paper and the LN substrate.
(b) Application of the SAW results in the pullout of a liquid bulk with height and length scales several times the liquid wavelength λl . (c)
After ∼50–500 ms, the leading edge of the liquid bulk was observed to retreat, (d) leaving behind a thin film region from which atomization
occurred. The film and chaotic bulk liquid regions interacted dynamically, with the film moving horizontally and occasionally being obscured
completely by the bulk region.

an unbounded acoustic energy density in the film, delivering
an unbounded radiation pressure intensity at and normal to the
planar liquid free surface and rendering an inevitable change in
the film inclination or thickness until the acoustic resonance is
suppressed. On the other hand, h/λv = n/8 (n = 1,3,5, . . .) is
associated with the local minima in the acoustic energy density,
a balance between this in the form of the corresponding local
minima in radiation pressure intensity with the capillary stress
then leads to stable film heights. Depending on the initial
height of the film, or the height of the region from which
the thin film is pulled out [for example, the bulk region to
the right of h (x = 0) in the inset of Fig. 1], the film then
assumes an equilibrium height at the next energy minima
[Fig. 3(b)]. In this case, the thin advancing film at the far
left of Fig. 3(c) is observed to obey h ≈ 7/8λv at different
applied frequencies and power levels. In fact, we observe, quite
uniquely for thin liquid films, the entire film and bulk region in
its transient state to occasionally exhibit traits of such energy
minimization, apparent in the stable stair-stepping of the film
height at multiple odd integers of one-eighth wavelengths seen
in Fig. 3(c). In an earlier study [26], silicone oil films drawn out
from a similar platform by SAWs were observed to follow h ≈
3/8λv [see the lone experimental point denoted by the square
in Fig. 3(b)]. The reason for the difference in the characteristic
film height between water and silicone oil is as yet unclear,
although the key difference between water and silicone oil
is in the surface tension, roughly 72 mN/m for water and
20–30 mN/m for silicone oil, which renders a different initial
three phase contact angle formed between each liquid and
the solid substrate (roughly 10–20◦ for silicon oil and 60–70◦
for water at rest). In any case, having found a relationship
that estimates the characteristic film height H ≈ 7/8λv to
be used subsequently in Eq. (1), we now turn to formulate
a model that describes the mechanism governing the film
length l.

B. Film length

The thin film geometry in the inset of Fig. 1 is governed by
an interplay between capillary and acoustic effects; the latter
is excited by SAWs that propagate at the substrate surface
in the direction opposite to that of the film spreading [26],
and comprise compressional motion in the liquid film that,
to first approximation, can be modeled as the horizontal and
vertical particle displacement of a sound wave in an unbounded
fluid [36]

sx = ξ0e
jωte−jkLxe−αkLz,

sz = −jαξ0e
jωte−jkLxe−αkLz, (3)

respectively. Here, the attenuation of the sound wave is
neglected since the characteristic sound attenuation length
scale 4ρc3

l /3ω2μ ≈ 0.1–0.01 m [37] is large compared to
the thickness of the thin film for the range of frequencies
investigated. In the above, x and z are the horizontal and
vertical coordinates in the film, respectively, originating at the
liquid-solid interface and the neck bordering the thin film and
the water bulk shown in Fig. 1, t is time, and, kL = kr + jki is
the SAW wave number, taken to be a constant with the complex
component k−1

i ≈ ρscsλSAW/ρcl ≈ 9λSAW representing the
SAW characteristic attenuation length under an unbounded
fluid [38] and α = [1 − (cs/cl)2]−1/2; ρs is the substrate
density. The nonisotropic Rayleigh acoustic radiation pressure
on the free surface of the film may then be described by [34]

pr =
〈

vv

2 |v|2 + I
B

4A

〉
ρ |v|2 , (4)

where |v| = |∂sx/∂t,∂sz/∂t | ≈ ξ0ω is the magnitude of the
harmonic sound particle velocity, I is the identity tensor, and
A and B are Fox and Wallace coefficients [39], respectively;
the angled parentheses denote the time averaging of the inner
quantity [i.e., 〈ζ 〉 ≡ (1/2π )

∫ 2π

0 ζ dt].
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Acoustic energy density, wherein local energy minima occur at odd one-eight integers of the vertical component
of the sound wavelength λv = λl cos θR , calculated here for ω/2π = 33 MHz and ξ0 = 7.3 nm. This corresponds to an acoustic Weber number
We ≡ ρ(ξ0ω)2L/εγ , a measure of the power applied to the film, of 7.7; ξ0ω is the characteristic velocity of the elements in the fluid as the sound
wave traverses and L is twice the SAW wavelength. (b) The circle data points represent equilibrium film heights H (Fig. 1) and are observed to
correspond to the local energy minima, or more specifically, seven-eighths times the vertical component of the wavelength λv = cos(θR)λl . The
SAW frequencies associated with the experimental points from left to right are 26.5, 33.0, 44.0, 66.1, and 132.1 MHz, and the corresponding
range in We numbers, which do not appear to significantly contribute to the thin film height, are (4.2–13.1), (3.7–14.8), (5.5–9.1), (2.4–6.8),
and (1.1–2.4), respectively. The square data point at 20 MHz is taken from an earlier study [26] where silicone oil in place of water was used
and the diamond data points (magnified in the figure inset) represent the equilibrium and additional transient film heights between 7/8λv and
17/8λv , observed with a 30 MHz device. (c) Upon initial application of the SAW, a transient state can develop in which the water meniscus
exhibits different stable heights that correspond to odd one-eighth multiple integers in addition to the 7/8λv equilibrium height. This image
was taken of a liquid meniscus in the same setup as that described in Fig. 1 when subject to a 30 MHz signal, modulated here with a 300 Hz
sinusoidal amplitude signal to prolong the transient stage of the thin film formation, thus enabling us to capture it.

Over short O(ω−1) time scales, mass and momentum
transfer are governed by Eq. (3). Over long times, mass and
momentum transfer commensurate with the hydrodynamic
time scales are governed by the second-order steady com-
ponent of the flow field, generated by the O(|v|) SAW and
the corresponding sound particle velocity in Eq. (3). After
expanding the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations in a
small parameter defined by the Mach number Ma = |v| /cl

and subsequent time averaging, these satisfy [29,40]

∇ · u = 0, (5)

−∇p + μ∇2u + F = 0, (6)

to O(v0Ma). Here, u and p are the steady components of
the second-order velocity and hydrodynamic pressure fields
in the film and F = −〈ρ(v · ∇)v + v(∇ · ρv)〉 is an effective
body force over long times that originates from the divergence
of the Reynolds stress tensor ρvv. The appropriate boundary
conditions are then prescribed by the no-slip condition at the
solid substrate

u|z=0 = 0, (7)

the normal stress jump at the free surface z = h

−(pI + pr) · n + μ(∇u + ∇uT ) · n = γ∇ · nn, (8)

where n is the outer unit normal to the air-water interface, and
mass conservation in the film

∂h

∂t
= −∂(uxh)

∂x
. (9)

We now expand the equations and boundary conditions that
govern the nonvanishing (over long times) flow component
[i.e., Eqs. (5)–(8)] in the small parameter ε ≡ H/L and ignore
the next order correction in Ma, justified by the difference in
magnitudes between ε ≈ 10−1 and Ma ≈ 10−3; given that H

and L are small compared to the width of the film, which,
in turn, is determined by the width of the paper wick, it is
not unreasonable to assume a two-dimensional model. The
problem is then rendered dimensionless using the following
set of transformations:(

x,k−1
L

) → (
x,k−1

L

)
L, (z,h) → (z,h) H,p → (εγ /L) p,

(ux,uz) → (
ε3γ /μ

)
(ux,εuz) , (10)

in which the scaling for the velocity and force in the film are
chosen to satisfy the balance between acoustic streaming and
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capillary effects. Omitting O(ε) and smaller contributions, the
integral mass and momentum conservation equations in the
quasisteady film are then given by [41]

∂

∂x

∫ h

0
ux dy = 0, (11)

∂2ux

∂z2
= ∂p

∂x
− Fx. (12)

Due to the small attenuation of the SAW and thus the sound
wave in Eq. (3) (i.e., ki � 1) the horizontal component of the
body force when in contact with the thin film may be expressed
as [36]

Fx = −We
(
1 + α2

1

)
ki, (13)

where We ≡ ρ(ξ0ω)2L/εγ is an acoustic Weber number that
captures the relative contributions from the inertial forcing
and the stabilizing capillary stresses. In addition, the absence
of any externally applied pressure gradients

∂p

∂z
= 0, (14)

together with Eq. (8) then renders the scaled hydrodynamic
pressure

p ≈ −∂2h

∂x2
. (15)

Finally, the boundary conditions on the solid substrate and at
the free surface are

ux |z=0 = 0,
∂ux

∂z
|z=h = 0. (16)

Equations (8), (11), (12), and (16) then give rise to the
quasisteady thin film equation

∂

∂x

[
h3

(
∂p

∂x
− Fx

)]
= 0, (17)

where, owing to the weak attenuation of the SAW along the
thin front-running film region (see Fig. 1), the contribution
of the radiation pressure pr to the hydrodynamic pressure p,
mediated by Eq. (14), is roughly uniform, therefore eliminating
any net contribution of pr to the film shape in Eq. (17). The
boundary conditions at the interface in the neck between the
thin film and bulk regions (Fig. 1) can then be specified by

h|x=0 = 1,
dh

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0. (18)

Given the highly smooth, chemically homogeneous, and
hydrophilic nature of the LN substrate, and following [34], we
postulate that the three-phase contact angle at the advancing
front of the thin film at x = xN vanishes under the high
applied powers required for SAW atomization. The mechanism
responsible for the vanishing contact angle arises from the
interaction between the dominant Schlichting flow [32] and
the free surface in a viscous boundary layer immediately
above the substrate possessing a characteristic thickness
δ ≡ (μ/ρω)1/2, where the contributions from the bulk flow
considered earlier are small. It can then be assumed that the
vanishing contact angle gives rise to the existence of a thin
front-running precursor film with a thickness that scales as δ,
irrespective of the bulk flow, such that the following boundary

conditions can be imposed:

h|x→∞ ≈ δ/H,
dh

dx

∣∣∣∣
x→∞

= 0. (19)

Equations (17) to (19) were solved numerically using the
MATLAB boundary value problem solver bvp4c [42]. Rather
than using a coordinate transformation to handle the infinite
domain, the computational spatial domain was limited to a
maximum length of 20 units to reasonable accuracy, allowing
for a numerical error below 0.1% on a mesh of 10 000 points.
The calculated geometry was further found to be insensitive
to arbitrary values of the precursor film thickness, spanning
[0.1δ/H,10δ/H ].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equation (17) presents the competing mechanisms that
govern the thin film geometry, whereby the capillary pressure
within the film, mediated by the hydrodynamic pressure p,
minimizes the deformation of the free surface; in the absence
of SAW, the acoustic stresses embodied by the volume force
Fx are absent and the meniscus then spreads to form a film that
completely covers the solid substrate under the fully wetting
condition of Eq. (18). Under the influence of external acoustic
stresses, however, the body force Fx drives an opposing flux of
liquid volume in the SAW propagation direction from the thin
film back towards the water reservoir. Ignoring rapid fluctua-
tions that occur on the free surface of the film, this competition
between the capillary and acoustic volume force then leads to a
quasisteady film shape over long times that satisfies global vol-
ume conservation (i.e., no net volume flux across the film cross
section). Figure 4 shows the effect of We on the quasisteady
film shape: increasing We, equivalent to higher applied powers
and hence surface displacement velocities, leads to an increase
in the acoustic body force Fx , that, in turn, generates a larger
volume flux from the film towards the reservoir, resulting in
a shorter film length. The numerical solution decays with an
increase in We and appears to agree well with experimental
measurements of the maximum length of the thin film region
observed, defined as the distance from the end of the bulk
region [i.e., x = 0 (taken to be at the intersection between the
height of the uniform thin film region y = H with the tangent
of the curved free surface just outside the film in the bulk
region)], to the location of the apparent contact line at x = xN ,
as sketched in the inset of Fig. 1; x = xN is determined at the
limit of visual detection where the film height corresponds to
one pixel in the experimental digital image.

To further quantify the decay in the film length with We,
we introduce the functional form of the normal stress at the
free surface and acoustic body force in the film, and omit the
noncontributing radiation pressure term. The Weber number
We may then be eliminated from the film equation [Eq. (17)]
by rescaling the spatial coordinate as x → xLWe−1/3 in place
of the preceding scaling to give the generalized film equation

∂

∂x

{
h3

[
∂3h

∂x3
− (

1 + α2
1

)
ki

]}
= 0. (20)

Equation (20) underscores the balance between the competing
capillary and acoustic body forces, rendering the film length
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Quasisteady film shape for different acoustic Weber numbers We = ρ(ξ0ω)2L/εγ . Higher powers (and hence
surface displacement velocities) and larger SAW wavelengths are observed to give rise to shorter films. (b) Single measurements of scaled
maximum observed film lengths l/L for different applied frequencies (26–131 MHz) and powers (2.6–10.2 W), with resulting We values
showing good agreement with the numerical result predicted by the solution of Eq. (17). It can be seen that both the experimentally measured
and numerically predicted film lengths progress to an asymptote beyond εWe � 4. The error bars indicate the measurement error related to the
pixelation of the original digital imagery.

to decay as We−1/3 and generalizing the result shown in
Fig. 4(b).

Although a thin film was clearly observed, the onset of
atomization only occurred above a critical εWe ≈ 1. Above
εWe � 4, however, we observe the film length l to be
insensitive to We. Given that H is fixed for a given applied
frequency (Sec. IV A), it then follows from Eq. (1) that
the ejected droplet dimension scales with the inverse of the
applied frequency, which was first suggested in [5] but without
experimental corroboration. This 1/f relationship for the
droplet dimension, distinct from the 1/f 2/3 scaling previously
suggested [22–24], is therefore experimentally verified for the
first time here in Fig. 5(b) in which the droplet sizes are the
mass median diameters obtained from the size distribution
of the ejected droplets [an example of which is shown in
Fig. 5(a) for an applied frequency of 22 MHz]. The trimodal
distribution in Fig. 5(a) is typical of that observed across the
range of frequencies employed: The small and intermediate
droplet sizes, with peaks close to mass median diameters of
approximately 1 (peak 1) and 15 μm (peak 2), originated from
droplets that were observed to be ejected from the thin film
region (Fig. 1), whereas the largest droplets corresponding
to the last peak at the extreme right with dimensions on the
order of 100 μm were observed to be ejected from the bulk
region (Fig. 1). These large droplets can be excluded from the
following discussion as the model in the current study pertains
solely to the dynamics of the thin film region.

In particular, we recall from Sec. IV A that the film height, in
dimensional terms, can be approximated by h ∼ H ≈ 7/8λv ,
implying that h ∼ H ∼ 1/f . Since L ≡ 2λSAW ∼ 1/f and
thus l ∼ LWe−1/3 ∼ We−1/3/f , it then follows that both h

and l scale inversely with f , and consequently the film aspect
ratio h/l ∼ H/

(
LWe−1/3

)
is independent of f and is instead

dependent on We, or, more specifically, the mechanical power
transmitted by the SAW into the liquid, manifested by the
term ρξ 2

0 ω2 in the definition of We. Correcting for the actual
film aspect ratio h/l in place of the characteristic power
independent height to length scale ratio H/L in Eq. (1) then

leads to

D ∼ γH 2

μL2

We2/3

f
, (21)

suggesting that the ejected droplet sizes scale linearly with
We2/3f −1, consistent with that observed in Fig. 5(b).

VI. CONCLUSION

SAW atomization comprises a powerful means for the
generation of micron dimension aerosol droplets from a
miniature microfluidic platform for various applications across
spray painting, mass spectrometry, and drug delivery. The key
advantages of the platform are its low power, miniaturizability
into a small handheld portable platform, and, due to the high
frequencies employed, the absence of shear or cavitation dam-
age to biomolecules—an important criterion if the device is to
be used for pulmonary delivery of next generation therapeutics
such as peptides, proteins, and nucleic acids. Nevertheless,
little is understood about the physics associated with SAW
atomization systems; in the absence of work to revisit the
fundamentals, there has been a tendency to inappropriately
adopt theories developed for bulk ultrasonic atomization,
rather inappropriate due to the substantial differences in the
nature and mechanics of the acoustic excitation between the
two methods of atomization.

Here, we examined the mechanisms that underpin the
hydrodynamics associated with SAW atomization of droplets
from a thin liquid film source, with the intent of providing
a more rigorous verification of the role of the parent liquid
source geometry and hence the inverse frequency scaling
of the atomized droplet dimension alluded to in a previous
study [5]. The size of water droplets produced from the
atomization of a spreading meniscus drawn out by the SAW
from a wet permeable paper strip connected to a reservoir
was measured using laser diffraction. These appear to have
different sizes depending on the region along the elongated
meniscus film they are atomized from. Larger 100 μm droplets
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FIG. 5. (a) Experimentally measured aerosol size distribution via laser diffraction, obtained at ω/2π = 22 MHz and an applied power of
5.2 W, corresponding to εWe = 8.0; these data are also a qualitative representation of the results obtained at other applied frequencies and
powers. Three distinct peaks in the droplet sizes are observed. Peaks 1 and 2 correspond to droplets produced as a consequence of atomization
off the thin film region illustrated in Fig. 1 with mass median diameters (MMDs) D of 1.21 and 15.4 μm and standard deviations of 1.04 and 9.4,
respectively, computed from the volume frequency histogram of discrete droplet diameters. A third peak comprising droplets with diameters
on the order of 100 μm can also be seen. These droplets are ejected from the bulk region illustrated in Fig. 1 (as only very few droplets are
ejected from this region, these are not the subject of the present study that focuses on atomization from the thin film region). (b) Variation in
the mass median droplet diameter D with (εWe)2/3f −1. The data points represent the experimentally measured droplet MMD data for a range
of frequencies (13–124 MHz) for each of the two peaks (i.e., peak 1 and peak 2) with droplets produced via atomization from the thin film
region, and the dotted lines represent least-squares (LS) linear fitting, demonstrating the linear relationship between D and (εWe)2/3f −1. Error
bars show one standard deviation between the three 15 s measurements taken at each frequency. We also note that peak 1 failed to develop at
lower values of (εWe)2/3f −1, where frequencies exceed 98MHz (εWe � 1).

were ejected from a bulk liquid region immediately adjacent
to the edge of the paper strip from which the meniscus is
drawn. Smaller droplets, of typically submicron and micron
dimension that are relevant for inhalation therapy, however,
were ejected from a thin front-running film ahead of the bulk
region. Given the interest in the use of SAW atomization to
obtain large quantities of these small aerosol droplets, we
focused our investigation on the spreading dynamics of this
thin film region, for which a theoretical model was derived.
A numerical simulation to predict the equilibrium shape of
the thin film as a function of relevant system parameters
revealed that the length of the thin film region was determined
from a competition between capillary and acoustic forces,
captured through a dimensionless acoustic Weber number, that
over long times balances to form a quasisteady film. Good
agreement was obtained between the theoretically predicted

and experimentally measured film lengths for a range of
applied powers (2.6–10.2 W) and frequencies (26–131 MHz).
The film height, on the other hand, is determined by self-
selection of the energy minimum state associated with the
acoustic resonance present in the liquid film. Not only do we
verify the resultant inverse frequency scaling using the height
and length predictions with the experimental measurements,
we also, for the first time, explicate the role of the applied
power beyond simply influencing the onset of atomization at a
critical SAW amplitude: Increasing the power drives stronger
streaming in the film in the direction opposite to its spreading,
therefore producing shorter films, that, in turn, lead to larger
droplets, at least at moderate power levels. The film length,
nevertheless, was observed to approach an asymptotic limit at
higher powers, diminishing its influence on the droplet sizes
as the power is further increased.
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Chapter 5

On demand droplet production and

encapsulation

Chapter 5 builds off in part the principles from Chapter 4, here producing droplets in a water-oil

system as opposed to water and air. A water-in-oil droplet is a powerful microfluidic tool as allows

for the compartmentalization of reactions; in doing so microfluidics becomes digital, potentially

performing many different reactions simultaneously, though this would require methods for pro-

duction and handling of individual droplets. Here we use SAW for the on-demand production of

microfluidic droplets, and further demonstrate the capability to simultaneously pre-concentrate

and encapsulate particles, here serving as an analogue for cells, within these droplets.

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 we saw SAW used for the production of micron scale water droplets in air in order to

characterize their size distribution for nebulization therapy. However, it is also possible to produce

droplets in fluid-fluid mixtures as well. In Chapter 2 we introduced the concept of a water-in-oil

droplet as a method for the compartmentalization of fluid reactions on-chip, with the advantages

of preventing undesired diffusion barriers and making digital, multi-reaction microfluidic systems

possible. In order for a lab-on-a-chip platform to be truly digital, however, the timing of droplet

production is required. Though techniques exist to do this [71, 70, 214], they require externally

mounted pressure sources and often produce droplets on the scale of 100s of microns and larger,

both factors which practically limit either the number of reactions that can be performed or the size

to which devices can be miniaturized. By incorporating a pressure source directly into the platform
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where these droplets are produced, it is possible to integrate a larger number of these sources

without a burdensome level of external connections. In this publication, SAW is used to generate

these pressure sources on-chip. In contrast to a previously demonstrated acoustic droplet generator

that required that integration of a complex piezo actuator stack into a PDMS device, SAW can be

combined in a straightforward way, with the piezoelectric substrate itself forming the 2D base for

the microfluidic structure as well as the IDTs. In this work, SAW was used to direct focussed

acoustic pressure on a water-oil interface, ejecting individual water-in-oil droplets with each SAW

pulse. By tuning the duration and power of the pulse for a given flow rate of a continuous oil

phase, it is possible to define the volume of the droplets that are produced. From a 20–30 µm

wide interface, droplets were produced in the range of 10s of picoliters. Additionally, because

an acoustic field pervades the entire medium prior to the interface, SAW was also used to pre-

concentrate particles at sub-threshold power levels. After concentration, a droplet can be produced

that encapsulates these concentrated particles. Additionally, to further understand the mechanism

by which droplets are produced, a simple 2D analytical model was constructed that simulates the

shape of a water-oil interface subject to acoustic pressure, shown in the supplementary information

following the publication. It was found that, while the directional force was able to deform the

interface, the bulk of the interfacial movement is a result of the increase in hydrostatic pressure

with the application of SAW.

5.2 Publication

The following publication and supplementary information was reproduced from [27] with permis-

sion from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Microscopic water-in-oil droplets are a versatile chemical and biological platform whose dimensions result

in short reaction times and require minuscule amounts of reagent. Methods exist for the production of

droplets, though the vast majority are only able to do so in continuous flows, restricting the ability to

independently control reactions of individual droplets, a prerequisite for programmable digital

microfluidics. Here we present a novel method to produce individual picoliter-scale droplets on-demand

using surface acoustic waves (SAW). Acoustic forces arising from SAW act on the oil–water interface,

creating a droplet whose volume is defined by the applied power, duration of the force and system

geometry. Additionally, this method is able to pre-concentrate particles simultaneously with droplet

production, meaning that particles and cells, even if in a dilute mixture, can be easily encapsulated. Our

method is expected to be applicable to high-throughput screening, bioreactor creation and other

microfluidic processes.

Introduction

Over the past decade there has been a growing interest to
develop miniaturized high throughput screening (HTS) plat-
forms1,2 that can replace the full functionality of microtitre
plate technology on a single chip for improved efficiency and
reduced costs.3,4 This expectation, along with the recent
advances in microfluidics, has attracted significant attention
to droplet based systems to encapsulate reagents and targets5,6

such as proteins or cells7,8 into nano-to-pico-liter volumes, for
subsequent reaction, transport and analysis in an enclosed
microscale system.9

Working with samples at such small length scales enables
different reagents in different concentrations to be assayed,
promising orders of magnitude reduction in both the amount
of reagents and the time scales compared with conventional
processes.10,11 Similarly, (1) concentration gradients that may
be undesirable in a single-fluid microfluidic system can be
avoided, with different phases of fluid – usually oil and water –
acting as a barrier to diffusion and, (2) using a droplet as a
chamber for a reaction in a two-fluid-phase microfluidic device
with droplet production and analysis components integrated
on-chip also allows these processes to be performed without
the need for fluid handling, with the fleetingly small reaction
volumes reducing the need to perform separate mixing steps.

Further, nanoliter droplets encapsulating cells and particles in
nanoliter volumes7 produced in a digital microfluidic device
can be used as bioreactors,8,12,13 though until now the ability
to concentrate and produce encapsulated particles on demand
for a digital microfluidic device has remained elusive.

Different methods have been developed for the purpose of
producing droplets in microfluidic systems, where significant
effort has been made to develop and characterize
T-junctions10,14–16 and flow-focusing systems.17,18 To produce
droplets a continuous fluid flow of two immiscible fluids
(typically oil and water) are required, with a constant stream of
monodisperse droplets resulting from the combination of
these two fluid streams. Technologies used to drive these
flows, most often peristaltic pumps or syringe pumps,
dispense constant flow rates but are poorly suited to accurate
manipulation of discrete volumes in the sub-nanoliter range,
making on-demand production of individual droplets difficult
to control. Further, in most microfluidic devices the pressure
gradient source is located distances away from the device that
are orders of magnitude larger than the length scales of that
device, introducing time delays and additional reagent
volumes and causing pressure gradients to depend on the
length of connecting tubing.

For digital microfluidic systems to be able to produce
droplets on-demand pressure gradients should be discretely
controlled on-chip. Methods that have the demonstrated
ability to create localized pressure gradients sufficient to
deform a fluid interface include electrowetting arrays,19,20

electrohydrodynamic,21 pyroelectrohydrodynamic jetting22

and piezoelectric acoustic devices.23–27 These mechanisms
have been applied for open air droplet movement, though are

aDepartment of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Monash University, Clayton,

VIC 3800, Australia.
bSchool of Physics, Monash University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia

3 Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Interface deformation
modeling (Discussion 1) and videos of droplet production (Video 1) and particle
encapsulation (Videos 2 and 3). See DOI: 10.1039/c3lc50372k
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limited in relevance to high-throughput systems by factors
including large minimum reaction volume, slow translocation
speed, requirement for a fluid-air interface and difficulty
integrating the actuation components into a planar micro-
fluidic system. However, acoustic forces are unusual in that
they can create a time-averaged force on both fluid-fluid
interfaces 27–29 and particles,30–33 creating the possibility for
these two activities to be integrated in the same device. The
ability for the acoustic force to affect fluids differently based
on their physical properties also allows for their use in two-
phase fluid systems, in contrast to open-air systems subject to
evaporation and undesired droplet coalescence. Surface
acoustic waves (SAWs) are uniquely placed among acoustic
actuation technologies. A SAW device is created through the
patterning of interdigital transducers (IDTs) on a piezoelectric
substrate such as lithium niobate (LN). Compared to most
bulk acoustic wave devices, devices using SAW have the
advantages of (1) having acoustic energy localized at the
surface, permitting efficient energy transfer to a fluid placed
on top,34 (2) being planar and therefore easily integrated with
typically 2D microfluidic devices35,36 and (3) operating at

significantly higher frequencies (y10–1000 MHz) with a
corresponding wavelength (4–400 mm) encompassing the
length scales on most microfluidic devices. To date, these
devices have been used for diverse applications including
mixing,37 concentration,30,32,38 continuous flow pumping,23,39

jetting40 and atomization.25

Here we present a novel and flexible method for on-demand
droplet generation in digital microfluidic systems using SAW.
This technique incorporates the SAW device directly into the
microfluidic platform and simultaneously integrates steps for
concentration, encapsulation and droplet production.

System design and operating principle

The SAW droplet generation system is composed of a
microfluidic chamber placed atop a SAW device, shown in
(Fig. 1a). The SAW device is composed of a series of gold
focused interdigital transducers (FIDTs) arrayed on a lithium
niobate (LN) substrate, with the distance between each
successive transducer determining the resonant frequency, f,

Fig. 1 Sketch of the SAW-controlled picoliter-scale droplet generation system. (a) A continuous oil phase is pumped in either symmetric oil inlet/outlet. Water is
pumped in the inlets to the rear of the FIDTs until a steady water/oil interface at the microfluidic T-junction (see (b) inset) is maintained. Application of an AC signal
across the electrode pads will produce a SAW, whose RMS amplitude distribution is visualized in (c), and which will act on the water–oil interface, pushing the water
phase into the continuous oil phase to produce a water-in-oil droplet. (d) The resonant frequency of a SAW device is determined by its minimum reflection coefficient,
or |s11|. Loading PDMS atop a 80 mm device makes little difference to the resonant frequency.
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of the device (Fig. 1d) according to f = cs/l, where cs is the
sound speed on the substrate surface and l is the distance
between FIDT finger-pairs. When an AC signal is applied
across the transducers at this frequency the electromechanical
displacement induced in the piezoelectric substrate creates a
SAW, the displacement of which decays exponentially with
depth into the substrate, attenuating almost completely in the
first few wavelengths from the surface.41

The mechanics of SAW fluidics are well known: a SAW
traveling at a substrate fluid interface will radiate acoustic
energy into the fluid at the Rayleigh angle hR = sin21(cf/cs),
where cf is the sound speed in the fluid. The acoustic wave,
now traveling in the fluid, will continue traveling until
encountering an interface with a medium of different acoustic
properties. The acoustic pressure on an interface has been the
focus of several publications by many prominent authors in
the field of nonlinear acoustics.42–45 Generally the acoustic
radiation force on a surface in the path of an acoustic beam
can here be broken up into what is called the Langevin and
Rayleigh radiation pressures; the first of these refers to the
time-averaged force tensor in the direction of acoustic
propagation on a surface placed in the path of a beam, while
the Rayleigh pressure on a surface is the combination of this
and the isotropic static pressure induced. Both formulations of
acoustic pressure are equally valid, though apply to different
systems, depending on whether the interface the acoustic
beam acts upon is suspended within a given fluid or is a
physical barrier to a region with different acoustic properties.
In the case of an acoustic beam acting on an oil–water
interface in a closed system, there is no method to transfer the
isotropic pressure induced by the beam to the oil side of the
interface besides interface deformation, with the static
pressure component contributing to that deformation. The
Rayleigh pressure, pr, acting on an interface is given by43,44

pr = Sp 2 p0T + Srv2T (1)

where the brackets ST denote a time averaged quantity, p is the
pressure in the fluid, p0 is the initial (without acoustic
actuation) pressure, r is the fluid density, v is the instanta-
neous fluid particle velocity and Srv2T is the energy density in
the fluid SET. To a first approximation the fluid particle
velocity v # v0, where v0 = (jv) is the substrate velocity, j is the
surface displacement and v = 2pf. If the substrate velocity is
sinusoidally oscillating as in a SAW, the time average Srv2T is
nonzero, resulting in a nonzero pressure term on an interface
in the path of the acoustic beam. The static pressure
component Sp 2 p0T arises from the nonlinear propagation
of the acoustic wave through the fluid, with the attenuation of
acoustic energy in the wave equal to the increase in static
pressure. Supplementary Discussion 1 describes and models
the roles static and surface pressure arising from SAW have in
deforming an oil–water interface.3

Methods

We employed 40 mm and 80 mm wavelength focused SAW
devices, comprising 90 and 45 finger-pairs of 90u circular
focussed interdigital transducers (FIDTs), respectively, on a 0.5
mm thick, single side polished 128u Y-cut, X-propagating
lithium niobate (LN) substrate. The 10 nm chrome/200 nm
aluminium FIDTs were aligned on the substrate with the SAW
propagation oriented in the preferred propagation direction
on the LN, as shown in Fig. 1. With the exception of the
electrode pads, across which an AC signal is applied, the
devices were further coated with 70 nm of evaporation-
deposited SiO2 to cover the IDTs and promote adhesion with
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which was bonded to the device
after exposure to an activated air plasma (Harrick Plasma PDC-
002, Ithaca, NY: 450 mTorr, 29.6W, 3 min for the SiO2-coated
LN substrate and 1.5 min for the PDMS). Bonding of the
activated surfaces was enhanced by heating the joined surfaces
(70 uC, 10 min) immediately following coupling. Several
chamber geometries were explored, including devices where
the IDTs were covered entirely by PDMS (results in Fig. 2a–e) or
fluid (Fig. 2f–g, 3, 4). Both setups are capable of producing
water-in-oil droplets, though higher powers are required to
produce equivalent results when PDMS is bonded directly to
the IDTs due to lossy SAW transmission at the LN-PDMS
interface.46

Experiments were performed with the device stabilized on a
3D-printed platform and placed on the stage of a microscope
(Olympus BX43, Tokyo, Japan) and imaged using a 5MP
eyepiece camera (Dino-Lite AM7023B, New Taipei City,
Taiwan). Olive oil (viscosity =85 cP, surface tension at oil–
water interface is #0.024 N m2147), comprising the contin-
uous flow stream, was injected into the device using a syringe
pump (KD Scientific Legato 210, Holliston, MA, USA), whereas
water was manually manipulated using a 1 mL syringe until a
steady-state (flat) oil–water interface was achieved. The SAW
was generated by applying a sinusoidal voltage across the
electrode pads using a signal generator (BelektroniG F10,
Freital, Germany) and amplifier. Surface velocity was mea-
sured and the traveling wave SAW was visualized in the vicinity
of the FIDT focal point using a laser Doppler vibrometer
(Polytech GmBH UHF-120, Waldbronn, Germany).
Temperature measurements were made using a thermal
imaging camera (FLIR i7, Meer, Belgium).

Results

Droplet generation

The simplest geometry for droplet production in microfluidic
systems is the T-junction, where a continuous (oil) phase is
intersected by a disperse (water) phase. In Fig. 2 a modified
T-junction is integrated with a SAW device with the orifice
located at the FIDT focal point. Application of SAW to the oil–
water interface leads to interface deformation, extending the
water into the oil phase leading to droplet production (see
Supplementary Video 1). In the context of continuous droplet
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production, the intrusion of the disperse phase into the
continuous phase results in droplet break-off, a mechanism
that has been well-covered in the existing literature.14,48–50 The
droplet breakup regime is determined by the capillary number
Ca = mu/c, where u is the velocity of the continuous phase in
the channel, m is the fluid viscosity and c is the interfacial
tension, with the critical capillary number Ca* # 0.015
determining the transition from the so-called squeezing to
dripping regimes.14 The velocities characteristic to most
microfluidic systems result in Ca , Ca*, where droplet size
is unaffected by viscous shear and where droplet formation in
a T-junction occurs in a roughly four-stage process: (1) a
disperse phase fluid enters a continuous phase channel
(Fig. 2a), (2) the disperse phase fills the width of the channel
(Fig. 2b), (3) the pressure drop, arising from the thinning

boundary layer in the continuous phase, lengthens the
disperse phase drop and (4) the thinning neck at the boundary
of the orifice (Fig. 2c) breaks to form a drop in the continuous
phase channel (Fig. 2d). It is known from Garstecki et al. that
in this regime the length of droplets in a channel is only
determined by the channel geometry and flow rates of the
continuous, Qc, and disperse, Qd, phases according to the
expression48

,/w = 1 + aQd/Qc (2)

where , is the length of the drop in the channel, w is the
channel width and a is a constant specific to the chamber
geometry and of order unity. In a square channel, the
predicted droplet volume V�D y Lw2; subtracting the empty

Fig. 2 (a–d) Images (y30 ms apart) of droplet production in a confined system comprised of a 20/30 mm width/height orifice and a 30/30 mm width/height circular
channel of radius 745 mm, with (a) showing the water–oil interface immediately after application of SAW, (b–c) showing interface deformation due to acoustic
pressure and channel cross flow, and (d) a fully formed droplet in channel. Droplet is produced when SAW of FIDT wavelength 80 mm is applied for 100 ms at 48.4
MHz, starting at (a) and ending at (c). (e) The droplet volume VD produced with application of SAW is determined by flow rate in the channel. A constant pulse results
in an outlet velocity of 2.1 ¡ 0.5 mm s21, resulting in a flow ratio Qd/Qc essentially solely determined by the oil flow rate. Incorporating Qd/Qc, where Qd is inferred by
the ejection rate of water into the oil stream, into eqn (3) yields a satisfactory comparison with measured droplet sizes. (f) The number of droplets produced using a
20/30 mm width/height orifice and channel is determined by the power level (2.5–5 W) and pulse duration (50–1500 ms). (g) The droplet volume (grey circles in (f)) is
similarly determined by these factors, with increasing volume for increased power and duration, here shown for 3.1–4.14 W for the case where ,2 droplets are
produced.
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volumes at leading and trailing edges of the drop and
assuming circular curvature at both ends yields V�D # Lw2 2

V0, where the subtracted empty volume V0 = w3(1 2 p/6).
Incorporating eqn (2), the volume of a drop in a channel is
given by

V�D = w3(aQd/Qc + p/6) (3)

where Qd here is determined by the rate of interface movement
on application of SAW. Increasing power and duration results
in larger droplets (Fig. 2g), here increasing the effective Qd.

For a constant Qc the ejected droplet volume is a function of
both the applied power and SAW pulse duration. Finding that
the water ejection velocity is constant for a given applied
power, the droplet size for increasing flow velocities with u =
Qc/w2 is found to agree with model in eqn (3), observed in

Fig. 3 (a–d) Images showing droplets that are produced for different pulse durations (100–600 ms), with (c) and (d) from the same droplet sequence shown 200 ms
apart. (e) The droplet size produced during multi-droplet production is dependent on the duration of the pulse. For pulses less than y350 ms in duration (here at 5
W), only one (# = 1) droplet is produced (see Fig. 2f). A pulse longer than that required to produce a single droplet can produce additional droplets (# > 1), though the
volume of the last droplet in a series may be smaller than the initial droplet if the SAW pulse ceases during formation (b). If this does not occur, subsequent droplets
will be larger, suggesting accelerating rates of interface deformation.

Fig. 4 Two modes of particle concentration and encapsulation during droplet production on a 95.4 MHz (40 mm wavelength) SAW device. (a–d) Discrete droplets
encapsulating 10 mm particles are produced when (a) a dilute particle solution at rest is (b) excited by a low-power (1 W) SAW for a set period (2 s), concentrating
particles at the interface. (c) The application of a high-power pulse (>2 W) for 100 ms is used to deform the interface, pushing it into the oil phase, which subsequently
breaks off due to the pressure differential on either side of the protrusion leading to (d) a water-in-oil droplet encapsulating the particles previously concentrated at
the interface. (e,f) Continuous encapsulation of individual particles occurs at higher oil flow rates and application of SAW (here 4 W). (e) The particle solution is semi-
concentrated near the orifice whereupon (f) a burst of SAW creates a series of 8 pl droplets each containing one or two particles. The PDMS boundaries are
highlighted in (a,e) for clarity.
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Fig. 2e. Additionally, the system has the potential to generate
multiple droplets with each pulse, with longer durations (>400
ms) at higher powers giving rise to additional droplets (Fig. 2f).
The size of the additional droplets is determined by the
specific system kinetics for a given power and pulse duration
(Fig. 3). Secondary, tertiary, etc. droplets are generally larger,
though pulse shutoff during the production of a given droplet
can result in a smaller secondary droplet (Fig. 3b).

Particle concentration and encapsulation

When an acoustic wave interacts with a particle, much as when
it interacts with any interface, it imparts a time-averaged force
on that particle in the direction of propagation. In the case of
the SAW device setup in Fig. 1 this means that particles located
in water can be concentrated at the oil–water interface prior to
droplet creation, resulting in an water-encapsulated particle
(see Supplementary Videos 2 and 33), a process that could
easily be applied to individual cells. Fig. 4 shows two
methodologies to produce encapsulated 10 mm particles. In
Fig. 4(a–d) applying a relatively low-power SAW to translate
particles for a short period (1–5 s) concentrates particles at the
orifice, with a subsequent high-power pulse of short duration
(,100 ms) sufficient to displace the interface into the oil flow
sufficiently to result in droplet break-off. In Fig. 4(e,f)
continuous application of SAW is used to simultaneously
concentrate particles near the orifice and produce droplets. It
is important to note that the frequency and particle size have
significant bearing on the ability for SAW to concentrate
particles at the interface. For a particle of radius R subject to a
traveling acoustic wave the acoustic radiation force Ft y f 4, R6:
higher frequencies and larger particles will result in drastically
more effective collection.51 Additionally, the standing wave
force for a constant pressure amplitude, where Fs y f, R3, will
overpower the travelling wave force at lower frequencies. In the
setup tested here with the particle solution directly atop the
interdigital transducers, a 95.4 MHz device was able to push
particles to the interface, while in a 48.4 MHz device particles
instead move to the standing wave nodes in between IDT
finger-pairs. Most acoustic microfluidic devices utilize stand-
ing waves to manipulate particles38,52–55 because the standing
wave force is stronger for frequencies typically utilized. The
application here is one of the few cases where the traveling
wave force is both dominant and desired for directional
particle concentration, a notable exception being a case where
140 MHz SAW was used to direct (substantially larger) y100
mm droplets.56 While high-frequency SAW is broadly compa-
tible with biomolecules and cells,34,55 thermal effects must be
considered when relatively high power pulses (here up to 5 W)
are used. Over an example test period used to produce droplets
(5 pulses over 10 s for time-averaged power densities of 0.4 W)
the temperature increase was observed to be ,2 uC. For longer
test periods, the thermal conductivity of the surface on which
the device is placed significantly affects the steady state
temperature of the device, with active thermal cooling (as in
the case of a peltier cooler) limiting steady-state temperature
increases by as little as ,3 uC.

Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a novel system for the on-
demand production of individual water-in-oil droplets using
high-frequency SAW and demonstrated encapsulation of
particles in vesicles. Our SAW system offers the advantage of
combining droplet production, concentration and encapsula-
tion in a single device, hence allowing direct integration with
digital microfluidic devices for chemical or biological assays.
Droplet creation here does not require the use of surfactants,
emulsifiers or other fluid treatments that may affect chemical
or cell processes, and can be powered by readily miniaturiz-
able high-frequency power circuits. Integration of multiple
devices integrated on a single platform allows simultaneous
parallel processing for biochemical assays. The multiple
operating modes for droplet production and particle encapsu-
lation offered by the system presented here, including both
single on-demand and continuous production, means this
method can be flexibly applied to a variety of microfluidic
systems.
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1

I. SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION S1 -
INTERFACE DEFORMATION USING SAW

The acoustic pressure on an interface has been the fo-
cus of several publications by many prominent authors
in the field of nonlinear acoustics. [1–4]. The acoustic
radiation force on a surface in the path of an acoustic
beam can be generally broken up into the Langevin and
Rayleigh radiation pressures; the first of these refers to
the time-averaged force tensor in the direction of acoustic
propagation on a surface placed in the path of a beam,
while the Rayleigh pressure on a surface is the combi-
nation of this and the isotropic static pressure induced.
Both formulations of acoustic pressure are equally valid,
though apply to different systems, depending on whether
the interface the acoustic beam is confined by the inter-
face it acts upon. In the case of an acoustic beam act-
ing on an oil-water interface, there is no method, aside
from interface movement, to transfer the isotropic pres-
sure induced by the beam to the oil side of the interface,
meaning this component of the pressure will influence
the interface shape and must be taken into account. The
Rayleigh pressure acting on an interface is then given by
[2, 3]

pr = 〈p− p0〉+ 〈ρv2〉, (1)

where v is the instantaneous fluid particle velocity and
〈ρv2〉 is simply 〈E〉, the energy density in the fluid. To
a first order approximation the fluid particle velocity
v ≈ v0, where v0 = (ξω) is the substrate velocity, ξ is
the surface displacement and ω is the angular frequency.
If the substrate velocity is oscillating sinusoidally as in
a SAW, the time average 〈ρv2〉 is nonzero, resulting in
a nonzero pressure term in a fluid media placed on top
of the substrate. In terms of the Fox and Wallace coeffi-
cients [5], which are determined by the first and second
order compressibility of a fluid, Eq. (1) can be expressed
as

pr =
B

2A
〈E〉+ 〈E〉, (2)

where the first term on the right side represents the
static pressure term, and the second term arises from the
nonlinear interaction between the acoustic wave and the
water-oil interface. To model the interaction of an acous-
tic beam arising from surface acoustic waves (SAW) with
the water-oil interface, the static pressure terms and the
force term at the interface need to be treated separately
as the surface topology of the interface will be non-planar
during droplet formation. Eq. (2) can then be written as

pr =
B

2A
〈E0〉+ sin (φ(z)− θR) 〈E1〉, (3)

where sin (φ(z)− θR) is the vector normal to the interface
surface and 〈E0〉, φ(z) = tan−1(∂h/∂z) the inclination
angle of the interface in the x−z plane, where x projects
horizontally along the SAW propagation direction and z
projects vertically from the substrate to the PDMS upper
surface, with h being the distance between any point on
the interface and the orifice and 〈E1〉 representing the
energy density in the water bulk and at the water-oil
interface. Whereas 〈E0〉 is simply equal to 〈ρv20〉 [3], the
energy density at the interface must take into account
that the oil-water boundary is only partially reflecting,
with the energy density given here as a function of the
density and sound speeds in oil (ρo, co) and water (ρw,
cw) [2];

〈E1〉 =

2

[
1 +

(
ρoco
ρwcw

)2
]
〈E0〉

(
1 + ρoco

ρwcw

)2 . (4)

At steady state the acoustic pressure at the oil-water
interface is balanced by the capillary pressure – pc = pr.
Assuming the interface shape is equivalent in both the
x − z and x − y plane, i.e. a square orifice shape with
pc(x, z(τ)) ≈ pc(x, y(τ)), then pc is simply twice the value
in the x− z plane, with

pc ≈ −2γ
∂2h

∂z2
, (5)

where γ ≈ 0.024 N/m [6] is the value for surface tension
at the oil-water interface. Combining the capillary pres-
sure in Eq. (5), the Rayleigh pressure in Eq. (3) and the
capillary pressure of an oil-water interface at rest yields
the final steady state interface shape equation;

2γ
∂2h

∂z2
=

B

2A
〈E0〉+ sin (φ(z)− θR) 〈E1〉 − γ

1

L
, (6)

where L is the length scale of the orifice. If the inter-
face is pinned at the borders of the orifice, the boundary
conditions can be specified by

h|z∗=0 = 0 h|z∗=1 = 0, (7)

Equations (6) and (7) were solved numerically on a mesh
of 1000 points using MATLAB’s boundary value problem
solver bvp4c [7] on the domain z∗ = [0, 1], where z∗ =
z/L and x∗ = x/L. The interface shape for different v0
is given in Fig. 1 for both the Langevin (Fig. 1a) and
Rayleigh (Fig. 1b) radiation pressures. Note that if the
static pressure term in omitted, the interface shape tends
towards θR.

[1] J. Rooney and W. Nyborg, American Journal of Physics
40, 1825 (1972).

[2] B. Chu and R. Apfel, The Journal of the Acoustical Soci-
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FIG. 1. A fluid-fluid interface (here oil and water) will be deformed by a time averaged second order acoustic radiation
pressure, provided the two fluids have a non-zero acoustic contrast. In the case of an incident travelling wave, both the
direct interfacial and static pressures pressures will determine the interface shape. (a) Considering only the pressure due to
the nonlinear interaction between the interface and acoustic wave (the so-called Langevin radiation pressure), with the waves
traveling upward from the SAW substrate at the Rayleigh angle θR, this figure shows the steady-state water-oil interface shape
for different particle velocities (v = 0, 2, 4 and 6 m/s) in the fluid at a square orifice, where v ≈ v0 = ξω, the substrate surface
velocity. If only the Langevin pressure is accounted for, the leading edge of the meniscus is generally unable to exceed the
line denoted by θR, and is unable to advance into the channel sufficiently for droplet formation. (b) Shows the same interface
shapes when the static pressure component, due to the nonlinear propagation of an acoustic wave through the fluid medium
(water), is taken into account.

ety of America 72, 1673 (1982).
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Chapter 6

Particle trapping, concentration and

release

As the sophistication of lab-on-a-chip systems increases gating functions such as controlled con-

centration and release will become increasingly important. In Chapter 6 we expand on the ability

to pre-concentrate and release particles on-demand, doing so in this case in a continuous flow, sin-

gle phase system. This is done at extremely low powers – on the order of milliwatts – and is made

possible by the use of an easily fabricated, quasi-3D membrane structure against which particles

are pushed and trapped. Because the force used to trap these particles is larger for larger smaller

particles, this systems is also demonstrated as a particle sorter, with larger particles trapped and

smaller ones continuing in the direction of the flow.

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5 a method using SAW was developed to pre-concentrate and encapsulate particles in

a two-phase system. This method is directly applicable to digital microfluidic applications such

as high throughput screening, where multiple reagents can be independently mixed and analyzed.

Here, the ability to produce and release droplets on-demand is critical. However, it may not

always be desirable to perform reactions in a two-phase system; washing cells in buffer or nutrient

solution, for example, becomes problematic if they cannot be exposed to a continuous flow. With

this in mind, the ability to perform similar controlled concentration and release operations on

particles and cells in a single phase would be beneficial. Furthermore, these abilities are important

in many other potential applications, where increased concentration in a cell sample would, for
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example, enhance detection efficiency. As was demonstrated in Chapter 5, SAW can be utilized to

move particles in the direction of acoustic propagation. In this Chapter we make use of a different

geometry and device combined with SAW to concentrate and release particles on-demand in a

single fluid phase. Though particle manipulation strategies have been developed that have the

potential to perform similar activities, none have the flexibility and other advantages that this

method affords. Here, a traveling wave acoustic force is used to push particles vertically against

a physical membrane in the path of a flow containing particles. Doing so confers significant

power efficiency benefits. Because the acoustic beam at the SAW-water interface propagates at

the Rayleigh angle θR, the force on particles in a fluid is primarily directed vertically rather than

horizontally, the force direction used in essentially all other SAW particle manipulation systems.

Additionally, because the particles are held in place by a physical barrier rather than a virtual one

and in a low flow region of the channel (see Appendix B), only a fraction of the acoustic force,

and therefore electrical power, is required to hold particles in position. It will be shown here that

trapping of 5 µm particles can be filtered and concentrated with power on the order of milliwatts,

a low level of power required only in other currently used portable RF devices; using these low

levels of power makes the integration of SAW methods into portable point-of-care lab-on-a-chip

systems possible.

Further, this flexible design is utilized as a size-dependent particle filter/separator. Due to

the size-dependent nature of the traveling wave acoustic force, with F ∼ R6, smaller particles

experience substantially smaller forces than larger particles. Applying a sufficient force to retain

larger particles that is insufficient to do the same for smaller particles, these particle populations

can be separated. With the exception of the work presented subsequently in Chapter 7, this method

is even more size sensitive than even dedicated SAW-based sorting methods.

6.2 Publication

This article was in review at the time of thesis submissions with Applied Physics Letters, but is

now presented here in its current published form as of October 2014. The following publication is

now reproduced from[215] with permission from The American Institute of Physics.
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The particle valve: On-demand particle trapping, filtering, and release from a
microfabricated polydimethylsiloxane membrane using surface acoustic
waves

David J. Collins, Tuncay Alan, and Adrian Neilda)

Laboratory for Microsystems, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Monash University,
Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia

(Received 4 April 2014; accepted 7 July 2014; published online 24 July 2014)

We introduce a surface acoustic wave (SAW) based method for acoustically controlled

concentration, capture, release, and sorting of particles in a microfluidic system. This method is

power efficient by the nature of its design: the vertical direction of a traveling acoustic wave, in

which the majority of the energy at the SAW-water interface is directed, is used to concentrate par-

ticles behind a microfabricated polydimethylsiloxane membrane extending partially into a channel.

Sorting is also demonstrated with this concentration shown to be size-dependent. Low-power, minia-

ture SAW devices, using methods such as the one demonstrated here, are well placed for future inte-

gration into point-of-care diagnostic systems.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4891424]

The separation, concentration, and general manipulation

of particles and cells are vital functions for many microfluidic

systems, where particles serve as surrogates for cells and

large biomolecules, but also as therapeutic or diagnostic

agents in their own right. With the increasing complexity and

digital nature of advanced microfluidic systems, gating func-

tions that control particle and cell movement are becoming

increasingly important. Strategies for controlled particle trap-

ping and release include mechanical,1,2 optical,3,4 hydrody-

namic,5 magnetic,6,7 and acoustic methods.8–10 Acoustic

forces are well suited to the task, being non-contact and appli-

cable to a wide range of particle and cell sizes and types,

though have not been used extensively for on-chip gating and

valves. This is due to lack of suitable geometries, release

strategies, fabrication difficulties, and small acoustic force

gradients on the scale of a micron-sized particles, especially

if lower frequencies (&5MHz) with relatively large wave-

lengths (*500lm) are used. However, surface acoustic

waves (SAWs), with typical wavelengths (4–300lm) on the

order of length scales of microfluidic systems, are well suited

to biological assays where items on the scale of cells are

manipulated.

To date, the vast majority of applications using SAW

exploit the forces in the horizontal plane.8,11–17 It may, how-

ever, be more sensible in some cases to take advantage of the

force component in the vertical direction, considering that

the major component of the traveling wave force is directed

vertically. Due to the value of the Rayleigh angle hR, which

describes the orientation of the acoustic force relative to the

solid/fluid interface, the horizontal force is only a fraction of

the vertical one. Despite this, there have been only select

cases to date that explicitly utilize this as their mode of oper-

ation in closed microfluidic systems. The limiting factor in

making use of the vertical force in closed systems, however,

is a result of fabrication difficulties. Dentry et al.18 used a

3D fabricated chamber to optimize the pumping force gener-

ated using SAW, with a pumping chamber angled at hR. In

the future, though, 3D printed microfluidic devices will

require further optimization and development to integrate

with SAW devices to match the device quality and spatial re-

solution of conventional fabrication techniques.

In this work, we demonstrate the first explicit use of the

vertical component of traveling SAW to trap and concentrate

particles and release them on-demand. The proposed method

makes use of a topographical polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

feature easily constructed with standard microfabrication

techniques and without the need for multilayer processes. By

actively trapping and passively releasing particles, we show

that it is possible to use this method to both control the tim-

ing of particle concentration and also filter them by size, all

while making efficient use of the vertical orientation of an

acoustic wave generated by SAW. Furthermore, the proce-

dure used to fabricate this 3D structure in PDMS does not

require gray-scale lithography, relying instead on the intrin-

sic changes in etch rates during deep reactive-ion etching

(DRIE) when the movement of reactive ions is impeded in a

high-aspect ratio feature. It is thought that this method for

fabricating simple vertically varying features will find use in

other applications where thin quasi-3D PDMS structures,

including membranes, rods, and flaps, are required.

When an acoustic wave traveling through a fluid me-

dium encounters an object with non-zero acoustic contrast,

that object will be subjected to a time-averaged force.19 For

a particle in an acoustic field, this force is fundamentally due

to the interference between the scattered field that it creates

and the incident acoustic beam,20,21 and is always oriented in

the direction of the traveling wave acoustic beam.22 In the

case of a traveling substrate-bound wave, such as SAW,

these surface displacements will couple into a fluid placed

on top of the substrate, with the resulting beam propagating

at the Rayleigh angle, given by hR ¼ sinÿ1ðcf=csÞ, where cf
and cs are the sound speed in the fluid and the SAW velocity

of the substrate. For water and lithium niobate (LN), a piezo-

electric material commonly used for SAW applications, this

angle is �22� from the vertical, with the relative magnitude

of the vertical to the horizontal components given bya)

0003-6951/2014/105(3)/033509/4/$30.00 VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC105, 033509-1

APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS 105, 033509 (2014)
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cosð22�Þ= sinð22�Þ; the vertical force is therefore approxi-

mately 2.5 times that of the horizontal one.

Figure 1 shows the system concept: a particle solution is

injected perpendicular to a continuous flow channel in a T-

junction configuration, with particle concentration and con-

trolled release mediated by the application of SAW. Figure 2

shows this process in more detail, especially, with regard to

the critical role of a PDMS membrane, which partially pro-

trudes into the channel from which the particles originate.

Provided the gap between the channel floor and the bottom

of the membrane is sufficiently large, particles pass unim-

peded in the direction of fluid flow. With the application of

SAW, a traveling wave force is imparted on the particles in

suspension, where after they are pushed both against the

channel roof and the PDMS membrane.

The SAW device here consists of a circularly focussed

27 finger-pair, 30lm wavelength (k) set of 200 nm of alumin-

ium on 7 nm chrome interdigital transducers (IDTs) spanning

25�, where the geometric focal point is 170lm from the last

finger pair, patterned on a 0.5mm thick 128� Y–cut,

X–propagating lithium niobate (LiNbO3) substrate. The reso-

nant frequency is given by f¼ cs/k, such that the displacement

emanating from one set of finger pairs is reinforced on arrival

at a subsequent pair. For cs¼ 3960m/s, this condition occurs

at f¼ 132MHz, producing a confined beam approximately

100lm wide. The PDMS chamber was fabricated on a silicon

mould etched using conventional Bosch process deep reactive

ion etching (Oxford Instruments PLASMALAB100 ICP380,

Abingdon, United Kingdom). The 2lm thick feature used to

produce the membrane results in less influx of etchant ions

(SF6), and therefore a slower etch rate. The result here is that,

for a 40lm deep etch elsewhere, the etch depth within the

2lm gap is only �29lm, yielding (after soft lithography) a

PDMS channel with a height of 40lm in most locations and

a 11lm gap where the 2lm feature was patterned. To pre-

vent particle adhesion, a 0.2% w/w solution of polyethylene

glycol was flushed through the channels prior to use and used

as the makeup volume for particle solutions. Demoulding

from the silicon wafer was enhanced by finishing the etching

process with a passivation step (C4F8) to yield a hydrophobic

surface layer. The PDMS was then bonded directly to the

SAW device (Harrick Plasma PDC-32G, Ithaca, NY,

1000mTorr, 18W), with the influx of polystyrene particles

(Magsphere, Pasadena, CA, USA) and DI water modulated

by a syringe pump (KDS100, KD Scientific, Holliston, MA,

USA). The chamber directly above the IDTs is fully enclosed

and air-filled to minimize amplitude attenuation.

Figure 3 shows the capture efficiency for different

applied power levels and average flow velocities; higher

applied power levels, and therefore larger acoustic pressure

amplitudes, result in greater capture efficiency for a given

flow rate. Once the SAW is turned off, the incoming particle

flow is sufficient to dislodge the captured particles within a

few hundred milliseconds. A significant advantage of utiliz-

ing both the primarily vertical orientation of the traveling

acoustic field and a membrane impeding particle flow is the

efficiency of this method; a particle need not be actively

forced directly against the direction of particle flow, but in

this case only pushed vertically by the distance between the

channel floor and the base of the membrane and retained

against the smaller local flow velocity. The result is that we

are able to efficiently capture and concentrate smaller sized

particles (which are acted on by a smaller acoustic force) at

lower power levels compared to other SAW-based particle

concentration work.23 In the multimedia for Fig. 3, it is

observed that particle motion in the meander region will

seem to slow down with the application of SAW. While

recent work has demonstrated that the application of SAW

can potentially alter the local pressure conditions,11 it is

FIG. 1. Controlled release concept: a SAW generated by a series of focussed

IDTs on a piezoelectric substrate generates an acoustic field that imparts a

force, mostly in the vertical direction, against particles in a fluid flow.

Without SAW applied, particles pass through the gap under the membrane

unimpeded. However, subject to this force, particles are unable to pass

beyond a microfabricated PDMS membrane in their path. This methodology

enables on-demand particle concentration and release.

FIG. 2. Diagram of the active process

for particle concentration and con-

trolled release in a quasi-3D microfab-

ricated PDMS channel on LN. Without

SAW, ((a) and (d)) a continuous dilute

stream of particles continues in the

direction of fluid flow under the PDMS

membrane. (b) and (e) With the appli-

cation of a SAW generating an acous-

tic field oriented (primarily vertically)

at the Rayleigh angle hR, particles are

pushed vertically and remain trapped

between the membrane and the cham-

ber roof. (c) and (f) With the removal

of this pressure source, the now con-

centrated particles are free to continue

in the direction of the flow.
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thought that the change in particle velocity is a result of an

acoustic field continuing to propagate into this region push-

ing particles toward channel edges, rather than as a result of

altering fluid velocity. Indeed, the particle outside of this

region does not visibly change with the application of SAW.

In the case of a traveling wave, the force applied to a

given particle of radius R proportional to R6 with larger par-

ticles therefore subject to a greater time-averaged force.22

This principle can also be used here to filter and sort particles

based on size. When a solution of different particle sizes is

subject to the same flow and pressure amplitude conditions,

larger particles are preferentially captured behind the PDMS

membrane. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4, with 5 lm particles

captured and filtered from smaller 2lm particles. The sorting

efficiency here is complete; with sufficient power 100% of

the 5lm are captured and 2lm particles continuously flowing

through the membrane gap. The sorting efficiency (in terms

of the proportion of sizes separated) here is comparable to a

dedicated traveling SAW separation method,24 where the

SAW is instead oriented orthogonally to the flow direction.

However, as the separation ability here is supplementary to

the main function of controlled capture and release, separation

is limited to instances where, in a population of two distinct

particle sizes, only one particle size is significantly influenced

by the acoustic force field (with amplitude Faco), while the

other’s motion is dominated by a viscous drag force FD. In

the case of a population of 2lm and 5lm particles, this con-

dition is satisfied, where the 5lm particles are subject to a

Faco/FD two orders of magnitude greater than that of the 2lm

ones. However, where the particle sizes are more similar, as

in the case of a 5/7lm population, no effective sorting is

observed. This is partly due to the varying local viscous drag

in the vicinity of the membrane, which is almost zero in the

corner near the channel ceiling and at a maximum near the

gap between the membrane and the channel floor; a more effi-

cient sorting mechanism would attempt to equalize the

local fluid velocity as well as acoustic pressure amplitude ex-

perience by all particles as in Ref. 16. Sorting efficiency is

also reduced as the particle size approaches that of the wave-

length in the fluid (�11lm at 132MHz in water), where the

acoustic force scaling is reduced (from R6 to R2).22,25,26 In

general, acoustic sorting efficiency is optimized by choosing a

FIG. 3. Experimental results and images of particle concentration and release. (a) The capture efficiency is both power and flow velocity dependent, with lower

flow rates and higher powers (with correspondingly higher substrate velocities) resulting in greater capture efficiency. The meander through which the particles

flow (inset) is contrast-optimized to show the channel walls, as opposed to the fluorescent images in (b)–(e). (b) Dilute fluorescent 5 lm particles continue

unimpeded through a microfluidic meander until the application of SAW. After an arbitrary amount of time, (c) here 22 s, SAW is turned off, leading to ((d)

and (e)) near-complete release of the now concentrated particles within a few hundred milliseconds. Images (b)–(e) are with an applied power of 6.2 mW at a

flow rate of 1.6mm/s. Average flow velocities of 0.4mm/s, 0.8mm/s, and 1.6mm/s correspond to flow rates of 0.5 nl/s, 1 nl/s, and 2 nl/s.(Multimedia view)

[URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4891424.1]

FIG. 4. Experimental images of particle filtering, here with 4 mW of applied

power and a particle input flow rate of �1mm/s, showing a superimposed

optical fluorescent image of 5 lm (red) and 2 lm (blue) particles for both (a)

a wide aspect ratio chamber and the same channel from Fig. 3. The larger

particles, subject to a greater acoustic force, are wedged preferentially at the

corner of the chamber roof and membrane, allowing the smaller 2lm par-

ticles to pass under the membrane into the open chamber unimpeded.
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sufficiently high frequency for a given particle population so

the increase in force with frequency can be taken advantage

of—recent work has demonstrated the significant deflection

of 2lm particles at higher frequencies, something that was

not observed here13—but not so high that the resulting acous-

tic wavelength approaches the size of the particle and the dif-

ferential acoustic force between particle sizes is reduced.

Here, we have demonstrated a SAW-based controlled

capture and release mechanism with potential application to

a range of microfluidic systems. The low power nature of

this method, requiring only milliwatts—on the order of that

used in portable RF communication devices—makes it read-

ily applicable to handheld, point of care diagnostic devices.

Furthermore, the scale of the SAW device demonstrated

here, with an aperture of only 100 lm and totaling less than a

millimeter in length, is of the small size needed to be inte-

grated into these systems. Future work in SAW microfluidic

lab-on-a-chip systems, moving from the conceptual and

demonstration phase, will need to move increasingly in the

direction of miniaturization such as that demonstrated here.
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Chapter 7

Virtual deterministic lateral

displacement

Chapter 7 presents a method for the sorting of particles with arbitrarily small differences in prop-

erties, including size. Particle and cell sorting is a required function in a wide range of pre-

treatment and on-chip analysis applications. The sensitivity and practicality of existing methods,

however, falls short of requirements for many purposes. Here we demonstrate particle sorting

with diameter differences of only 6%, which is a far smaller size difference than that realized pre-

viously using SAW. The acoustic field is modeled and the experimental results confirmed against

this model. Additionally, it is shown to be possible to perform sorting using electrical forces on

particles as well by altering some device parameters, with an electric field in the vicinity of the

transducers also being produced.

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6 traveling SAW was used to capture and release particles on demand, where capture

efficiency is dependent on particle size. Making use of this, it was possible to selectively capture

larger 5 µm particles from a 5 µm and 2 µm particle mixture. This size difference of∼ 150% rep-

resents a substantial improvement in the size sensitivity reported from other SAW sorting methods

(∼ 300−400%) [202, 203], making this method suitable for many applications, such as filtering

red blood cells from a solution of platelets. However, many other diagnostic applications require

better size selectivity. For example, to detect circulating tumor cells (CTCs) for cancer screen-

ing, where these cells may only be a few microns larger than white blood cells [196], sensitivity
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on the order of 10% or better is required, a step change in separation efficiency compared with

what has been demonstrated previously. In the publication presented here, a new methodology has

been developed for the deterministic sorting of particles and cells on a microfluidic chip. Here,

an acoustic/electric field is oriented at an angle to the flow direction. From the perspective of

sorting by particle size, the balance between the induced force on a particle and opposing drag

resulting from fluid flow result in a critical diameter Dcrit , above which larger acoustic or electric

forces, both scaling with F ∼ R3, cause the particle to align with the force field, and below which

particles continue in the direction of the flow. The acoustic and electric fields are both generated

simultaneously, the acoustic field a result of the substrate vibrations produced by the IDTs on a

lithium niobate substrate and the electric field produced in the fluid due to the alternating electric

potential in the vicinity the IDTs themselves. Interestingly, the field that is relevant for sorting

can be chosen by changing the chamber height; the electric force field is dominant in the near

field though decays exponentially in the vertical direction, whereas the acoustic force does not

decay significantly within a few wavelengths and is dominant in the far field. This is demonstrated

through theoretical results, where the respective fields above the IDTs are mapped and compared.

This is also shown experimentally, where particles larger than Dcrit follow electric field nodes in

a chamber that is 15 µm high and the the acoustic field in a chamber 45 µm high; this result is

readily visible because the electric and acoustic fields are in direct opposition, being 90◦ out of

phase from one another. Finally, the particle trajectories themselves are simulated in a 2D field

and compared against experimentally observed displacements.

7.2 Publication

The following publication was reproduced from [215] by permission from The Royal Society of

Chemistry.
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Particle separation using virtual deterministic
lateral displacement (vDLD)†

David J. Collins, Tuncay Alan and Adrian Neild*

We present a method for sensitive and tunable particle sorting that we term virtual deterministic lateral

displacement (vDLD). The vDLD system is composed of a set of interdigital transducers (IDTs) within a

microfluidic chamber that produce a force field at an angle to the flow direction. Particles above a

critical diameter, a function of the force induced by viscous drag and the force field, are displaced

laterally along the minimum force potential lines, while smaller particles continue in the direction of the

fluid flow without substantial perturbations. We demonstrate the effective separation of particles in a

continuous-flow system with size sensitivity comparable or better than other previously reported

microfluidic separation techniques. Separation of 5.0 μm from 6.6 μm, 6.6 μm from 7.0 μm and 300 nm

from 500 nm particles are all achieved using the same device architecture. With the high sensitivity and

flexibility vDLD affords we expect to find application in a wide variety of microfluidic platforms.

1. Introduction

The separation of particles and cells is fundamental to a
variety of chemical, biological and industrial processes,1,2

where the concentration of a particular analyte is used to
increase diagnostic detection efficiency or therapeutic efficacy.
Compared to conventional techniques, microfluidic systems
can perform particle separation with less reagent, time and
cost while taking advantage of forces that may be inapplicable
on the macro-scales. Typically separation is enabled by the
application of an external field, with efficiency determined by
the differential effect the field has on particles with different
properties. Microfluidic particle separation in continuous
flow systems has been demonstrated using hydrodynamic,3–5

magnetic,6,7 optical,8 dielectrophoretic (DEP),9–11 acoustic,12,13

microfabricated electrophoretic arrays14–16 andpassivemechanical
methods, including brownian ratchets17,18 and deterministic
lateral displacement (DLD),19–23 with each of these techniques
having different advantages and operating ranges in terms of
allowable sizes, sample types and throughput.

A DLD system consists of a microfluidic channel containing
a periodic array of pillars such that each subsequent row is
offset in the lateral direction. This broken symmetry results in
multiple streamlines that co-exist within the channel. Particles
with a diameter smaller than a critical value travel with the

forward flow, while larger particles are "bumped" sideways.20,25

In addition to their sensitivity, DLD devices have the additional
advantage of being a passive system without pre-treatment
requirements. However, as separation depends on the
geometric distribution of the pillars, individual devices must
be fabricated to suit specific particle size ranges. Similarly, any
structural irregularities affect the flow profile (due to the
number of pillars there is a large number of sites for potential
defects), possibly resulting in stiction and blockages. Moreover,
relatively long channel lengths are required to achieve signifi-
cant lateral displacement.

Here we address these issues by replacing the DLD pillar
array with virtual obstacles, combining the principles of DLD
with the flexibility of modifiable acoustic and DEP forces.
Both acoustic and electric fields act differentially on particles
and cells placed within them according to their size and
mechanical or electrical properties, translating particles with
impressive rapidity.26

Using acoustic forces it is possible to sort based on stiff-
ness and density, with certain particles migrating to pressure
antinodes and others to the pressure nodes,13 and is in this
sense a deterministic method, though this is only possible in
the case where two particle populations have opposite-signed
acoustic contrast factors. However, in sorting based on
particle size, the fundamental principle of acoustic methods
that have been shown to date is based on the size-dependant
speed of particle migration in a uniformly applied field;
hence sorting is a temporal rather than deterministic effect.

Destgeer et al. recently demonstrated a particle separation
device using traveling surface acoustic waves (SAW);27 SAW is
an acoustic actuation method that is especially applicable to

Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 1595–1603 | 1595This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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microfluidic systems with the ability to easily localize and
direct acoustic energy with wavelengths on the order of
microfluidic systems (5–300 μm). Here, SAW was used to
create a traveling wave acoustic field whose interfacial force
scales with particle radius with Ftw ~ R6. Alternatively, particle
separation can be performed using standing waves, with
Fsw ~ R3; when an acoustic field is generated in a half wave-
length standing wave resonating channel it is possible to
move particles from antinodal to nodal positions,12 though
this design is limited in its separation sensitivity due to the
short distance (1/4λ) over which particles are separated. In
both cases the particle size differences reported are limited
to ~300%, despite the impressive acoustic force scalings. It
has not been possible to sort particles deterministically – with
particles above or below some critical diameter moving in
different directions – in systems where these force scalings
are simply applied directly.

Sorting is also possible using DEP, imparting a differential
force on particles and cells based on their size and electrical
properties. Park et al. used an array of electrodes patterned
on a glass slide at an angle to the flow direction to sort
particle sand cells, separating 1 μm from 10 μm particles and
E. coli from whole blood.10 The separation demonstrated here
was not deterministic, however, which would require a sharp
cutoff between particles with only fractionally different
properties, sending particles with particular values in a
specific direction without significantly affecting the trajectory
of other particles, rather than sorting particles on the basis
of a parameter gradient.

To improve on the capabilities of microfluidics for particle
separation, we have developed a novel SAW-based dynami-
cally tunable particle sorting method with excellent separa-
tion efficiencies. This method makes use of acoustic forces
or DEP, where the predominance of either force is determined
by the channel dimensions. Particle separation in vDLD is
deterministic in that particles above a critical size will be sorted
from smaller ones, and virtual in that the acoustic/electric
field – the fundamental equivalent of pillars in a DLD array – is
non-material and can be adjusted to suit a given size range.
Because the separation of particles for given sizes is deter-
mined only by the frequency, voltage/pressure amplitude and
flow rate, it is possible to separate particles over a wide size
range, from nanometers tomicrometers. Importantly, the ability
to choose the dominant force permits sorting based on different
particle/cell properties; acoustic forces permit sorting based on
mechanical properties (compressibility, density), while DEP
allows sorting based on electrical properties (permittivity).

The virtual deterministic lateral displacement (vDLD)
system employs high frequency SAW and is depicted in Fig. 1.
This method is not inherently limited to any particle size
range. Importantly, we show that separation with only frac-
tional differences in particle sizes is possible, with the effective
separation of 5.0 μm/6.6 μm, 6.6 μm/7.0 μmand 300 nm/500 nm
particles, all using the same device. Additionally, we show that
this sorting is possible using two distinct forces with the force
relevant for sorting dictated by the channel dimensions.

System principles

The vDLD system is comprised of a microfluidic channel
aligned on top of a high-frequency SAW device, composed
of a series of aluminium interdigital transducers (IDTs)
arrayed on a piezoelectric lithium niobate (LN) substrate.
When an A/C signal is applied across the IDTs at a resonant
frequency f = cs/λSAW, where cs is the sound speed in the
substrate and λSAW is the spacing between successive IDT
finger-pairs, the surface displacements emanating from a
finger-pair are reinforced by those of nearby finger-pairs. As a
result both an acoustic and an electrical field are created in the
vicinity of IDTs, as seen in Fig. 2, either of which can be used
for sorting. Moreover, both can be used for deterministic
sorting; in the case of the size parameter, as long as there exists
some critical diameter Dcrit above which particles are trapped
in a force field and below which they are not, it is possible to
have a sharp cutoff in the lateral displacement of particle sizes.
Here we discuss these forces, acoustic and dielectrophoretic,
followed by how each determines Dcrit.

A particle immersed in a standing wave pressure field
experiences a maximum time averaged force given by12

F
P V
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max p f 
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5 2
2
p f

p f
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, (2)

Vp is the particle volume, λ is the wavelength, ρf and ρp the
density of the fluid and particles, μ the viscosity, βp and βf
are the compressibility of the particle and medium and P is
the acoustic pressure amplitude. In the case of a finite num-
ber of finger-pairs, the pressure amplitude varies across the
length of the IDT finger-pairs (Fig. 3(a, c)).

Fig. 1 Sketch of the vDLD operating principle: a solution containing
dissimilarly sized particles passes through an acoustic or electric field,
created by an array of interdigital transducers (IDTs) on a piezoelectric
lithium niobate (LN) substrate. Particles in the vDLD system are subject
to both induced forces and viscous drag. Larger particles are captured
in the force field and are transported laterally, while smaller particles
are not significantly shifted.
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As a by-product of exciting the acoustic field, an electrical
field between the IDTs finger pairs is produced as well,
though this field is not explicitly required for sorting. A

particle immersed in this electrical field will be subject to a
time-averaged dielectrophoretic (DEP) force determined by
that particles frequency-dependent polarisability relative to
the medium, given by

FDEP = 2πεmR
3Re(K)∇|Erms|

2, (3)

where εm is the permittivity of the media, K is the Clausius–
Mossotti factor dependent on the relative permittivity of the
particle and media, varying between −0.5 and 1, and Erms

is the root-mean-square electric field.29 The acoustic and
DEP force fields have been modeled and are shown in their
relation to the interdigital transducers and how they evolve
vertically from the substrate surface in Fig. 2. Generally
speaking, DEP is only relevant in the vicinity of the
electrodes, with the force magnitude dropping off exponen-
tially from the substrate surface. In the direction that is
relevant to sorting – the x-direction – the acoustic force is
dominant for h≲ 1/2λv (Fig. 2b). Each force will locate particles
to different positions in the vDLD array. For a negative Re(K)
value, particles will be vertically repelled and shifted horizon-
tally to locations directly above the IDTs, as shown in Fig. 3b.
In contrast, acoustic forces will shift particles to locations of
minimum pressure, located between transducers, shown in
Fig. 3a. Because DEP pushes particles with a negative Re(K)
vertically, the height of the chamber therefore determines
which force will be useful for sorting. Regardless of which force
this is, the same fundamental behavior is expected because the
force in both cases scales with F ~ R3 and its periodic variation
with the IDTs. A particle under the influence of either of these
forces is also subject to a viscous drag force FD, given by

FD = − 6πμRu, (4)

where μ is the fluid viscosity, R is the particle radius, u is the
differential velocity between particle and fluid and Fmax

D = − 6πμRvf

Fig. 2 (a) A particle in the vDLD system is subject to forces of viscous drag FD, the acoustic force Faco and/or the DEP force FDEP. The
predominant force, DEP or acoustic, acting on a particle is determined by its distance above the IDTs. (b) Shows the acoustic pressure field
magnitude in gray, the first 10 DEP force potential contours in color and the linearly scaled DEP force vectors in relation to the position of the
IDTs (black). For representative values of voltage and pressures (~5 V, ~100 kPa) that are generated on a piezoelectric such as lithium niobate at
frequencies on the order of 10's of MHz on polystyrene particles in water, the maximum acoustic force in the x-direction F(x)max

aco is dominant for
heights greater than approximately half of the vertical acoustic wavelength in the fluid λv (inset). The DEP force contours were derived from themethod in
Morgan et al., 2001.24

Fig. 3 The height of the microfluidic chamber will determine which
force, FDEP or Faco, predominates. (a) The acoustic field is the dominant
force above the transducers for larger channel heights, with particle
(here with a diameter of 6.6 μm) accumulation at the acoustic nodal
positions between the IDTs. (b) Lowering the chamber height increases
the horizontal component of the DEP force that can act on the
particles, with particles observed to align directly above the
transducers, and reduces the relative influence of the acoustic force as
evidenced by the smaller number of acoustic nodes that contain
particles. Particles are pushed to the edge of the channel due to the
acoustic force maximum in the channel center – PDMS at the channel
edges attenuates the surface displacements driving the acoustic
force – and the flow condition through the channel (0.5 μl min−1). (c) In
an acoustic field generated by a finite number of transducers the
standing wave ratio (SWR) will vary across the length of the IDTs,
modeled as the summation of acoustic displacements from neighboring
finger pairs, shown here including and excluding the attenuation of a
SAWunder water (here with a decay length of 9.24 λSAW (ref. 28)).
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represents the maximum drag possible, where u is replaced
by the fluid velocity vf. Here, particle separation occurs because
of the different scaling of acoustic/DEP and drag forces, with
Faco/DEP ~ R3 and FD ~ R. The ability of a particle to pass
through an acoustic/DEP force field will be determined by the
maximum of each of these forces that are generated, as shown
in Fig. 2a (a cross section in the x–y plane).

In the case of the acoustic force, equating eqn (1) and (4)
where u = vf, we find the critical particle diameter Daco

crit at
which the maximum acoustic force will equal the maximum
drag force; a particle traveling orthogonally to an acoustic
field in a continuous flow with dimensions larger than Daco

crit

will be trapped at any node/antinode, depending on the
acoustic contrast factor ϕ. For most particles and cells,
however, ϕ is positive, resulting in particle migration to acoustic
nodes. Accounting for an acoustic field at an angle θ to the flow
field, Daco

crit is found to be

D v
Pcrit

aco f

f

cos 2 92
2( ) .


 

(5)

Similarly, the critical diameter for a particle immersed in a
DEP force field can be found be equating eqn (3) and (4), with

D v
K Ecrit

DEP f

m rmsRe





2 32
2cos ( )

( ) | |
,




(6)

valid for negative values of Re(K).
Here, θ is chosen based on qualitative design and perfor-

mance considerations. A large θ will displace particles by
large lateral distances, but will have a larger Dcrit than a small
θ value, which conversely will be able to sort smaller particles,
though with less lateral displacement.

The presence of a critical diameter, above which particles
become trapped and below which they do not, is the basis
for deterministic sorting, with trapped particles exiting the
force field at a different location to non-trapped particles.
However, this will only occur when the particles all experience
a similar vf value. Though the IDTS are oriented in the x–y
plane, the field that is generated varies vertically as well;30 for
this we examine the pressure and velocity field in the x–z
plane. Two chamber heights were tested experimentally: one
with h = 1/2λv and a second with h = 3/2λv, where λv is the vertical
component of the standing wave in the fluid. In the case of a
chamber with a height such that the DEP force dominates
(h = 1/2λv), this is readily realized in that particles will be
repelled to the chamber roof. However, in the case where
acoustic force determines the particle trajectory, the particles
will follow paths where they experience minimal acoustic
forces. For example, with a chamber height h = 3/2λv, this
occurs at h = λv; the finite size of particles means that the
acoustic force will be greater at the chamber roof, and a
repellant DEP force prevents particles taking a path across the
IDTs at h = 1/2λv. These effects have been observed experimen-
tally: randomly distributed particles immersed in a horizontal
flow will slow down as they are pushed into slower-moving

flow at the chamber roof when h = 1/2λv, and can be seen to
(on average) speed up when h = 3/2λv as they are pushed into
faster moving flow in near the middle of the parabolic flow
profile in the z-direction.

Any chamber with height h ≲ 3/2λv will result in all
particles of the same diameter experiencing the same local
forces. Acoustic nodes/antinodes will still be formed for larger
chamber heights, however this would reduce the possibility
for reliable deterministic displacement due to multiple possible
particle trajectories in the z-direction, each with a unique
vf, F

max
D and Fmax

aco/DEP.
With the criteria established with regard to the height

dimensions, attention can be returned to the x–y plane, as
this is the plane in which sorting occurs. Fig. 4 and 5 show
the deterministic sorting of micro and nano-scale particles,
respectively; particles with diameters D < Dcrit (blue) are able
to proceed with minimal lateral displacement, albeit more
slowly than the fluid velocity. In contrast, particles above a
critical diameter Dcrit, occurring when the particle velocity
that is induced by the acoustic/DEP force is greater than that
of the local fluid velocity, will not be able to pass across a
force maximum. It is important to note that the local fluid
velocity vf will vary in the y-direction due to the fully devel-
oped laminar flow profile. At the start of the chamber (left),
with this condition not being met, the larger particles cross
from one IDT pair to the next, though are still slightly
retarded and laterally shifted. By designing the device such
that the particles are introduced into the center of a channel
with buffer fluid making up the volume on either side, each
lateral displacement in the resulting parabolic velocity field
moves the particles into slower flowing fluid so that the
acoustic force becomes increasingly dominant, corresponding
to increasing lateral shifts. Eventually the fluid flow is
reduced such that Fmax

aco/DEP ≥ FD; for optimum sorting this
condition should occur at the last possible acoustic pressure
antinode or DEP force maximum. In the case of an acousti-
cally generated force and a finite set of IDTs, it should be
noted that this antinode will occur near the middle of the
IDT array (see Fig. 3).

Critical to acoustic deterministic sorting is the ability to
control the topographical amplitude of the acoustic field,
namely to maintain a relatively constant surface displacement
across the with of the IDT aperture. By acting on particles as
they pass over the IDTs themselves, in contrast to systems
where the IDTs generate an acoustic field outside of the
fluid-covered region,31,32 the amplitude variance across the
aperture width that occurs in far field SAW can be
avoided,33,34 while simultaneously eliminating what would
otherwise be the significant SAW amplitude attenuation at
the LN–PDMS interface.35

Methods

The vDLD device here consists of a 13 finger pair 80 μm
wavelength set of 5/250 nm chrome/aluminium IDTs arrayed
on a 0.5 mm thick, double side polished 128° Y-cut,
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X-propagating LN substrate operating at 49 MHz. To insulate
the transducers, prevent corrosion and promote adhesion
with the polydimethlsiloxane (PDMS) chamber, the SAW
device was coated with 200 nm of SiO2. The PDMS (1 : 5 ratio
of curing agent/polymer) chamber, with height 15 μm or
45 μm, was bonded with the device after exposure to an air
plasma (Harrick Plasma PDC-32G, Ithaca, NY, 1000 mTorr,
18 W). Polystyrene particles (Magsphere, Pasadena, CA, USA)
enter the laterally symmetric 5 mm wide chamber through a
20 μm particle injection port. Due to the high aspect ratio
(up to 300 : 1), 200 μmwide chamber supports were periodically
spaced to prevent collapse and maintain chamber height. The
buffer solution consisted of deionized water (Miili-Q 18.2 MΩ

cm, Millipore, Billerica, MA) with 0.2% polyethylene glycol to
prevent particle adhesion. Experiments were visualized using
a fluorescent microscope (Olympus BX43, Tokyo, Japan) and
imaged using a 5MP C-mount camera (Dino-Lite AM7023CT,
New Taipaei City, Taiwan). In order to demonstrate system
versatility, all experiments were performed using the same
device. The pressure amplitude was determined by P = vspcf,

where vs is the substrate velocity, determined using a laser
Doppler vibrometer (LDV, UHF-120; Polytech GmBH,
Waldbronn, Germany).

Results and discussion

Fig. 4 shows the sorting of 5.0 μm and 6.6 μm particles
(green and orange in ESI† video 1), which enter the vDLD
array at the middle of the chamber. In both In Fig. 4(a, b),
the applied voltage/power and flow rate have been specifically
tuned to place the larger 6.6 μm particles in the last few
possible force minima for most effective sorting. As discussed
previously and shown in Fig. 3, this is located near the middle
of the IDT array for the case where the acoustic pressure
determines the particle trajectory (h = 45 μm) and at the end
of the array when DEP is dominant (h = 15 μm). During the
experiment the particles were counted individually, with
99.1 ± 0.7% and 99.3 ± 1.3% of each particle size range
successfully separated in the DEP-dominant case, and 99.5 ±
0.5% and 97.3 ± 2.7% in the acoustically-dominant one, where

Fig. 4 vDLD particle sorting is possible in devices where either DEP or acoustic forces determine particle trajectory, with captured particles
translating on top of the IDTs in the case of DEP and between them in the case of the acoustic force. (a) Maximum intensity plot of fluorescent
particles overlaid on a brightfield image of a device with height h = 15 μm and peak-to-peak voltage of 4 V, where a solution of blue 5.0 μm
orange 6.6 μm particles passes through a truncated vDLD array with 13 finger-pairs, angled at ϕ≈ 45° to the flow direction, with particles of diameters
D > Dcrit being laterally separated from particles with D < Dcrit. The same is shown for a device in which acoustic forces are expected to dominate in
(b), with h = 45 μm and applied power of 0.0781 W mm−2, as evidenced by the capture of particles along acoustic nodes in the region of the IDTs
where the acoustic force is at a maximum (see Fig. 3). The effectiveness of both forces for particle separation is evidenced by their comparable sorting
efficiencies. (c, d) Shows the respective separation efficiencies of two particle population sets ([5.0 μm, 6.6 μm] and [6.6 μm, 7.0 μm]) for devices where
h = 15 μm (c) and h = 45 μm (d). Separation efficiency of the particle populations is limited by the existing overlap in their size distributions, given in
(e), obtained from the particle manufacturer (Magsphere Inc, Pasadena, CA). Flow rates in both cases are 4.1 μl min−1 with a SAWwavelength of 80 μm.
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larger 6.6 μm particles exit the pressure field separated by the
vertical span of the IDTs. Particle separation efficiency is mar-
ginally reduced to 80–90% when sorting between 6.6 μm and
7.0 μm particles (less than 6% size difference). However, for
both of the particle size ranges separated in Fig. 4 the quan-
tity of unsorted particles, i.e. those observed to follow an
unintended trajectory, is on the same order of the value of
overlap in the particle size distribution (Fig. 4e). Increasing
voltage/SAW-amplitude or decreasing flow velocity would
cause the larger particles to follow a pressure node encoun-
tered earlier, decreasing the sensitivity of the device to the
particular size range tested here.

A major advantage of the vDLD system is that particles
over a large size range can be similarly separated, requiring
only a change of flow rate and amplitude. Using the same
devices used to separate micron-sized particles in Fig. 4, we

demonstrate the separation of sub-micron particles, showing
the viable separation of 300 nm and 500 nm particles
(blue and orange, respectively) in Fig. 5. Here, separation
efficiency in Fig. 5 (insets) is determined by the normalized
image intensity of the final ten rows of pixels in the
x-direction, rather than particle counting, as the particles
could not be visualized individually. The separation of these
small particles ismade possible by the relatively high frequency
used to do so. For a given frequency of actuation, there exists
a particle size below which acoustic streaming, rather than
though acoustic pressure field, dictates particle motion. This

diameter is given by dc   6 / , where Ψ is a geometry

dependent factor (0.375 for a standing wave in a flat-walled
chamber), ϕ is the acoustic contrast factor from eqn (2) and

  2/ , the acoustic boundary layer thickness.36 At a

frequency of 50 MHz, for example, it should be theoretically
possible to capture particles as small as 200 nm in an acoustic
standing wave in water.

To better understand the parameters (velocity, pressure
and diameter) that determine particle displacement, the vDLD
system was modeled. To avoid duplication, the force field is
modeled here as being acoustically generated. The analysis
presented here, however, could easily be extended to a
DEP-dominated particle trajectory.

The particle velocity u is determined by the contributions
resulting from the acoustic field, uFaco, and that of the parabolic
fluid velocity field vf, given by

u = ∇(uFmax
aco
k(x cos(θ) + y sin(θ))) + vf(y), (7)

where uFmax
aco

is the maximum migration velocity that can be
induced by the acoustic field alone, k = 2π/f is the wave
number, (x, y) denotes the horizontal and vertical spatial
coordinates, and

u F
RFaco

max
aco
max


6

, (8)

with vf determined by

vf = vmax
f (1 − y2/ymax). (9)

This velocity field was simulated using the MATLAB func-
tion streamline, with simulated particles subject to various
flow rates and pressures. Fig. 6a shows the relationship between
Dcrit and pressure amplitude. As per eqn (5), Daco

crit ∼ v0.5f /P, with
lower fluid velocities yielding a smaller Daco

crit. With multiple IDT
pairs, however, it is possible to displace particles of a given size
for higher maximum flow rates more than would be suggested
by Fig. 6a. Each successive antinode will shift a given particle
laterally, where each shift moves the particle into a lower local
fluid velocity in a parabolic laminar flow profile. Fig. 6b shows
that, provided the spatial extent of the pressure field is suffi-
ciently large, multiple flow rates will lead to eventual particle
capture when a particle is sufficiently laterally shifted such

Fig. 5 (a, b) Shows average intensity images with separation of
fluorescent blue 300 nm and 500 nmorange (σ300 = 39 nm, σ500 = 16 nm)
particles passing through a vDLD device with (a) h = 15 μm [3.8 V,
0.45 μl min−1, λSAW = 80 μm] and (b) h = 45 μm [0.369Wmm−2, 1.8 μl min−1,
λSAW = 80 μm]. 500 nm particles are observed to travel at an angle to the
flow in the direction dictated by the force field. 300 nm particles
subjected to the same force field experience a smaller induced force,
with their trajectory determined instead by viscous drag. Insets show
intensity plots of fluorescent particles with background subtracted;
approximately 87% [in (a)] and 79% [in (b)] of 500 nm particles, as
measured by the integral of the intensity profiles, are separated from
the 300 nm particles.
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that Fmax
aco ≥ FD locally. Here, maximum flow velocities

vmax
f 0.17 mm s−1 result in particle capture within 2 mm for the
pressure conditions given. Similarly, a particle of any size will
eventually be captured in an acoustic node in such a field for
given flow velocity and pressure amplitude conditions, allowing
particles to be sorted in a definable gradation. This modeling
approach is validated by comparing the simulation results with
experimental results in a continuous acoustic field. Fig. 7a
shows the influence a relatively small change in applied power
density (with pressure amplitude P = vspcf) will have on lateral
displacement. This is also observed experimentally in Fig. 7b,
with sharp increases in 6.6 μm particle displacement for power
densities ≳0.03 W mm−2. In both cases the acoustic field was
modeled here as being locally uniform; if the number of IDTs
creating the acoustic field is sufficiently large, the attenuation
of SAW under water means that the field strength will vary by
less than 0.05% in the central half of a field created by 216
finger pairs.

For more deterministic sorting, however, with greater
lateral separation between particles on either side of a given
diameter, it is practical to limit the number of finger pairs
used. In doing so, the final acoustic antinode encountered
determines the Daco

crit of the system, with the previous finger
pairs serving to shift larger particles into increasingly slower
flow. In the case where the acoustic force varies across the
length of the IDTs (as in Fig. 4b), this will occur in the region
where the acoustic force is at a maximum.

The separation enhancing effect that multiple acoustic
nodes affords can be theoretically described as follows; as
the particles pass through the pressure field they are
displaced laterally in two ways. (1) A small shift each time an

acoustic force maxima is crossed and (2) a larger shift across
the width of the field when a particle is trapped in an acoustic
node, when Fmax

aco ≥ Fmax
D . The latter is critical for sorting, but

the former also aids the process. If we combine the scaling
of the drag and acoustic force and examine the ratio between

them, we find that F F F R v�  aco D/ /2 . If we then define the

ratio between two different particle size populations α =
Rsmall/Rlarge and the ratio of the fluid velocities that each parti-
cle population will experience at a given point in the
x-direction, β = vsmall/vlarge, then it follows that

large

small

F
F

�

�


 2 . (10)

The larger this ratio, between the force on the larger and
smaller particle populations, the better sorting will be. As
expected, the relative force experienced between two different
particle sizes scales with the square of ratio of the difference
in particle sizes. Due to the lateral deflection occurring at
each acoustic force maxima, β increases with the number of
IDT finger pairs, enhancing the separation effect. This aids
sorting due to small variation in the forces experienced by an
individual particle due to interparticle forces, the effect of
nearby particles on the acoustic field and Brownian motion.
The effect of different β could be further optimized in future
iterations of the vDLD device by increasing the velocity
profile gradient. The role of multiple acoustic force maxima
becomes essential for submicron particles which experience
a high degree of Brownian motion.

Fig. 6 The critical particle diameter Dcrit for a given acoustic antinode is a function of the local fluid velocity and pressure amplitude. (a) Shows
the relationship between Dcrit and pressure amplitude for various realizable microfluidic flow rates when the acoustic field is angled at 45° to the
fluid flow. Here, different values for pressure amplitude and flow velocity were inserted into eqn (5). The existence of multiple IDT pairs spanning a
laterally oriented parabolic velocity field in the vDLD system, however, means that higher flow rates can be used than might be inferred from (a).
In (b), a polystyrene 10 μm particle in a 49 MHz 100 kPa pressure field will eventually be trapped in an acoustic node, regardless of the flow rate,
provided the acoustic field is sufficiently elongated horizontally. Flow velocity is at a maximum at the site of particle injection, parabolically
decreasing with increasing lateral distance.
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The advantages of having a finite number of pressure
antinodes produced by IDT finger pairs placed directly in the
channel are a result of practical, as well as theoretical
considerations. By integrating the IDTs directly in the path of
particle migration the pressure field can be strictly defined
within the boundaries of the chamber, avoiding attenuation
losses compared to the case where the IDTs are placed outside
of the chamber. Additional finger pairs, in addition to permitting
sorting at greater maximum flow velocities for a given pressure
amplitude (Fig. 6b), practically also result in larger substrate
velocities, and therefore pressures, for a given A/C signal.

Conclusions

We have developed a deterministic sorting system that can
be applied to a wide variety of particle/cell sizes. Placing IDT
finger-pairs directly in the channel maximizes the acoustic
force that is experienced by the particles and allows sorting
based on either acoustic or DEP forces, with the dominant
force being simply determined by choosing the channel
height. Though the higher channel dimensions of the
acoustic-dominant vDLD has advantages from a throughput
and ease of fabrication standpoint, the system is versatile
as a result. It is possible to sort based on essentially any
particle/cell parameter by choosing the dominant force; the

acoustic force for mechanical properties and the DEP force
for electrical properties.

More generally, SAW devices are uniquely applicable to
microfluidic particle separation because: (1) they are planar
and can be easily integrated with other microfluidic processes,
(2) the wavelength of a typical SAW device (5–300 μm) is of
the same order of most microfluidic systems and (3) the
localization of energy at the surface results in efficient transfer
of energy to a fluid placed on top, and have therefore found
application in microfluidic applications as diverse as
atomization,37,38 mixing,39 concentration,40 pumping,41 droplet
production42 andmicrocentrifugation.43

Here we have presented a further utilization, vDLD, which
takes advantage of the high frequencies and corresponding
length scales associated with SAW. With the ability to
separate particle populations of arbitrary dimensions, we expect
the vDLD system to be applied to any field or application where
deterministic separation of particles or cells by their physical
properties is required.
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Fig. 7 In a continuous force field the lateral displacement is a function of particle size and applied power. (a) Shows the particle path traced
through an acoustic force field for different particle sizes and energy densities. When a particle is close in size to Dcrit, even a small change in
parameters can have a large influence in that particles lateral displacement. A large enough number of IDTs yields a spatially uniform acoustic field
(inset), as simulated here. (b) In a separate set of experiments, 5.0 μm and 6.6 μm particles were introduced into a continuous acoustic field
[a λSAW = 100 μm, 39 MHz device with 216 finger pairs, h ≈ 50 μm] with the same flow conditions (4.1 μl s−1, vmax

f = 0.35 mm s−1) as simulated in
(a) and compared against these simulation results, with the inset showing representative maximum intensity images of 5.0 μm (green) and 6.6 μm
(orange) particles across the continuous IDT array. Higher powers yield larger separation distances. The pressure field is determined by P = vspcf,
where the substrate velocity vs was measured using a laser doppler vibrometer. For 6.6 μm particles, displacement plateaus for power densities
greater than approximately 0.035 W mm−2, though these particles are essentially trapped in an acoustic node by the end of the test area for power
densities approximately greater than 0.03 W mm−2. Here error bars show the spatial extent of observed particles and experimental points show the
midpoint of this observed displacement.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this final chapter the key findings and contributions of the work in this thesis are summarized.

Following this a discussion of ongoing and possible future work is presented.

8.1 Contributions

In this thesis we have developed new systems for the on-chip manipulation of droplets, cells and

particles and created experimentally confirmed analytical models that describe these systems, a

useful and necessary step for their wider understanding and implementation. These abilities were

made possible by the unique applicability of SAW to microfluidic systems, exerting a range of

different forces that can be selected for in system design. In the following paragraphs the primary

contributions of this thesis are summarized.

Chapter 4 describes the physical mechanisms that determine droplet size in the phenomena of

SAW atomization, where micron-scale droplets are continually produced during high-frequency

mechanical excitation of a liquid thin film. The droplet size was found to be a function of a length-

scale adjusted acoustic weber number and the applied frequency, with D ∼We2/3 f−1. Further,

the thin film from which this atomization occurs was described and characterized for the first time,

including with regard to its height, observed to result from the minimum energy conditions with

acoustic reflection off a partially reflecting interface.

Chapter 5 presents a new method for the on-demand production of microfluidic water-in-oil
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droplets. By focussing acoustic energy at a stable water-oil interface, an acoustic pressure is pro-

duced that moves this interface into a moving continuous phase, resulting in pinch-off and droplet

formation. Droplet production is controllable, with greater powers (and therefore larger pressures)

and longer pulse durations leading to the production of larger and more droplets, where the size

of these droplets was found to match well existing models for two-phase systems in the squeezing

regime of droplet formation. Additionally, it was shown that it is possible to pre-concentrate and

encapsulate particles within these droplets simultaneously with droplet formation.

Chapter 6 demonstrates the use of a novel method for the on-demand concentration, release and

sorting of particles in a microfluidic system using low-power SAW. Focussing a high-frequency

acoustic beam at an orthogonally oriented membrane protruding partially into a channel through

which particles flow, these particles are forced vertically against the chamber roof and prevented

from continuing due to the membrane. By using a physical obstruction, rather than the acous-

tic force alone, it is possible to perform particle concentration and release with very low applied

powers. This physical feature was easily fabricated, made possible without any alterations to the

fabrication process. Additionally, because the force on particles is size dependent, it was shown

that it is possible to sort particles based on size, with larger particles filtered.

Chapter 7 presented a method for the deterministic sorting of particles based on their physical

properties. Here, we demonstrated sorting based on size, with larger particles sorted from smaller

ones based on arbitrarily small differences in size. In the first ever instance of this, an investigation

of the forces directly above a set of IDTs was performed, where it was found that either the dielec-

trophoretic (DEP) or acoustic force field will determine particle trajectories. Either force can be

made use of for particle sorting through the selection of the channel height, with DEP dominant

in the near-field and acoustic forces dominant in the far-field.

SAW is a useful and growing method for the on-chip manipulation of cells, particles and droplets.

Possible barriers to implementation in point-of-care applications include lack of technology trans-

fer between research and industry and the investment required in the development of suitable
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Figure 8.1: With multiple independent vDLD channels it is possible to sort multiple particle or cell
populations simultaneously by making use of arbitrarily small differences in parameters, including
size, electrical permittivity and stiffness.

portable electronics, similar to that demonstrated for miniature nebulization therapy [35]. How-

ever, the advantages the SAW confers are too substantial for these issues to pose too large a prob-

lem in the long term, especially given the easy integration of SAW in multi-function microfluidic

devices, tunable and powerful effects on particles and cells, efficient energy transfer, ability to

localize acoustic field and appropriate range of producible wavelengths. SAW techniques will

eventually find widespread use in lab-on-a-chip systems.

8.2 Continuing and future work

The research into the microfluidic manipulation of microfluidic species presented in this thesis

presents many opportunities for further investigation. A few of these opportunities are presented

here.

In Chapter 7 we demonstrated the fractionation of different particle populations based on arbitrar-

ily small differences in size. This ability is useful for a wide range of applications, though there

are many cases where it may be desirable to sort multiple particle/cell/droplet species; for exam-

ple, the simultaneous separation of white blood cells, red blood cells, platelets and plasma for

subsequent blood component analysis. Building on the advances made in Chapter 7, it should be

possible to modify this design to perform multichannel sorting by truncating different regions of

an IDT array. In fact, devices have been constructed explicitly for this purpose, with frequencies

in the range of 50–200 MHz, in principle allowing the simultaneous sorting of 4 separate particle

populations anywhere in the range of 100 nm–20 µm on the same device. This can be accom-

plished with a single A/C signal for all sorting channels through the use of in-line attenuators. By
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Figure 8.2: Using a 2D acoustic field it is is possible to create an array of particles, with only one
particle per acoustic node (a,b). Using a partial traveling wave in one direction, excess particles
are swept in the direction of the traveling wave. Bulk manipulation of particles is made possible
through periodic frequency sweeps, with (c) decreasing and (d) increasing frequencies leading to
dispersal and concentration, respectively.

adjusting each attenuator (effectively a resistor) appropriately, each sorting channel can be tuned

so that it has its own characteristic critical diameter, with increasing standing wave pressure (or

DEP force) in each addressable set of IDTs yielding a smaller and smaller critical diameter. A

diagram of the multichannel vDLD concept is shown in Fig. 8.1, where the SAW/electrical field

is periodically truncated laterally by appropriate patterning of IDTs.

Possible further work also includes applying the vDLD system for biological applications. Be-

sides the aforementioned component sorting of whole blood, diagnostic uses of the vDLD concept

include the detection of diseased circulating cells with different physical properties than other

blood cells. For example, a cell infected with the plasmodium falciparum parasite, which causes

malaria, results in blood cells that are an order of magnitude stiffer than normal red blood cells

[216, 217, 218]. Similarly, the detection of circulating tumor cells (CTCs), which tend to be

slightly larger than white blood cells [196], is currently developing as a potentially useful diagnos-

tic screening tool. Applying the vDLD system, where these cells can be sorted in a deterministic
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fashion, should result in higher separation efficiencies and therefore greater detection sensitivity

than other microfluidic separation techniques.

Future work also includes the trapping of particles and cells in 2D arrays using SAW for single cell

analysis. While 2D trapping has been demonstrated before [219, 101], the particle size has always

been substantially smaller than the acoustic wavelength, meaning that it is impossible to reliably

control the number of particles in a given acoustic node. By using higher frequencies such that a

half-wavelength approaches the size of the particles in a 2D acoustic field, it is possible to restrict

the number of particles in a given node to one. Using a resulting 2D array of individual cells single

cell analysis, where the development and/or response of an individual cell is assessed based on its

individual epigenetic markers, can be reliably and usefully performed. By retaining these cells in

a static array against a periodic flow, it is also possible to assess the response of individual cells

to different reagents. Additionally, the uses of this general platform, where a 2D acoustic field is

generated by opposing sets of IDTs, has not been fully explored. For example, through the use of

chirped IDTs (described in Section 2.3) combined with periodic frequency sweeping it is possible

to either disperse or concentrate particles in a 2D array; sweeping the frequencies from high to low

moves particles away from the chamber centre, with the converse concentrating particles. Both

functions, where particles are trapped in a 2D array and dispersed/concentrated, are shown in Fig.

8.2. This system is currently being optimized and characterized.
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Appendix A

Conference paper

The conference paper ’ON-DEMAND PICOLITER-SCALE DROPLET GENERATION USING
SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES’ was presented at the 17th International Conference on Minia-
turized Systems for Chemistry and Life Sciences (”µTAS”) in Freiburg, Germany on October
27–31, 2013. This paper, largely simplifying the material in Chapter 5 (showing alternative image
processing), is presented on the following page.
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ABSTRACT 

Droplets are a versatile platform for performing chemical reactions, detection and compartmentalization. When a 

droplet is in a two-phase device droplet-based processes can be performed without the need for fluid handling, with small 

reaction volumes reducing the need to perform separate mixing steps and reducing reaction times. While techniques exist 

to produce continuous trains of water-in-oil droplets, it has been difficult to produce individual droplets on-demand, a 

prerequisite for more complex programmable microfluidic devices. Here we present a novel method for integrating a 

pressure source on-chip, producing picoliter scale water-in-oil droplets on-demand using surface acoustic waves. 

 

KEYWORDS: Microfluidics, droplet, acoustic, surface acoustic waves 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The production of microfluidic droplets is fundamental for reliable droplet-based chemical reactions. The production 

of these droplets has been predominantly in T-junctions [1] and flow-focusing systems [2], where a continuous fluid flow 

of two immiscible fluids (most often oil and water) is required, with a constant stream of monodisperse droplets resulting 

from the combination of these two fluid streams.  Technologies used to drive these flows, most often peristaltic pumps or 

syringe pumps, are poorly suited to manipulation of fluid volumes in the sub-nanoliter range, making on-demand 

production of individual droplets difficult to control. Further, in most microfluidic devices the pressure source is located 

distances away that are orders of magnitude greater that the length scales of the device, introducing time delays, 

additional fluid volumes and additional pressure gradients and resistances proportional to the length of the connecting 

tubing. 

To address these shortcomings, several methods have been used to create pressure gradients on-chip, including 

surface acoustic waves (SAW). SAW is readily applicable to droplet generation, given the ability for a SAW to act 

directly on a fluid-fluid interface [3] with the wavelength of a typical SAW device (5 µm < λSAW < 300 µm) 

encompassing the range of length scales found in most microfluidic devices. SAW has been used previously for mixing, 

concentration [4], pumping [5], jetting [6] and atomization [7], where (in the last two cases) SAW was used to act on the 

fluid-air interface to produce droplets with diameters as small as a few micrometers.  

A SAW is produced using a series of interdigital transducers (IDTs) arrayed on a piezoelectric substrate and driven at 

a frequency f = cs/λSAW, where cs is the sound velocity in the piezoelectric substrate, resulting in a Rayleigh wave which 

will travel on the surface unattenuated. A SAW is substantially different from other methods of piezoelectric actuation, 

with bulk of the displacement concentrated within a few wavelengths from the substrate surface, resulting in efficient 

energy transfer from the substrate to a fluid placed on top of it, with the angle at which the acoustic wave propagates into 

the fluid given by the Rayleigh angle, θR = sin
-1

(cl /cs). 

In this paper we report a novel method to produce individual picoliter-scale droplets on-demand, using focused SAW 

to act upon a water-oil interface to eject water droplets into a continuous oil phase. Further, we elucidate the mechanism 

by which a Rayleigh SAW acts upon a water-oil interface in order to produce movement in the direction of SAW 

propagation. 

 

THEORY 

Acoustic radiation pressure, the time-averaged pressure on an interface placed in the path of an acoustic beam, arises 

as the result of the nonlinear propagation of the acoustic wave across a material discontinuity. In the case of an acoustic 

beam produced using SAW acting on an oil-water interface (as in Fig. 1b), there is no method, aside from interface 

movement, to transfer the isotropic pressure induced by the SAW to the oil side of the interface. The Rayleigh pressure 

acting on an interface is then given by [3] 

 

 
, 

(1) 

 

where v is the instantaneous fluid particle velocity and 〈ρv
2〉 is simply 〈E〉, the energy density in the fluid. To a first order 

approximation the fluid particle velocity v ≈ v0, where v0 = ζω is the substrate velocity, ζ is the surface displacement and 

ω is the angular frequency. If the substrate velocity is oscillating sinusoidally, the time average 〈ρv
2〉 is nonzero, resulting 

in a nonzero pressure term for an interface in the path of the acoustic beam. The static pressure term 〈p-p0〉 arises from the 

nonlinear propagation of the acoustic beam through the fluid itself.  Both the static and interfacial pressure contribute to 

the production of droplets in the system presented in Fig. 1. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

 
Figure 1: (a) Diagram of the SAW-based picoliter-scale droplet production system. A continuous and constant fluid 

phase of oil is injected in either symmetric oil I/O port. (b) Applying a short-duration SAW pulse (on the order on 100ms) 

focused at the water-oil interface is used to produce a single picoliter-scale water-in-oil droplet on-demand. The pre-

ferred SAW propagation direction is in the x-direction, as per the coordinate systems in (a) and (b). Figure is adapted 

from [8]. 

 

We employed 40 µm/80 µm wavelength focused SAW devices, comprising 90/45 finger-pairs of 90˚ circular focused 

interdigital transducers (FIDTs) on a 0.5 mm thick, single side polished 128˚ Y-cut, X-propagating lithium niobate (LN) 

substrate. The 10 nm chrome/200 nm aluminium FIDTs were aligned on the substrate symmetrically with respect to the 

preferred propagation direction on the LN. With the exception of the electrode pads, the devices were further coated with 

70 nm of evaporation-deposited SiO2 to promote adhesion with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which was bonded after 

exposure to an activated air plasma. In the device setups considered the PDMS (~ 2 mm height) was either bonded 

directly to the IDTs (as in Fig 1) or delineated a water filled chamber around the IDTs (Figs. 2,3). Results from the two 

systems are comparable, though marginally higher powers are required to produce comparable droplets in the first case 

due to PDMS-loaded SAW attenuation. 

Olive oil was injected into the using a syringe pump (KD Scientific 210, Holliston, MA, USA) whereas water (Milli-Q 

18.2 MΩ.cm, Millipore, Billerica, MA) was manually manipulated using a 1 mL syringe until a steady-state oil-water 

interface was achieved. A signal generator/amplifier (BelektroniG F10, Freital, Germany) was used to power the device.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Figure 2: (a-c) Images of the production of an individual droplet and (d) the droplet volume VD for different pulse 

durations and applied powers. The insets in (a-c) are contrast-enhanced for clarity. The orifice and channel width for (a-

d) are 20 µm and 30 µm, respectively, both with a 30 µm chamber height, with a SAW wavelength of 80 µm and 

frequency of 48.4 MHz. The PDMS boundaries are highlighted in (a) for clarity. (d) Is adapted from [8]. 

 

In this work a focused SAW pulse is directed at an oil-water interface in a modified T-junction, where oil is the 

continuous and water is the disperse (droplet) phase. When the fluid interface is deformed sufficiently to bring the leading 

edge of the interface into contact with the opposing wall of the T-junction, the non-uniform pressure gradient on either 
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side of the nascent droplet resulting from the continuous fluid flow causes the neck at the orifice boundary to thin and 

finally break off, resulting in a water-in-oil droplet embedded in the oil phase [1]. Fig. 2a-c shows the interface movement 

and droplet break-off processes, with Fig 2d showing the observed droplet volumes, here encompassing a range of ~10-

30 picoliters for SAW pulse durations from 50-600 ms. The SAW pulse must be of sufficient duration and power to 

deform the interface sufficiently to reach the opposing T-junction wall and produce a droplet; here pulses of lower powers 

(3.1, 3.5 W) require longer pulse times to initiate droplet production. 
Wherever a discontinuity in acoustic properties exists an acoustic wave will be able to exert pressure on that interface 

– this is true for not only water-oil interfaces, but also any particles or cells that may exist in a medium exposed to an 

acoustic field. However, this force is greatly enhanced for higher frequencies and powers, with the force on the particle 

F~f 
4
 (for radius ≪ λSAW). Increasing the SAW frequency to 95.4 MHz (λSAW = 40 µm) it is possible to concentrate parti-

cles, here an analogue for cells, at the water-oil interface for subsequent simultaneous droplet production and particle en-

capsulation. 

 

 
Figure 3: Simultaneous on-demand droplet production and particle encapsulation using SAW. (a) The water-oil in-

terface at rest is (b) subjected to low power, high-frequency 95.4 MHz SAW to concentrate 10 µm particles in a dilute 

mixture at the interface. Applying a short duration, high power SAW pulse results in an individual water-in-oil droplet 

encapsulating the concentrated particles. The PDMS boundaries are highlighted in (a) for clarity. Figure is adapted 

from [8]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

We have developed a novel system for on-demand production of water-in-oil droplets on a microfluidic platform us-

ing SAW. This system combines separate steps of particle concentration, encapsulation and droplet production, where the 

picoliter-scale droplet size produced can be reliably determined as a function of applied power and SAW pulse duration. 

We expect this system to find application in high-throughput serial analysis systems requiring programmable, on demand 

droplet production. 
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Appendix B

Flow around a PDMS membrane

For completeness, the fluid flow profile in a channel partially impeded by a physical obstruction in
the form of a PDMS membrane was modeled using COMSOL. As seen in B.1, local flow velocity
is minimized in the space directly behind the membrane, meaning less power is required by the
SAW device to retain these particles.
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Figure B.1: Particles subject to an acoustic field oriented principally vertically in the system
demonstrated in Chapter 6 will are trapped behind a 3D structured PDMS feature. Here, parti-
cles collection is aided by the lower characteristic fluid velocity in the region immediately behind
this membrane. Discontinuities at the entrance to the channel are a result of the constant 0.5 mm/s
flow condition, which quickly relaxes into a normal parabolic flow profile.
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